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h. ) |,

INTRODUCTION

The Massachusetts Attorney General (" Mass AG"), the-

|Seacoast Anti-Pollution League and the New England Coalition on a

Nuclear Pollution (the "Intervenors") submit this brief in
support of their appeal of LBP-89-38 docketed December 11, 1989.

'

PROCEDURAL POSTURE OF THIS APPEAL

Intervenors again note that they pursue this further

intra-agency appellate review of the Seabrook Licensing Board's '

I
'

actions reghrding the full power licensing of Seabrook Station

to protect their rights to such further intra-agency appellate

review and not in derogation of their rights to have final,

)
agency action reviewed in the Court of Appeals for the District

of Columbia Circuit at this time.

y.
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As.this Appeal Board may be aware,.Intervenors filed a f

I Petition for Review of the Licensing Board's November 9 license
'

)
authorization with the Court of Appeals on December 4, 1989. ,

!

The Commission's December 8 Motion to Dismiss and the
1

Intervenors' January 5 Motion for Expedited Review are ;

currently pending. As grounds for its January 5 motion, the

Intervenors. argued, inter ,alia, that the Licensing Board's

i ' application of the record reopening standard to the
1 !
'

Intervenors' low power contentions (as set forth in

Intervenors' December 19, 1989 Brief on Appeal of LBP-89-28

;
filed with this Board) and to their September exercise

contentions-(as set out below) supports a judicial presumption
;
'

of bad faith and that administrative and judicial integrity

requires that the Court of Appeals review the Licensing Board's:;

-

disposition of these issues grior to full power operation in

accordance with an effective full power license. In response, -

the Commission represented to the Court that these issues are'-

)
presently before the Commission.

,

L Intervenors have only sought further intra-agency review
,

after November 13, 1989 to protect their rights to such review

! if: 1) the commission or the court were to grant Intervenors'

various motions for mandatory relief (revoking the November 9

license authorization on the grounds that it is a legal nullity

because it unequivocally contravened the mandate of ALAB-924)

thereby requiring that Seabrook licensing issues continue

before the agency or 2) the Commission or the Court were to
'

grant Intervenors' pending (before the Commission) and future
_

-2-
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(before the Court if and when necessary) motions for a stay of

the effectiveness of the November 9 license authorizationgy
v

pending the completion of further intra-agency appellate

review.1/- In the event no stay were granted pending the

completion of'further intra-agency appellate review,2/ and +

Cl ,

judicial review of the merits of the November 9 license

authorization were to proceed, Intervenors would withdraw,

O
1/ A stay pending further intra-agency appellate review is one
possible outcome of the Commission's immediate effectiveness
review. 10 CFR 2.764 (f) (2) . Indeed, Intervenors have argued
to the Commission that the Licensing Board's application of the
record reopening standards to their low power testing and.)- September onsite exercise contentions and the fact that thisI .

L application prima facie supports a judicial presumption of bad ;

| faith is precisely the kind of error that should be reviewed
| and reversed prior to lifting the immediate effectiveness ,

| stay. (Indeed, such a reversal and the concomitant recognition
of Intervenors' rights to a hearing on material issues prior to

, C) licensina would require further a reversal (or vacation) of the: -

! November 9 license authorization, predicated, as it obviously
was, on the denial of Intervenors' rights to a hearing on these +

issues.) -Intervenors have also argued to the Commission that
the Licensing Board's " bad faith" supports a stay pending .

further agency review pursuant to-10 CFR 2.788. If the
Ch Commission were to deny Intervenors' requests for a stay and

otherwise decide pursuant to its immediate effectiveness review
that no stay pending administrative review is called for
thereby lifting the $2.764 stay and making the license :
authorization effective, Intervenors would then seek a stay
from the court of Appeals. Such a judicial stay could well

C) remain in place pending the completion of both any further
intra-agency appellate process that the Court wishes to permit
(as noted, the commission has argued in opposition to
expedition that issues are still before the agency) and Court
review of the November 9 action or of any such further agency
appellate process (assuming such further agency review does not

,9,. ^ moot judicial review by resulting in license revocation).

2/ This would not mean that the Court had denied a stay
request 1D toto. The Court may well deny a stay pending
further administrative review because it sees no benefit to
further agency review on the merits but grant a stay pending

O judicial review because it finds Intervenors have met the
standards for such a stay. In this regard, Intervenors note
that they have sought expedited judicial review of the merits
with all briefing complete by February 14, 1990.

-3-n
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terminate or otherwise request that intra-agency review be held j
i

in abeyance thereby choosing to have the court of Appeals i

review the agency's final licensing action notwithstanding the
1

existence-of an intra-agency appellate scheme, just as Congress

contemplated in the Atomic Energy Act ("AEA"), 42 USC

52239(b).M |

PRELIMINARY COMMENT ON LICENSING BOARD'S
DISPOSITION OF SEPTEMBER, 1989 EXERCISE ISSUES

,

Before turning to the procedural facts and arguments that

support Intervenors' position on appeal of the Licensing

.

Board's decision of December 11, 1989 (LBP-89-38), Intervenors .

.'

note the remarkably peculiar status of that decision itself.

1. First, on November 9, 1989 the Licensing Board

autharized the issuance of a full power license for Seabrook

Station. At that time, Intervenors' September onsite exercise

contentions had-all been filed and placed before the Board for

decision. As discussed below in detail, Intervenors' rights to

)

2/ Egg the Hobbs Act, 28 USC 52342 and the Administrative
Procedure Act ("APA"), 5 USC 5704. Saa also Petitioners'
.[Intervenors') December 18 Opposition to Respondents' Motion to
Dismiss filed in the Court of Appeals, Docket No. 89-1743, at

). 7-15. For the convenience of this Board, this pleading is
-

attached as Exhibit 1 hereto. The relationship between
" finality" and " exhaustion" is described at 1-7.

p

.

--
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. litigate material licensing issues translated in these j

<
,

_

circumstances at the very leastM into a right to have the

Board address Intervenor efforts to secure a " hearing",E/

even if after addressing them, the Board were to deny admission |
1

to all Intervenor contentions. This is so because a Licensing !
) I

Board can not simply ignore pending requests by intervenors for !

a pre-licensing hearing if those requests meet all of the

formal requirements imposed by the NRC for getting the legal )). !''

attention of a Licensing Board. Yet such a primitive violation i

of due process is exactly what the Smith Board accomplished on

November 9 when it authorized license issuance with absolutely )
h |

no discussion at all of these September exercise issues. The 1

,

only statement concerning these issues in the Board's 571 page 1
|

magnum opus appears at 569 n.87, last centence

We shall also explain why the pendency of several motions ito submit new contentions does not preclude the issuance of I

the operating license.

1/ If, by some miracle, the Licensing Board were to have l

| admitted Intervenors' contentions then Intervenors' rights to a |

| ' hearing orlor to licensino would have expanded to include l

| disoosition of these contentions prior to licensing. Before
-admission, Intervenors' hearing rights under the AEA at least

|) equal the right to have the admissibility decision made before i
licensing. The Smith Board denied even this right. 1,

(

5/ Of course, no evidentiary hearing was required on,

| Intervenors' contentions in their view because they alleged
' - that the September, 1989 exercise was insufficient in scope as

. a matter of law. Intervenors' " hearing" on such issues would
; ' have actually meant a decision on the merits of Intervenors'

legal claims of insufficient scope, which Intervenors' sought,

) by means of their October 18 Motion For Summary Disposition.
Egg infra,

)

-5-
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2. The promised " explanation" docketed on November 20,-
:

.

1989 (LBP-89-33), of course, did not provide this explanation

but promised yet another " explanation." LBP-89-33 at 40. j

Moreover, at no time during the display of its apparently

Ulimitless capacity to issue post facto rationalizations for ;

its November 9 licensing action, has the Smith Board even

addressed, let alone explained, how it thought it could-
.

authorize license issuance before decidina nendina notions for

a hearina. Had it bothered to focus on this issue, the Board

would have found D2 cases / permitting it simply to ignore or2
:

ff On November 20, the Board issued LBP-89-33 its first
" explanation". On November 28, the Board issued LBP-89-36 in
response to the Applicants' November 22, 1989 Advice to the i
Licensing Board with Respect to LBP-89-33. (In keeping with '

the Smith Board's high regard for Intervenors and their rights
,O to be heard, LBP-89-36 issued before Intervenors even received
'. the Aeolicants' Advice!) On December 11, the Board issued

LBP-89-38, dealing with the September exercise. The Board
issued LBP-90-1 on January 8, 1990 ringing in the new year withi

its judicious treatment rationalizing its license authorization
- notwithstanding Intervenors' EBS contention also pending as of

;O November 9 which the Board-could not possibly have even
L considered at the time because neither the Staff nor Applicants
j had responded to it or its October 30 virtually identical

precursor by November 9. Next, on January 9, 1990, the Board
. issued LBP-90-2 denying Intervenor's Motion to Reopen Regarding
i; A Proposed License Amendment. Finally, in a procedural
;O ephiphany, the Board issued a Memorandum and Order dated
L January 11, 1990 soliciting advice from " interested parties" on
j how it might proceed to finally obey ALAB-924 and "how they

propose to participate in the resolution of the remanded
issues." January 11 Order at 1.

t

O. 2f of course, in light of the Smith Board's rather expansive

L view of its own power, finding no cases permittina it to
L proceed as it did would fall far short of slowing the Board

down. The test applied by the Smith Board is whether any case
orevented it from acting as it did. Sag its November 20, 1989

'.O '
" explanation" (LBP-89-33) at 3 (noting that it found no case
foreclosing it from issuing a license notwithstanding that its

~

New Hampshire plan findings had been reversed by the Appeal.

Board). Interestingly, there is little or no precedent that
(footnote continued)

-6-
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!
postpone pending motions for a prelicensing hearing on issues !

.

at the time it authorizes a' license for the obvious reason that ;

by lanorina or costoonina disposition of such motions it is ;

necessarily denvina these notions de facto.E/ -

e

3. Even the Board evidenced at least a subliminal i

awareness of the fact that its November 9 action constituted a

da facto denial of Intervenors' exercise contentions. In its .

rather incoherent discussion of the exercise issues in '

) '

'

LBP-89-33 (November 20, 1989) the Board stated at 37-38

(emphasis supplied):

The pendency of the motions on the ensite exercise presents ,

a different kind of problem. Such exercises are material -

'
to,the issuance of an cperating license in the
circumstances of this proceeding. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix>

E. IV F.1. Subject to reasonable procedural requirements, *

'

Intervenors may challenge Applicants' compliance with the i

onsite exercise requirements. (Citations omitted)
Therefore, if Intervenors' respective motions are admitted,
our Initial Decision authorizing the issuance of a full

. power license may need to be revisited and oerhaos vacated.

i

2/ (footnote continued) Intervenors have found applicable to '
'

the November 9 action regarding: 1) the pendency of the
certified question; 2) the contravention of this Board's

L mandate in ALAB-924 and 3) the failure to even address pending
i motions. Obviously, if a Board is prepared to act so blatantly

- outside the law, there is little prior precedent one can find
to restrain it.

B/ Cases do exist which affirm the Commission in lifting its -

immediate effectiveness stay notwithstanding the pendency of;

;; motions to reopen the record and grant a hearing. The -

- predicate for Court approval of this procedural sequence, of 4

course, is that the motions for a heiring were filed after
final aaency action (the license authorization) thereby'

requiring that the record reopening standard be met. The
pendency of these motions do not preclude the Commission from
permitting the license authorization to become effective. Egg
discussion and cases cited in Intervenors' December 18), Opposition to Motion to Dismiss at 15-20 (Exhibit 1 hereto). >

-7-
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Logically,'the only possible basis for the Board's da facto

denial on November 9 of the admissibility of these contentions |

is-the application of the record reopening standard and the de
1

facto (and ggk silentio) finding that that standard was not J

met.E/ As discussed infra, the application of this standard

to material licensing issues prior to final agency action

violated Intervenors' hearing rights and supports a presumptio'n

of bad faith.

4. Thus, in these circumstances, the Board's bifurcated

disposition of these issues (ruling on November 9 and !

. explaining itself on December 11) presents some serious r
.

concerns about the status of the December 11 " explanation" and

even this Board's jurisdiction:

a. Intervenors believe that the November 9 licensing

; action is " final agency action" reviewable by the Court of

L Appeals. What is before the Court is the Board's decision
,

which in relevant part de facto (and Ruh silentio) denied the
'

.

September exercise contentions based on the record reopening

standard. N The Board had no jurisdiction on Decenber 11 to

i.

l.
|
t 2/ Intervenors discuss below the Board's utterly outrageous
| (indeed outright funny) determination that the exercise
! contentions did not meet the late-filed contention standard.

- 19/ The alternative is that the lower Board simply authorized
the license with not even a tacit ruling on these contentions.
If applying an impermissible standard supports a presumption of
bad faith, applying no standard at all because issues are
simply ignored 1D toto should support a conclusive presumption

I in this regard.

-8-
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issue this " explanation" after the Intervenors sought judicial
'

)'
review on December 4, 1989. As such, if understood to be

anythina more than or other than a statement that the Licensing *

,

Board did apply the record reopening standard to these j

contentions on November 9, the December 11 " explanation" could
,

affect the merits of the legal issues now pending before the ;

Court of Appeals.11/ This the Licensing Board had (and has)
'

no jurisdiction to do. Thus, this Appeal Board should strike

the December 11 decision as beyond the jurisdiction of the

lower Board to the extent that it is understood as more than a

'. defense of the Board's application of the record reopening $

standard.12/
.

-

_

t

~

11/ As discussed infra, Intervenors are not certain that
LBP-89-38 does anything more than or other than attempt
(unsuccessfully) to explain how or why it applied the motion to

,

reopen standard, and why such application was permissible. !

( Obviously, if the Board is setting forth an alternative basis
)' for denying the admissibility of these contentions, this

,

y alternative was never set forth expressly or impliedly on
' November 9. Thus, such an alternative basis would be a post

facto rationalization in its purest form.

( 12/ This Board's own authority to strike the December 11
) decision is not itself limited by the pendency of the Court of
: Appeals case, because striking the December 11 decision not
' only does not interfere with the merits of the case before the i

court of Appeals but such action would be taken to orevent an
inferior board from potentially interfering with the case now

( before the Court. Esa Intervenors' January 19 Motion to Enjoin ;

J- the Licensing Board filed in response to the Board's January 11
=

;

procedural order on the remanded issues, citina cases.

!

I
-9-
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b. In the alternative, this Board should treat the

December 11 " explanation" as the RSAt facto rationalization it

obviously is in light of the circumstances. No deference on

appeal to any determinations by the lower Board =is appropriate

lest this Board be seen as lending its prestige and authority

to the " sentence first, verdict later" procedure adopted by the

Smith Board on November 9 ostensibly in the interest of

" efficiency." LBP-89-33 (November 20, 1989) at 38.12/

c. Finally, this highly peculiar procedural process

puts this Board's own jurisdiction in doubt. On January 2,

1990 the Chairman of the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal

Panel reconstituted the Appeal Board

for that portion of the emergency planning phase of this
operating license proceeding concerned with appeals from
the Licensing Board decision (LBP-89-38) regarding the 1989

D onsite emergency exercise.

| .Obviously, Intervenors filed a Notice of Appeal of LBP-89-38

within the requisite time period to protect their rights to

D have the Smith Board's disposition of their onsite exercise

contentions reviewed. Yet, that disposition occurred on

D 11/ Under the AEA it would not be lawful for the NRC to
structure its licensing procedure as follows: after receipt of
a license application, time is provided for the filing of
contentions. After all contentions are filed, the Licensing
Board then authorizes a license. Finally, in a seemingly
endless series of decioions the Board oost facto disposes of

$ these contentions, all the while maintaining the illusion (for
public consumption) that if a contention were to be admitted
then the license authorization may have to be revoked or
vacated. Put in this way, even the Smith Board would see
something at least peculiar here. (Although it would find no
cases foreclosing such an ingenious scheme). Yet, that is

I precisely what happend here.

-10-
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. November 9, 1989 in LBP-89-32 and not on November 20, 1989 in

O-
LBP-89-33'or on December 11 in LBP-89-38.1AI- Intervenors have

already filed ~a notice cf appeal of LBP-89-32 (and'LBP-89-33)1E/

'which appeal is before a different panel of the Appeal Board.

- In,these-circumstances, it is unclear what this Appeal Board
O

panel has jurisdiction over. If it is ingt the December 11

decision set :forth in LBP-80-38 and the Board is believad when it =

asserts at 4 of that decision that the onsite exercise issues had
O-

not been decided before December 11, then Intervenors sought

judicial review on December 4 of a November 9 decision that
totally lanored oendina motions.15/ In this case, as noted

11/ On first blush, this assertion might be disputed by the
Smith Board. For example at 4 of LBP-89-38, the Board using
the subjunctive asserts that on November 20 (in LBP-89-33 at

()) 37-40) it " reported that the motions would be dtDigd." Thus,
on-December 11, the Board is asserting that on November 9 the
motions were not vet ruled on (i.e. denied). Yet, as discussed
above, how could the Board, then, simply have ianored-these
issues? ' Putting-the actions of the Board in the best oossible
licht means that on November 9 it at least tacitly and

() wrongfully applied the record reopening standard to these
issues supporting a presumption of bad-faith. If it-did not
' decide these issues at all, its November 9 final agency action
is even:more arbitrary and capricious (if this is possible).

15/ Egg Mass AG's November 22 Notice of Appeal of LBP-89-32
C1 noting that review is also sought of LBP-89-33.

If/ Intervenors have represented to the Court of Appeals that
the Board on November 9,.1989 da facto ruled on the onsite
. exercise contentions, tacitly applying the record reopening
standard, and thereby acted in bad faith. Intervenors believe

O, that'this reconstruction of events flows as a matter of lawf

from the fact that the Board authorized a license and took
" final agency action" with these issues before it. Put another
way: Intervonors believe that as a matter of law it is not
possible for a Licensing Boerd to authorize a license and take

-
final action with motions for a prelicensing hearing pending

C)1 without denying them expressly or impliedly. The Board
subjectively believes not only that it can do this (although at
no time has it supported this assertion with a single case) but
that it did do this.

.

-11-
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h- above, this Board has jurisdiction over the. lower Board's
~

'Dagamber 11_ decision-denying Intervenors' motions and since '

this decision issued after jurisdiction passed'to the Court of

' Appeals, this Board should. simply strike LBP-39-38 as a legal

3 nullity-because it' interfered with the merits of the case

Intervenors had put before the Court.

? Alternatively, as Intervenors believe, if the disposition
;

of these onsite exercise contentions occurred oa November.9 -

'

then-the December 11 decision is of no legal significance at [
all excent to the extent that the Board attempts to defend what

,e

it obviously did on November 9; i.e. tacitly apply the motion:

.to. reopen standard and deny these contentions because they are '[,

.not safety significant. D Ygi, arauably this error is

before another Danel of this Board.

In these circumstances, E Intervenors proceed on the
,

' '

accumption~that this Board has jurisdiction over both LBP-89-38'

?

,

i. 12/ Very little is clear from a review of 35 to 40 of the
; Board's November 20 first " explanation" except that it was

L . applying (or was going to apply) the motion to reopen standard
L to these contentions. LBP-89-33 at 39. As discussed below,

such application is indefensible as a matter law and is a cleart

[; violation of the holding of the Court of Appeals in San Luis
obisoo Mothers for Peace v. NRC, 751 F.2d 1287, 1316-1317 (D.C.r

Cir. 1984) (" Mothers for Peqqt").
,

1

L 1B/. Intervenors find this procedural posture to be absurdly
H complicated, almost to the point of indeterminacy. Yet, these

ht complications flow from the unreasoned, unique and unlawful
disposition of Intervenor efforts to secure a hearing by the''

Smith Board. Intervenors refuse to allow their rights to a
fair hearing (including their right to have the agency's
November 9 final licensing action %dicially reviewed without

( impermissible post facto adulteration by the Smith Board) to be
) -affected in any way by the Smith Board's apparently innate

cape. city to complicate and obfuscate everything it touches.

-12-
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And that part of LBP-89-32 L(and LBP-89-33) which tacitly-(or,

expressly yet tentatively in LBP-89-33)-denied Intervenor

. exercise contentions ~on the September onsite exercise.-

Intervenors brief these matters-here and not in their briefs on, ,

LBP-89-32 to be. filed on January 24, 1990.

PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND

on May 31, 1989, the Mass AG filed a motion with the Smith

-Board seeking to have it hold open the Seabrook licensing

record pending the then-required prelicensing onsite exercise.

In this motion, the Mass AG noted that pursuant to 10 CFR Part

50, Appendix E.IV F.1 another onsite exercise was required

prior to the issuance of any full power license after June 27,

1989 (i.e., one year after the last onsite exercise then having

been held on June 27, 1988). Mass AG's May 31 Motion to Hold

Open the Record at 7. Indeed, the Mass AG attached as Exhibit

6 to that motion.a May 5, 1989 NRC Staff letter to Applicants

discussing this exercise and noting that it was tentatively

scheduled for September 25, 1989. In his May 31 Motion, the

Mass AG also requested that the Smith Board assert jurisdiction

over this exercise with regard to any possible litigation

arising from it, schedule a prehearing conference to discuss

it, set a schedule for the filing of contentions, D and

D
D f The Mass AG argued in this Motion at 9-10 that the
late-filed contention standard should not be applied.
(ALAB-919's ruling on this issue arising out of a contention
filed on the June 1988 onsite exercise issued on June 20,
1989.) At 10 n.2 the Mass AG stated:

If every contention filed after the event is nonetheless
late-filed under Catawba, then the Mass AG seeks a schedule
so that he can establish " good cause" for the failure to
file on time.

D -13-
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#' permitI the Mass'AG (and other Intervenors who may be so
inclined)1 the necessary access and observationalen

~' opportunities to. enable the timely formulation and filing
([ of contentions.

' Motion-at 2.

In its Juns 21, 1989 Reply to the Responses of the-

C) Applicants and Staff,-the Mass AG again asserted that the

record should be held open pending the September exercise

because application of the record reopening standard would

C) violate ucS v. nac,.735 F.2d 1437 (D.C. Cir. 1984). Also, the

Mass AG again stated that a schedule in needed "in advance so

that he will meet this test ["how soon after it was possible to

()j file contentions were contentions filed") without argument."

Mass AG's Jure 21 Reply at 3 n.3.2EI Finally, the Mass AG

dealt expressly with an argument presented by.the NRC Staff in

CL its June 15, 1989 Response to the Mass AG's May 31 Motion at

5-8. This Staff argument was repeated later in response to the

contentions actually filed by Intervenors regarding the-

O September exercise and then adopted by the, Licensing Board in

LBP-89-38 at 15-16. Although the merits of the Staff's

arguments are discussed in more detail below, Intervenors note

(y- here that in the July 21 Reply, the Mass AG at 10-12 set out

carefully how the NRC Staff was intentionally misstating and

QT 29/ As to the. late-filed contention standard, the Mass AG also
argued (as he has to the Court of Appeals on appeal of
ALAB-918) that the Smith Board should be consistent: it did
not apply the late-filed standard to SPMC contentions filed in
April, 1988 or.to June, 1988 exercise contentions filed in
September, 1988 and this standard should not suddenly be

O t. applied to increase Intervenor obstacles to a hearing.

-14-
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mischaracterizing the holding of the Court of Appeals in Ucs v.

EBC,-735'F.2d'1437L(D.C. Cir. 1984) and San Luis Obisoc Mothers9

k-'' for Peace v.~NRC, 7.51 F.2d 1287, 1316-1317'(D.C. Cir. 1984)

regarding the application of the record reopening standard to

' material | licensing issues. Noting that the Staff was

obfuscating theLdistinction between " material issues" and

" material evidence" in direct contradiction of the Court of'

Appeals clear holding in Mothers for Peace at 751 F.2d at 1316,
>

the Mass AG stated:

The Mass 1.G belleves that such intentional and flagrant
i omission and miscitation of federal law by the NRC Staff to

anladjudicatory body of the NRC should be sanctioned by.
D this Board. .At the very least, the intentional obfuscation

of the issues and the failure to even address the relevant
matters, condemns the Staff's response to deserved
irrelevance.

June 21 Reply at 12 n. 10.
>

On June 20, 1989,-ALAB-918 issued and it addressed the

Wolfe Board's January, 1989 decision (LBP-89-4,-29 NRC 62

(1989)) regarding Intervenor's onsite exercise contention
)

arising ott of the June ' ,8 exercise. That Licensing Board.

had applied the record reopening standard as well as the

late-filed contention standard. In affirming'the Licensing
D

Board's application of the late-filed contention standard, the

Appeal Board addressed the Intervenors' claims that the

application of the record reopening standard violated UCS v.
D

HEC. .

The short answer to the intervenors' claim, however, is
that the Licensing Board did not deem the exercise
contention to be filed after the record was closed at all.

> Indeed, the Board specifically assumed the record remained
open in finding the exercise contention was late-filed and
in applying the five f actors of 10 CFR 52.714 (a) (1) .

-15-
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-LBP-89-4',.29-NRC at 68. Further, contrary to the'

,

Intervenors' apparent belief, the Msg casa does not
prohibit placing reasonable procedural ~ requirements upon*

1 the1 filing of late-filed contentions. Rather, it holds
that a party's statutory hearing rights on a material"

licensing issue cannot be made to hinge upon the agency's
-unfettered discretion to reopen the record. Egg 735 F.2d
at-1443-44.

g ALAB-918, slip opinion at 13 n. 21.

On June 23, 1989 the Smith Board heard oral argument on the

Mass AG's May 31 motion. Tr 27238-27249. Again, at oral

g, argument the Mass AG asserted that the record reopening

standard should not be applied _to any contentions filed

regarding the September exercise and that to ensure

g Intervenors' rights in this regard, the Board should hold open
'

the record pending that exercise. The Mass AG argued that
,

ALAB-918 did not permit application of the record reopening

g standard:

because there are standards in the motion to reopen,
Applicants and Staff are going to point to the last,

sentence-on the bottom of page 13 -[of the slip opinion of
ALAB-918 quoted above] in the footnote (n.21] where the

g 1 Appeal' Board refers to the-agency's unfettered discretion
to reopen the record, and indicate that EsE only. prohibited-
an unfettered discretion, but otherwise did not prohibit
the application of a reopening the record standard when
there were, as:there is in the NRC's rule, some objective
criteria.against which the motion is to be judged. . . .

g Tr. 27239.

The Mass AG then quoted Mothers for Fgang at 1312 to the effect

that:o

g "becausa the Commission's criteria for reopening a closed
record are higher than the criteria for obtaining a hearing
under Section 189(a), the mere fact that a party can seek
reopening is not a sufficient substitute for the hearing
rights guaranteed by Section 189(a)."

_g Tr. 27242 (quoting Mothers for Peace).

-16-
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On June.30,'1989 the Board denied the Mass'AG's May 31 Motion,

: Tr. 28287-28290, and closed the-record.- The Board stated:
g ,

[E)ven if we were to assume that that'onsite exercise is'7 likely to give rise to a right to a hearing and that an
issue may come out of it, we find that we do not have the

* .~ authority 1to hold open the record for.that purpose. . ..

Even if the NRC as a'whole has the responsibility to
IX address the difference between reopening the record as

#

'

. compared to a late' filed contention, or as. compared to a
2.206 petition,-even if that were the case, that authority
has not been granted to licensing boards. And as. . .

y stated, we:found nothing in the cases - Union of Concerned
Scientists v. NRC, or Mothers for Peace. -(Everyone. calls

I it " Mom's"), the San Luis Obisoo case. The Mothers for -

Peace - that suggests to the contrary.

Tr. 28289.21/'

On August 11, 1989 the Applicants filed an Application for

an Exemption from the regulations requiring the September 1989-'

exercise. Noting that the onsite plan (the Seabrook Station

Radiological Emergency Response Plan, "SSRERP") had been tested

and evaluated in exercises in February 1986, December 1987, and

-June 1988,^the Applicants claimed that:

D

21/. In short, the Smith Board ruled that it lacked the
-requisite authority needed to obey the mandate of the Court of
Appeals. To jump ahead slightly: ~none of this prior history
.of Intervenors' efforts to secure their rights to litigate the
September exercise unencumbered by the record reopening

I standard is even mentioned by the Smith Board in LBP-89-38 (or
anywhere else). Instead, as if it were-observing and noting
facts about the natural world and not a procedural world of its
own creation, the Board states in LBP-89-38 at 16:

In any event, we need not anguish over whether U_Q1 permits
I the application of the rule governing motions to reopen a

closed record. The record of this proceeding is closed,
and we must obey the clear provisions of 10 CFR 52.734 for
dealing with closed records.

Having suppressed the fact that it closed the record on June 30
- in.the face of Intervenors' repeated arguments based on UCS and

.

' Mothers for Peace, the Smith Board on December 11 (or

] November 9) found no need for " anguish" as it proceeded to
~

,

j . expressly violate the direct mandate of the Court of Appeals.

-17-
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_,f in.each instance the NRC found the emergency response"

1 -actions were adequate to protect the public health and,

safety.11/
0

Applicants' August 11, 1989 Exemption Application (filed with

the Commission) at 4. Based on these;past exercises, the

Applicants sought a temporally unlimited exemption from the one
() = year prelicensing requirement arguing that onsite emergency

preparedness (plan + the implementation capability) was
,

adequate to-protect _the public without it. Further, the

O
Applicants claimed at 8 of their Exemption Application:

the ASLB's Partial Initial Decision, dated March 25, 1987,
found that the onsite emergency plan satisfied all NRC
criteria.ll/

O-

12/ .The Smith Board made much'of the purported fact that the
onsite' plan had been already tested before September 1989.
LIndeed,cthe Board actually invented out of whole cloth.without
any. basis whatever the theory that the purpose of the earlier

(); exercises was to " test and validate [] (the] emergency plan"
-while the later September 1989 exercise was "to assure training
and current competency," LBP-89-38 at 22, as if the " plan" is'

:the' script of a play which, once it has been tested in New
Haven and revised if necessary, just needs a good cast for its
NewcYork run. As-discussed below in more detail, problems with

(f. the SSRERP were revealed in each of its earlier exercises.

112/ 'As' discussed in more detail in the text above, this
statement is-inaccurate and directly contradicts the claims
made by the Applicants to the Appeal Board (in their March 10,

.

-1989 Brief at 17-18) on review of the Wolfe Board's disposition'

()" of the Intervenors' onsite exercise contention filed in
' September 1988 (which appeal led to ALAB-918). The SSRERP cua
clan was never liticated before the Wolfe Board and certainly
no onsite'exercice of the onsite olan was ever liticated by
that Board. Notwithstanding this, the Commission in its
September 15, 1989 Order denying Applicants' Exemption

()J Application stated that the:

onsite plan has previously been exercised and adjudicated
. . . .

CLI-89-19 at 4. The Smith Board then built its speculative
() . chimera involving the differing purposes of so-called earlier

(footnote continued)
-18-
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(1

In fact, the Wolfe Board did ngt make this finding and

certainly never reviewed or considered any of the earlier

onsite exercises in authorizing a low power license on

March 25, 1987. The only issuga before the Wolfe Board

concerning the complicnce of the onsite plan with the

requirements of $50.47 were the adequacy of the plan's,

' emergency classification and action level scheme.ASI
.

These

issues were summarily disposed of in the March 25, 1987

decision, 25 NRC at 183, because the "two contentions are no

.

. 21/ (footnote continned) exercises as compared to so-called
-O later exercises on this same incorrect basis. LBP-89-30 at 22:

Thus, it is apparent that a major purpose, the principal,
purpose, of the within one year onsite exercise is to
assure training and current competency, not to test ED
already tested and validated emeraency claDA

:C
(emphasis supplied).

_ 2A/ The Hampton Beach Area Chamber of Commerce (formerly
CCCNH) had submitted an onsite emergency plan contention in
1982 which stated:

O
The Applicant has failed to demonstrate adequate onsite
protective measures in the event of an emergency in

; accordance with 10 CFR 50.47 (a) , (b), 10 CFR 50 App. E, and
NUREG-0654.4

9 This contention was dismissed along with its sponsor as a
discovery sanction on April 18, 1983. LBP-83-20A, 17 NRC 586,;

591-592. The then-plenary Board erroneously stated that:

All of the HBACC's contentions were adopted from the State
of New Hampshire's contentions which are still remaining in

-O the proceeding.
_

Id. at 591. As the Applicants noted to this Appeal Board in
its March 10, 1989 Brief on LBP-89-04 at 19 n.45, the issue of

--

the adequacy of the onsite plan as challenged in HBACC's
~

Contention (CCCNH-5) was
-9

out of the proceeding No one has tried to. . . .

resurrect it since.

-19-
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' longer controverted . issues." Moreover, the Applicants had'

, ,

argued strenuously to the Appeal Board and to the
E when the Intervenors' sought to challenge theirCommission

y.

; performance during.the June 1988 onsite exercise before the
4

Wolfe Board that'onsite exercises in general (and obviously

this would-have included.all of the earlier exercises predating

the lower power authorization of March 1987) are not material

to a low power license.- The Applicants had argued:

" '

Issuance of a low power license is nat, under NRCs

regulations dependent upon the onsite portion of the
' emergency plan for.the site being exercised.',

Applicants' March 10, 1989 Brief on Appeal of LBP-89-04 at 17

(emphasis-in original). Thus, not only was the onsite plan as

a matter of~ fact never litiaated before the Wolfe Board but the

Applicants had argued to this Board'and the Commission in March

and May 1989 that onsite preparedness was not even material to

-the low power authorization issued by that Board in March

1987. Without skipping a beat, of course, Applicants then

turned around and argued on August 11, 1989 that the same March

1987 decision evidenced that the onsite plan had been

S
25/ The Appeal Board did not address the materiality of onsite
exercises to the findings required by 10 CFR 50.47(d) for the
Lissuance of a low power licen60.in ALAB-918 issued on June 20,
1989.- The Commission, however, in CLI-89-08 issued May 18,
1989, in a non-merits stay posture, stated:

In particular, as reflected in questioning by the Appeal
Board at oral argument (citing Transcript of Oral Argument
before Appeal Board on Review of LBP-89-04 dated April 21,
1989 at 11), there is at least reasonable question whether
the exercise is material to a decision on the adequacy of

$ the onsite plan for low power.

CLI-89-08, slip opinion at 14.

-20-
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adjudicated. This: statement then became the basis for the
,

commission's statement that the "onsite plan has previously

been_ exercised and adjudicated," CLI-89-19 at 4, which then

: unleashed the-Smith Board's speculations concerning the

-purposes of "early"-versus " late" onsite exercises.25/

On September 15, 1989 the Commission denied the Applicants'

Exemption Application. CLI-89-19. On the next business day,

(September 18, 1989) the Mass AG filed by telefax a Renewed

Motion for'a Schedule for the Filing of Contentions. (This

Motion is-attached here for convenience as Exhibit 2.) In this

Motion,_the Mass AG detailed his efforts at obtaining exercise

-documentation by means of FOIA requests from the Staff and

again sought some schedule so that he would know when, after

his. receipt of necessary and sufficient information, any

-contentions arising out of the exercise should be filed. The

Board never ruled on this September 18 Motion and indeed it

appears to have fallen off the edge of the Board's procedural
B

world never even being mentioned by the Board.22/

2.f/ The Wolfe Board stated at 25 NRC at 216 (March 1987) that
B "the state of onsite emergency preparedness provides reasonable

assurance that adequate protective measures can and will be
taken." However, in the absence of any admitted contentions
challenging the onsite plan or the performance during onsite
exercises, these issues never passed jurisdictionally to the
Wolfe Board. 10 CFR 550.57(c) (leaving to Director of Nuclear

D Reactor Regulation all licensing findings not contested before
the 1icensing boards). No adjudicatory record supported the
Wolfe Board's boilerplate.

2.2/ As discussed infra, the Board.did find nonetheless that
the Intervenors' October 18 Motion for Summary Disposition was

D impermissibly late.

-21-
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' The exercise'took place:on September'27, 1989. Intervenors-
1

had sought 1 observational opportunities from the Applicants. j
h'|: 1

~(S.Ra September 18 letter from Traficonte to Dignan attached to-

Renewed Motion,-Exhibit 2 here.)- The Applicants refused to

- cooperate' in this-regard. D (San September 20 letter from )'
-

I
Dignan to Traficonte, Attachment-2 to Intervenors' October 18,

1989-Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Disposition
~

.(" Memo S.D.") Exhibit 3.here.)- As a result,-Intervenor

- observers took up posts in the public domain to observe :

performance to the extent possible. W Based on'these j

i

observations, Intervenors concluded immediately after the
'

,_
exercise-that the scope of the exercise had been truncated no-

-

,

doubt in order.to lower the chances of revealing planning i.

|

problems and to prevent Intervenors from observing any

k .

(The truncated scope meant that many activities j
,

performance.

that might'have been observed from the public domain simply did i

not_take place.) |

- 23/ The Board had' denied a request from the Intervenors set '

: forth'in the Mass-AG's May 31, 1989 Hold.Open the Record Motion
to assist them in obtaining observational-opportunities during
low power testing. The Board had denied this request
indicating that it has-no power to order any discovery before a
contention is admitted.- The Intervenors, based on this earlier i

ruling, did not again seek assistance from the Board in i

obtaining observational status during the September exercise.s

22/ One such post was the Media Center located at the' Town
Hall in Newington, New Hampshire. Although the Town Secretary
had assured-the_ Mass AG that the Town Hall would remain open to
the public during the exercise (as it did), when Attorney
Traficonte tried to observe the exercise from that vantage
point, he was thrown out by the Newington police at the

) direction of the Applicants. Sag Attachment 3 to Memo S.D. ]'

This example of Applicants' exemplary commitment to open and
democratic decision-making, of course, goes unmentioned by the
. Licensing Board.

-22-
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On September:29 Intervenors filed a contention alleging

insufficient' scope. After having received the scenario
D

documents from.the NRC pursuant to a FOIA requestEE/ on

October 10, the Intervenors filed on October 13, a second

motion to admit an additional contention. After receipt on

2D/ At 3'of'LBP-89-38, the Licensing Board takes note of the
NRC Staff's Inspection Report No. 50-443/89-10, dated October
2, 1989; As the Board was aware (Egg October 19 teleconference

D at Tr. 28308-28309)- but of course never mentioned, the Staff
had tel'efaxed this Inspection Report to the Applicants on
October 5. The Applicants then had it available to them in
preparing-their October 11, 1989 Response to Intervenors' first-

exercise contention. The Staff did not send this Report to
'Intervenors until after October 19. When confronted with this,

9 Mr.'Reis stated (Tr. 28308):
Although we attempted to get it out as soon as possible,
apparently our mail room, which is in the Region,
dispatches the section reports, decided to act in the usual
course of, business which wasn't too prompt ar.d I certainly

D am embarrassed by the failure to promptly dispatch that-and
dispatchlit in the same way to the Intervenors as-to the-

Applicants.

This, of course, is not an isolated occurrence. The NRC Staff
has completely abdicated its role as an independent party in

9 this; proceeding, repeatedly filing pleadings containing false,
misleading and untrue statements in an effort to mislead the
adjudicatory tribunals of the NRC and secure a Seabrook license
for'the Applicants. For example, on December 12, 1989 the
Staff' asserted to the Commission that the Smith Board did not
apply the record reopening standard to the Intervenors'

S exercise contentions. NRC Staff's December 12, 1989 Response
to Intervenors' Motion to Vacate LBP-89-32 License

Authorization at 45 (" Board did not justify its actions on the
basis of a failure to meet the reopening standard in 10 CFR
52.734.") (Reis, Young and Bachman). This is patently false.

9 On December 1, 1989, the Staff asserted to the Commission that
.ths " Appeal Board failed to consider the significance of the
planning deficiencies it identified (in the NHRERP]". NRC
Staff's' December 1, 1989 Comments on the Immediate
Effectiveness of LBP-89-32 at 6 n. 12. (Young) Of course,
this is false. Egg ALAB-924 at 68 n. 194 (sheltering plan

$ " deficiency () must be remedied" for plan to be approved) and
19 n. 47 (suspending, until further proceedings are complete on

-23- |
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October 16 of the Licensing Board's-October 12 decision on low

.

power testing contentione in which the Board applied the record

-reopening standard to Intervenor low power contentions, the
Intervenors filed on October 16 a Motion seeking to amend their

September 29 and October 13 pleadings, nunc oro tunc, and

addressed the motion to reopen standard.

Finally, on October 18, 1989, the Intervenors filed a

- _ Motion for Summary' Disposition of their onsite exercise

contentions, a Statement of Undisputed Facts and a Memorandum

in Support. Anticipating timeliness objections, the

9
19/_ (footnote continued) Special-Needs Survey, the Licensing-
Board's finding that adequate number of vehicles and drivers
are available). 'On October 27, 1989, the Staff asserted to
this Appeal Board that the extraordinary further testing of all
of Seabrook's. operators in December 1989 did not arise out of

.5 = the _ June: low- power events. Staff's October 27 Response to Mass
AG's Motion to Expedite Appeal and Appeal Board Order of
October ~26, 1989 at 3 n. 4 ("[ Mass AG's] statement presumes
that the December operator's tests and evaluations are being
. conducted because of the June 22, 1989 events. No support
exists in the record for that statement and it is disputed.")

D (Reis) This is patently false as well. Egg Intervenors' Brief
cui Appeal of LBP-89-28'(December 19, 1989) filed with this
Board'at 9 n. 13 and Exhibits 1 and 2 thereto. The Staff also
hasinot hesitated to misstate the law as well as the facts when
needed. In.its October 16, 1989 Staff Response to Intervenors'
Motion to Admit Contentions on September 27, 1989 Exercise at

9 -15 the Staff asserted that the third of the 5 late-filed
contention standards is the "most important factor." (Young)
This is also false as the Staff well knows. Egg ALAB-918 at 21
(slip opinion) ("It is well established that the first factor
is the most crucial. ").. . .

$ In Intervenors' view, the partisan role played by the Staff
in this proceeding in combination with: 1) the failure of the
Staff lawyers to abide their lawyerly obligations to make only
true statements; 2) the Licensing Board's increasing reliance
on and wholesale adoption of Staff positions on fact and law;
and 3) the Staff' exclusive control over information have made

$ a total shambles of this proceeding and the result has been a
clear and direct violation of the public's right to a fair
hearing and to due process under the AEA and the Constitution
of the United States. Amendments 5 and 14.

:
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.Intervenors offered their-October 18 memorandum as either''

support for their motion for summary disposition, as a wn tten

-reply to the responses of the Staff and Applicants to their

exercise contentions or as itself a late-filed supplemental

1 basis,to these earlier contentions. (Memo S.D. at 4-10). In

this regard, Intervenors set forth why their legal analysis met

the late-filed contention standard and the record' reopening

standard'if this legal analysis were to be viewed as an
>

additional supplemental " basis." D

THE BOARD'S LEGAL ERRORS

LBP-89-38 reflects, as it were, a sea battle fought by the
D

Licensing Board against its twin enemies: human reason and.the

English language. At numerous points during this battle, the

decision submerges below the surface and becomes indistinct and

indeterminate in form, and incomprehensible in substance. In

these circumstances, it is often difficult to pinpoint with

precision-what the carticular errors were which the Board made
>

while=it, in aeneral, was applying the record reopening-

standard in direct violation of federal law. Intervenors'

onsite' exercise case was based on the following propositions:

W Treating a legal analysis as set forth in the Memo S.D. as a
necessary component of a contention necessarily to be filed with
-the' original contention statement is absurd and unprecedented.

> The Intervenors explained at Memo S.D. 5-6 why under the
remarkable circumstances of this case, they nonetheless protected,

their analysis-by addressing the late-filed and record reopening
standards. True to form, on October 19 (the day after the Memo
S.D. was filed) the Staff (Reis) argued precisely what Intervenors
had anticipated - that a contention statement must also set out

> all legal arguments in support. (October 19 teleconference at
Tr. 28316 - 28318). Also true to form, the Board adopted this
Staff analysis, never even bothering to address Intervenors'
timeliness arguments. LBP-89-38 at 31-32. See infra. |
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1) As a matter _of law,_the onsite prelicensing exercise'

had to be:of sufficient scope to-meet the regulatory

requirements;

2) As a matter of law, the regulatory requirements for

' the one-year prelicensing onsite exercise include a test of all

major observable portions of the onsite plan to the extent

possible without_public participation.

3) As a matter of undisputed and indisputable fact,

certain major observable portions of the onsite plan were not

tested during the September 27 exercise;

4) As a matter of law, the record reopening standard can

not be applied to issues material to licensing before final

agency action; and

5) The September 27 exercise was of insufficient scope to

meet the regulatory requirements and another exercise would

have to-be held before full power licensing.

Little of this case actually finds its way onto the scene
b

of battle. As best as Intervenors have been able to decode the

Board's decision it is " structured" as follows: at 6-8, the

Board discusses the contentions correctly noting that-the

Intervenors' challenge is to the scope of the exercise under

the law set out in ALAB-900, 28 NRC 275, 285-287 (1988). Next,

the Board at 8-9, purports to set out the 2 " broad issues"

presented by the Intervenors' case. Then, at 10-14, the Board

attempts to discuss the "First Broad Issue." Next, at 14- 19,1

the Board clearly and erroneously holds that the Intervenors'

contentions must meet the record reopening standard. This

,
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standard [is-then applied ~at 20-31 (setting forth the Board's

l i. conc us ons as to the safety significance of the issues'

} >

presented). Then at-31-32, the. Board addresses the late-filed

contention standard, finding the. legal analysis set out.in the -

i'''

October 18 Memo S.D. late without good cause without explaining '

why that analysis "should have been submitted with the earlier
;

motions" (31) or without even addressing Intervenors' reasons -'

.for the " delay" 1.ofiling the legal analysis until October 18

~

as set forth at Memo S.D. 4 .LO. At 33, the Board denied the

L Intervenors' Motion for Summary Disposition. Finally, at 33-

! 41,;the Board'sinddresses the "Second Broad Issue," discussing
)
; and rejecting the legal analysis set out at Memo S.D. at 10-29.
l:
g The significant errors liberally sprinkled through the '

! Board's analysis are as.follows:

[' ,

1. At 5, the Board asserts that the-contentions do not

even' allege that the onsite exercise was insufficiently
~

compeehensive to have revealed fundamental flaws, nor does
: _ it point to any non-exercised aspect of the onsite
). emergency plan which'had the capacity to reveal fundamental

[' flaws if that aspect had been exercised.
i-

Apparently,. based ~on some amalgamation of ALAB-903 with

AIAB-900,- the Board appears to believe that a well-pleaded
) ') !

scope contention in addition to identifying a major observable-

}: portion of the emergency plan that was not fully tested must

also contain an allegation that if this major observable, - .

1 .

i portion had been tested a " fundamental flaw" either would have
1

or could have been revealed. The Board even detects a sinister

motive behind the form of Intervenors' scope contentions:

-27- ,
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.We-read. Contention Ex-2 to be' drafted-deliberately to D21
allege =that' fundamental flaws would have-been revealed by a
fully scoped exercise.

)
(6) ' (emphasis in original) . -First, if this freshly minted

requirement concerns an allegation of what would have occurred

then;suchfallegations would have been mere speculation and
)

objectionable on those grounds. Second, if the allegation

Lperceived as deliberately omitted is that the testing of a
,

major- observable could have revealed a fundamental flaw, then
) . -

Each contention andthis allegation is not omitted at all.

basis identified " major observable" portions of the onsite plan
,

which were not tested, obviously, a portion of a plan la a
>

major observable because the testing of it could reveA1_n

fundamental flaw. If a portion were only " minor" and not

tested, even if-it had been tested and performance was poor, no
P

" essential element" of the plan (under the first prong of

ALAB-903's two pronged test for a fundamental flaw) would be

involved. Thus, identifying and_ establishing portions of the
>

onsite plan as " major observable portions" not tested is the

legal and logical equivalent of alleging that had these

portions-been tested, a fundamental flaw could have been
I

revealed. ALAB-900, 28 NRC 275, 285-287.

Third, ALAB-900 sets out the contours of a scope contention

which challenges the compliance of an exercise with the
>

regulatory requirements and the Intervenors' contentions met

those contours. Finally, review of the Shoreham Intervenors'

admissible scope contentions indicates that the Seabrook
)

Intervenors' scope contentions were every bit as detailed and

complete.

) -28-
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2. The Board applied the motion to reopen standard and
|

6 thereby expressly disobeyed the mandate 12/ of the Court of
'

Appeals in Mothers'for Peace and UCS v. NRC. First, the Board

found the exercise (and therefore its sufficient scope and

adequate completion) material to licensing. (10) Second, it

expressly applied the standards set out at 10 CFR 52.734.

(16), Not only did the Board fail to even mention Intervenors'

repeated efforts to avoid this result, but it applied this
>

standard without any reasoned explanation at all to support its

action. The Board hinted that somehow the codification of the

motion to reopen standard on May 30, 1986 (after MCS and
)

. Mothers for Peace issued) made those cases irrelevant:.
In promulgating.Section 2.734, the commission explained
that it was distinguishing that rule from Section 2.206
where the NRC could refuse to entertain any motion to

-

) reopen. 51 Fed. Reg. 19535-538, May 30, 1986, Final Rule.
Criteria for Recoenina Records in Formal Licensina
Proceedinos.

-(16). This statement, of course, is a non-secultur. In

> Mothers for Peace, the Court expressly discussed the standards
~

for reopening a closed record and found them impermissibly high

when compared to the normal procedural requirements for

) ' securing a hearing on material issues under the AEA. These

reopening standards were codified with some irrelevant changes

3 22/ Mothers for Peace, of course, was issued by the Court of
Appeals in another case. Nonetheless, the Court expressly laid
down a rule of law applicable to the NRC in all further
proceedings. In these circumstances, " mandate" although
perhaps-not technically correct, captures the nature of the
Court's directive and the basis for its statement that further

) violations of this rule of law would support a presumption of
agency bad faith.

-29-
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after< Mothers for Peace:at 51 Fed. Reg. 19535. Absolutelv#

'nothina about-this codification outs the holdina of Mothers for'

D,
Peace and USC-into'cuestion.22I The application of the

'

'

record reopening standard was legal error and must be

reversed.2AI'
D

22/ Although completely baseless, this concocted notion that
somehow the. codification in 1986 of the reopen standard was in
resoonse to or was somehow a solution to Mothers for Peace and

D 'HCE lives on. The Applicants stated in their January 10
Response.to the Motion for Expedited Review filed with the
Court of Appeals:

Finally; NRC and its Boards are accused of acting in bad
faith-vis-a-vis prior decisions of this Court. Acceptance

D of this line of argument necessitates, inter alia, that
this Court accept the notion that NRC deliberately adopted
a regulation after a decision of this. court which it knew
to'be violative of that decision.

Response at 10 (emphasis in original). This statement reflects
D acrather: primitive confusion between the regulation (which

alone does not violate anything) and its application (which
violates the AEA if applied to issues material to licensing
sbefore final agency action.) The Applicants-then, in a
footnote, try|to-mislead the Court even further:

D When: Mothers for Peace was decided, 10 CFR S2.734-was not
on the books. The reopening rule found inappropriate in
that case was decision generated and more draconian than 10
.CFR $2.734.<

Response at 10 n. 25. This assertion is false. Egg 51 Fed.
D Reg. 19535, 19536-37.(May 30, 1986) (noting that case law had

used phrases for 3rd prong.of standard like "would have been
reached",and "might have been reached", that Mothers for Peace
had discussed "would have been reached" standard, and that
"[t]he-inquiry should be, and has been, the likelihood that a
different result will be reached if the information is

P considered.") The decision generated standard, therefore, was
'

and,is.the same as the codified standard which is the same as
the standard discussed by Mothers for Peace. The codification
was only and just that -- a codification.

.2A/ Intervenors also assert that for the reasons set out in
D their October 16 Motion to Supplement, their contentions meet

the' record reopening standard in any event. The Board, for
(footnote continued)

-30-
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. 3.- _The' Board, as~ discussed above,. invented a different

epurpose'for."later" onsite exercises as compared with " earlier"t

h:: '

'~

ones.- (22) This was legal error. The Commiss~ ion and not the-

Smith Board (at least in theory) writes the regulations.

Moreover,- cursory review of earlier = inspection reports ;

indicates that every time,the SSRERP was fully tested problems
were revealed. Attached as Exhibit 4 is 50-443/86-10 which at
5-6 sets forth weaknesses in the plan revealed by the Staff's

I) ."

l - )iM review of the' February 1986 exercise. Exhibit 5 is the one and ;

.

only Emergency Preparedness Implementation Appraisal ever
i

conducted at Seabrook Station on March 24-28, 1986,

(50-444/86-18) which identified 55 open issues regarding the

i. onsite plan (at'28-32).- Exhibit 6 is 50-443/87-25 reporting

the performance during the December 1987 exercise. Exhibit 7

is the Staff's report on the performance during the June 1988
-

onsite exercise. There is nothing that as a matter of. fact or

r - law-supports the proposition that a full exercise was not
,

necessary or. required.

|:
i

2A/ (footnote continued) example, ruled that this standard

h.D was not met, inter alia, because no factual affidavits were
| submitted. (19) Again, there were indisputable omissions in~
l- the exercise scenario. Intervenors on the basis of these ,

undisputed facts established as a matter of law that the scope
| .of the exercise failed to meet the regulatory requirements.

.'

The only' affidavits that could possibly have been submitted i

would have ended up making legal arguments. This was preciselyE

what the Staff and Applicants' submissions did which prompted
the Intervenors' objections. Egg Memo S.D. at 25-26, n. 22.
Egg also LBP-89-38 at 20, 26.

7
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}- -4. The' Board erred'in finding the Intervenors'' October 18-

Memorandum to be a' late-filed supplement necessarily to have;

- been filed earlier.- (31-32, 36.n. 10) Legal argument is not

necessary to a contention statement and not necessary to a

showing that'the late-filed contention has been met. Even if
P

itfis, the Board never even addressed the reasons given by

Intervenors in Memo S.D. at 6-7 for whatever delay existed

b'etween| September 27,and October 18.
D ." 5. Finally,'the Board's-discussion of the central. legal

'

issue here -- What'is the' proper interpretation of 10 CFR Part

50 App..E'IV. F. 1? -- is woefully inadequate and wrong as a
.

b
matter of law. (34-41) Before this Board Intervenors rely on

the legal analysis they set out in Memo. S.D. at 10-29 for the
-

: proposition that the prelicensing onsite exercise had to test
D

all major observables of the onsite plan. They rely on Memo

'S.D. at-29-36 for the proposition that the September exercise

did not test allithese major observables just as alleged in
D

.their contentions. The Board's legal interpretation is wrong

for the following reasons:

a) First, at 35-36 the Board after having set out
I

the relevant regulatory language states:

From this, the fundamental purpose of Section IV. F. 1. is
to ensure that a " full participation" integrated exercise
of the onsite and offsite emergency plans involving the

D licensee-and all relevant governments must take place no
1 more than two years-before a full power license

notwithstanding the timing of any subsequent supplemental
(and oresumab1v. limited) exercise of the licensee's onsite
plan.

>- (emphasis supplied). In light of the analysis of the

regulatory language set out by Intervenors in Memo S.D. at
,

-32-
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-10-15[.the Board's' construction is nothing more than an ipse'

' dixit without rational analysis supporting it. Indeed, the
'

Board expressly =oresuman that the onsite exercise is " limited"

-in scope-- 'when this is the very focus of the inquiry. . Rational

| legal analysis does not begin with a cresumotion that the

Intervenors' proffered interpretation is wrong.

b) Even-more telling, the Board expressly

acknowle'dges that there is' ambiguity in Appendix E. IV. F. 1.

After reciting its own crabbed version of Intervenors'-

interpretation the Board states:

I -It is a credit to the rhetorical talents of Intervenors'
h ; counsel.that they advance a nossible (but not the only)

~

' interpretation of Appendix E, Section IV. .F. 1 which, on
first blush, appears reasonably plausible yet is, upon-
-analysis,. devoid of merit.

(38) (emphasis in original). E Recall that the Smith Board

is purportedly trying to make a reasoned and fair determination

-

of this legal question after it.has already authorized a>

.. license and~ acknowledged that if Intervenors' legal arguments
-

were.to prevail it would have to revoke that license!

obviously, if Intervenors' interpretation is " reasonably

plausible" ADsl the language .is ambiguous, rational minds would

then turn to the administrative history of that language in

order to interpret it. Intervenors set out in detail this

1 history at Memo S.D. 15-25. This history established beyond
)

peradventure that not only were the Intervenors' views

" reasonably plausible" but

k
| 25/ At 40-41 the Board also states that the relevant language
j has " acknowledged ambiguities."

-33-
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that1they were legally correct'as the best interpretation of
,

r-
,

-the ambiguous language'in' light of that history and the

regulatory purposes of emergency plan exercises.

Instead of even confronting Intervenors' argument from the
,

administrative history, the Board instead: 1) again restated
:

its own construction.(38-39); 2) asserted that the Commission's

silence on the issue is significant even though no one had ever

raised the-issue b'efore-(39-40); and 3) again relied on its'

concocted notion that "later" exercises test the cast and not

the play-(40).-. Finally, the. Board dismissed the Intervenors'

rational appeal'to the-administrative-history.of the relevant

regulation:

To the extent Intervenors cite and characterize isolated
snippets!of administrative history to support their
strainedireading_of Section IV. F. 1, we-are bound to

; rejectitheir construction in favor of the clear imoort of
the language of the section.

. (40) i(emphasis' supplied) . Within 4 lines of text from the

phrase underscored-in this passage, the Board reiterated that

the dispositive language of the regulation is ambiguous. "Oh,*

what a topsy-turvy world this can be!" The intellectual and

linguistic. confusion here should be reversed in the strongest

.possible terms.

CONCLUSION
,

For all of the reasons set forth above, this Appeal Board

should dispense with oral argument, reverse the lower Board's

November 9 denial of Intervenors' right to a hearing on the

Intervenors' September onsite exercise contentions, find that

'the September exercise, from which the commission expressly

-34-
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; refused:to grant the Applicants an-exemption, was insufficient'

Lin. scope-asia matter of law, and revoke and vacate the license
''

authorization ~. 'In the alternative,-in the event, such a

reversal comes only~after-the license-authorization has been

made effective, full power operation-should be suspended,.

)
pending the' adequate completion of a full onsite exercise..,

Respectfully submitted,
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UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS-

FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CIRCUIT

p
_ . )

COMMONWEALTH AF MASSACHUSETTS, et al., )
)

Petitioners, )'

) No. 89-1743
v.,g )

)' December 18, 1989'

| UNITED STATES NUCLEAR- REGULATORY _ .)
| COMMISSION AND THE UNITED STATES OF )-'

AMERICA, )
)

g -Respondents, )
)

PETITIONERS' OPPOSITION TO
RESPONDENTS' MOTION TO DISMISS

j Petitioners Commonwealth of Massachusetts (" Mass AG"), the

New England Coalition on Nuclear Pollution and the Seacoast

Anti-Pollution League oppose the Respondents' December 8, 1989

, Motion to Dismiss their-Petition for Review of the November 9
Order authorizing the. issuance of a Seabrook full power
operating-license.1/

|

I DECISIONAL FINALITY AND JURISDICTIONAL EXHAUSTION:I.

THE FRAMEWORK FOR ANALYSIS OF THE NOVEMBER 9 ORDER.

The Commission and the Intervenor identify two somewhat

overlapping reasons why the November 9 Order is not " final":
I 1) further actions must be taken by the Commission before the

Seabrook; full power license is actually, literally granted; and
2) further agency appellate process must be completed before

D

| 1/ Petitioners' Petition.for Review was filed on December 4,
1989. The November licensing action was dated November 9 but
docketed by the Licensing Board with the NRC on November 13,
1989. On December 11, 1989, Public Service Company of New

k Hampshire (Seabrook's bankrupt Lead Owner) moved to intervene
! in this case and filed a separate Motion to Dismiss the

. December 4 Petition. Petitioners address Intervenor's motion
in this opposition as well.

D
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IWat ,

o,

any-licensing " decision" is final. In doctrinal terms,g y; ,

Respondents-argue-that the license authorization _is not-

"decisionally. final" because it is not yet effective and that,

,

: %
tho' existence of an intra-agency appellate scheme without more'

.

''

constitutes a bar to review based on " jurisdictional&
I

d( exhaustion." American Dairy of Evansville. Inc. v. Beraland,

f 627-F.2d 1252, 1259-1261, 1267-1273 (distinguishing " mandatory,

exhaustion" from " decisional finality") (" Bergland").II
k'):

"

Respondents and the Intervenor are wrong on both counts and

their motions to dismiss should be denied.2/

Cx ,

:1/ There is a distinction between exhaustion and finality..
.

'FTC v. Standard Oil, 449 U.S. 232, 243 (1980) (noting confusion
between these two separate requirements); Gulf oil Coro. v.*

'' QQE, 663 F.2d 296, 307-08, n.71'(D.C. Cir. 19 81),

(distinguishing' doctrines but noting overlap). In those cases
C)- where'the decisional finality of an action is'not-immediately

apparent, courts often engage in an inquiry into its practical
and legal effects. . Abbott Laboratories v. Gardner, 387 U.S.
136, 148-149.(1967) (ripeness test includes a hardship-to-
parties-component as well as a more narrow finality
component). However, when an action otherwise has the indicia

C1, , ,of decisional finality, a search for immediate real-world
effects is.not a relevant inquiry. Port of Boston Maring
Terminal Association v. Rederiaktiebolacet Transatlantic, 400

DL U.S. 62,.70-71 (1970) (noting anachronistic ring to argument
that an order having no immediate practical-effect is therefore
not decisionally final).

V' 1/ petitioners will file within a matter of days a Petition
for Mandatory Relief seeking an order from this Court to the
NRC instructing it to give legal effect to a November 7, 1989
NRC Appeal Board decision in the Seabrook case. This November

,

7' decision on appeal of an earlier Licensing Board decision
()N reversed and remanded that decision for further proceedings.

Notwithstanding this clear mandate, the subordinate. Licensing
Board within 48 hours proceeded to authorize license issuance,
an' action necessarily predicated in part on its earlier
-decision presently reversed and remanded. Petitioners
immediately sought license revocation and enforcement of the

CT November 7 decision from the Appeal Board. Before any action
on the merits of this request was taken, the Commission on
November 16, sMA sconte took jurisdiction of this request away
from the Appeal Board, initiated its immediate effectiveness
review of the Seabrook licensing proceeding pursuant to 10
C.F.R. $2.764 (in accordance with which the effectiveness of

Cl Footnote 3 continued ...

<
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A. The November 9 Ordct and Decisional Finality,

The NRC and the Intervenor have confused in a y.gry
Jp^

1

thoroughgoing way the differences between an order's " finality !

? for purposes of appellate review" and an " order's amenability |

to immediate execution or enforcement," i.e., its |
'

- effectiveness. National Treasury Emoloyees Union t. FLRA, 712
1

' F.2d 669, 670 (D.C. Cir. 1983) ("NTEU"). A union sought to ;

bargain with an employer over a contract provision that would j

' '
have stayed execution of adverse personnel actions pending j

i

review by the Merit Systems Protection Board ("MSPB") . The i
'

a

|Federal Labor Relations Authority ("FLRA") ruled that such a

D~
provision was nonnegotiable reasoning that: 1) the MSPB only

|

>
'

entertained appeals from " final agency actions"; 2) an agency 1

action becomes final under MSPB regulations on its " effective

date"; and 3) an actice ;as no " effective date" when it is |

stayed and therefore such a stay provision would actually end

' the appellate process and " permanently bar or forever suspend..

adverse action." E. at 670.U
l

; _

Footnote 3 continued) the November 9 Order is temporarily stayed) and indicated that
| the Petitioners' Motion for Mandatory Relief would be

| considered by the commission as a request for a stay. These
events establish that there exist no discretionary exhaustion
defects in this case. The Clerk of this Court has indicated:

! that such a Petition for Mandatory Relief will be separately) docketed in accordance with Court rules and procedures and
Petitioners will therefore immediately move to consolidate that
Petition with this case.

. A/ !!If& is proof positive if it is needed that " finality" has
'

clouded otherwise bright minds. FLRA essentially took the) position that the moment an appeal was filed and a stay issued
the appeal could no longer lie. It confused the "finalit,'" of

i the order giving rise to the appeal and the need for the stay
with the effectiveness of the order which the stay suspended.
NTEU makes very clear not only that " effectiveness" is not the
hallmark of " finality" but also that a stay of effectiveness

h does not in any fashion affect the finality of an order.

1 -.~.
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In reversing the TLRA, this Court articulated quite clearly I

*.

that decisional finality for purposes of appealability is not a
'n ;'J

function of the immediate effectiveness of an order but whether {

it is a dispositive action "in the sense that it is firm and I

complete." & at 673. This Court stated |
O final agency action occurs When the agency has made an

<unalterable decision and only implementation of that
c decision remains. No change in the legal. . .

consequences ultimatelv flowing from decisiongill occur unless .tt.g decision is reve(the)rsed gI modified
. n appeal.gg

& at 674 (emphasis supplied). The Court concluded noting the !
,

commonly-accepted meanings of nonfinal (interlocutory)
action, final action Det YAt executed, and final i

q action that has been executed.V -;

& at 677. Egg American Federation of Government Ecolovees v. '

L FLRA, 777 F.2d 751, 755 (D.C. Cir. 1985) (identifying
,

ig decisional finality with " judgments that constitute full

resolutions on the merits").
Thus, the immediate offectiveness of an order is DQt

] relevant to its " finality" for purposes of appeal. The ;

L

relevant consideration is: is the decision a firm one ,

establishing legal consequences which will flow (when it is

O *** "**d) ""l*** *h* d' I*i " 1* #*"*"**d " *h* **"It* "
,

-

appeal.U
'

i

jO' y Indeed, this is the analytical core of finality for
purposes of appealability. An order is " final" if it fixes
legal rights or occasions legal consequences that will remain
firm unless reversed gr modified 2D acoeal. Since nothing more
can affect the resolution of the issues on the merits except an

L appeal, the order is amenable to appeal. This is why review
i upon " finality" does not adversely affect the decision-makingV' process: that process is complete but for that review. Port

of Boston, 400 U.S. supra at 71 (the test of decisional
finality is 1) disruption of decision-making and 2) legal
consequences fixed).

d
;

|
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of course, the decision must be both " firm and complete"
. because a resolution of only a portion of the issues presented

'might appear firm but be subject to modification upon the
issuance of the decision on the remaining issues.- Thus, to be

" firm" a decision must be complete.

It is immediately obvious that the November 9 Order is

" firm and complete" on all issues the Licensing Board believes!

it needed to resolve prior to authorizing the issuance of a
license. The best evidence of this is the Order itself which
recites the Board's findings and authorizes the license to
issue.II Moreover, the NRC has treated the November 9 Order.

as " firm and complete"'by beginning its "immediate

effectiveness review" which by regulation beains only upon the
decision by a Licensing Board to authorize a license. 10

). C.F.R. 5 2 . 7 6 4 ~. Thus, absent a reversal or modification 2D

aceeal the Licensing Board's decision will " ultimately" lead to
the issuance of a full power operating license. Such legal

consequences are the very hallmark of " final agency action." <

s

Both the NRC and the Intervenor appear to believe that

thfare is some significance for this court in the distinction ,

)
r '

L ff The Licensing Board is empowered by statute and Commission
regulation to issue license authorizations. 42 U.S.C.,|

52241(a) (boards may "make such intermediate or final decisions'
. as the Commission may authorize with respect to the granting. of any license or authorization"); 10 C.F.R. 552.721,

_. ..
l 2.718, 2.760, 2.764, 2.788. As discussed infra, these " final

agency actions" are stayed pending a non-merits review
conducted by the Commission for roughly 30 days.

)

L
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between a license authorization (which is the full limit of an
adjudicatory board's power over licensing) and the actual grant,

of a license by the Commission. NRC Motion at 1, 3; Intervenor

Motion at 6 n.9, a n.11. Apparently, the NRC believes it can

treat a decisionally final order by a Licensing Board
,

authorizing a license as non-final for purposes of appellate
,

review on'the grounds that the later non-adjudicatory action of

granting a license must be taken before the license,
authorization is " effective." of couse, as noted, the

" effectiveness" of the final agency action is irrelevant to its

decisional finality. Moreover, " finality" attaches to the,
legal components of the decision at issue, not the entire

complex of bureaucratic events that make up a licensing

action.2/ Finally, under the Administrative Procedure Act

("APA").EI an " order"U means "the whole or a part of a

2/ It is similarly wrongheaded for the NRC to assert that
I decisional finality is affected by the fact that before the

license authorization is " effective" the technical staff must
resolve all uncontested safety issues. While no doubt
reassuring, those actions are not even part of the decision at
issue.(since the issues involved were uncontested) and cannot
effect its finality. NRC Motion at 1. Such actions will never

> be.before this Court on review as they are extra-adjudicatory.

A/ The APA is applicable to agency action under the Atomic
Energy Act ("AEA"). 42 U.S.C. 52231.

1/ The AEA makes a " final order" subject to judicial review in
I the manner prescribed in 28 U.S.C. $2341. It also makes that

" final order" subject to the provisions of the APA, 5 U.S.C.
701, 11 sec. 42 U.S.C. $2239(b).

>

1
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final disposition." 5 U.S.C. 6551(6). Thus, if thu NRC's
;

position requires any further analytic response at all, it is {

sufficient to note that the " final agency action" for whichc
,

i

review is sought here is the leaal Mr.t of-the licensing order '

which reached decisional finality on November 9, 1989, no [
'

matter when the non-legal parts are completed and the license
|

physically, as it were, is issued.

B. The Relevance of the Agency's Appellate Scheme:
] Jurisdictional Exhaustion. '

Both'the NRC and the Intervenor appear to believe that the *

existence of an agency's appellate scheme without more makes a

] decisionally final Licensing Board licensing action non-final
for purposes of judicial review. D NRC Motion 2-57

Applicants' Motion 6-8. Not only is this a false belief but it

directly gJld comoletely contradicts the Congressional scheme '

established for the judicial review of NRC licensing actions.
..

Indeed, Congress intended the exact ocoosite result.
,

] First, this Court, under the Hobbs Act, 28 U.S.C. $2342, i

| !

| has exclusive jurisdiction over " final orders . made. .

reviewable" by 42 U.S.C. $2239. The AEA in turn states:

).
10/ Both parties also argue that the fact that Petitioners,

''

have acted in accordance with that scheme somehow affects the
jurisdiction of this Court. Although such actions certainly

|-
. are relevant to discretionary exhaustion considerations, they

]t are. irrelevant to jurisdictional exhaustion concerns. In any
. event, every effort after November 13, 1989 by the Mass AG to
protect his intra-agency appellate rights was accompanied by an
express statement concerning his right to seek judicial

' review. -As noted, discretionary exhaustion is discussed at
length in Petitioners' Petition for Mandatory Relief.

}
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|Any final order entered in any proceeding of the kind
specified in subsection (a) of this section (including' '

;

proceedings for the granting of any operating license)m

shall be subject to judicial review in the manner
prescribed (in the Hobbs Act) and to the provisions of i

section (701 at 33L.) of the (APA). W j
; 42 U.S.C. $2239(b). The provisions of the APA identified by

i

d Congress to which any decisionally final order of the NRC l's
:

}' subject include 5 U.S.C. 5704 which states:

Except as otherwise expressly required by statute,
agency' action otherwise final is final for the
purposes of this section whether or not there has been

.le presented or determined an application for a !declaratory order, for any form of reconsideration, )or, unless the agency otherwise requires by rule and ;
provides that the action meanwhile is inoperative, for !

i -
an appeal to superior agency authority. '

)
The syntax of this sentonce is rather painful but its )

meaning can be made clear. First, it is obvious that the

overall intent of this sentenced is in general to make

irrelevant for purposes of judicial reviewability the existence
|

)' of an agency's appellate scheme. Section 704 begins with the
;

phrase " Agency action made reviewable by statute. |"
. . .

W This subsection has been misread by some courts. A " final
order" in a licensing proceeding is subject to judicial review
under the Hobbs Act and, as a distinct proposition, is subject
to the provisions of $5701-706 of.the APA. The subsection does

. nel say a final order is subject to judicial review under the *

Hobbs Act and the APA. The language clearly distinguishes
- between a final order's subjection to judicial review in the

,

manner set forth in the Hobbs Act and that order's subjection
to-the provisions of the'APA.- Since the Hobbs Act grants
exclusive jurisdiction to the Court of Appeals it is obvious
that although 55701-706 of the APA control what a " final order"

) is, whatever it is can only.be reviewed in a Court of Appeals.
IMt Egg Citizens for a Safe Environment v. AEC, 489 F.2d 1018,
1020 (3rd Cir. 1974) and cases cited therein.

W $704 of the APA is entitled " Actions Reviewable". It
begins " Agency action made reviewable by statute and final

)' agency action for which there is no other adequate remedy in a
court are subject to judicial review."

-8-
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The.AEA makes " final orders" reviewable in this Court. An

' order "otherwise final" "is final for the purposes of this

section whether g not there has been eresented a determined

n acolication . . . igI e aDpeal to superior agency ;

; authority." There are two separate exceptions to this general,

r

rule of $704. Neither exception applies to the scheme set up

by Congress'in the AEA or by the NRC in its regulations. ;

.. The first exception is set out in the opening phrase of the

third sentence of $704: "Except as otherwise expressly ,

,

,

required by statute. Clearly, Congress intended to"
. . .

i
-

allow itself the statutory option of requiring intra-agency

E
; appellate exhaustion and indeed such statutory exhaustion |

L
,

i
,

( 12/ An order that is on its own terms in light of the agency's
). regulations decisionally final is "otherwise final." ;

|- 14/ This is done by simply precluding judicial review until a
certain decisional stage is reached within the agency even if a'

doctrinal analysis would have identified an earlier stage as
decisionally final. If the statutory. scheme defines that stage

h as also the first point at which the agency's decision has any
possibility of real world effect (by either staying its effect| ,

! upon an appeal or as in the Agricultural Marketing Agreement
I Act, simply forgiving all statutory fines for an appellant's
| violations arising during the pendency of his good faith

appeal, 7 U.S.C. 5608c(14)) then this postponement of review is's

[ benign. Still, it is an obvious exception to the general rule
f announced in 5704 which makes the agency's first " firm and
L complete" resolution on the merits judicially reviewable. If
! the agency's action is both final and effective and not

,

reviewable, the scheme is not benign. Egg V.N.A. of Greater
'

Tift County. Inc. v. Heckler, 711 F.2d 1020, 1022-1025 (11th
h Cir. 1983) (jurisdictional exhaustion under the Medicare Act, i

;' 42 U.S.C. 5139511, which incorporates 42 U.S.C. 5405(h) of the
; Social Security Act, prevents review notwithstanding immediate

suspension of payments flowing from agency action which
agency's appellate body is not empowered to stay); Beraland at
1267 n.36 (citing cases).

<
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requirementa are the basis for the courts' recognition of j
.

ijurisdictional exhaustion. Beraland at 1267 citina City of !} '

<-Tacoma v. Tarnavers of Tacoma, 357 U.S. 320, 336 (1958).

However, this exception is ng1 reflected in a statute that l
i

} states simply that review can be had only of " final agency j
i

action." This is so for several reasons. First, j

!interpreted in this way, this exception would swallow the
]

general rule that follows. Section 704 defines agency action j

otherwise final as final and therefore reviewable
notwithstanding the agency's appellate scheme. If the simple

Congressional limitation of review to " final agency action"
,

were enough to make that agency's appellate scheme relevant to .

"

| the analysis of reviewability, then Congress' intent that that )'

,

scheme is not relevant unless expressly required by statute
'

would be frustrated. Indeed, every agency scheme would be
!

subsumed under the first exception and the general rule of 5704 '

~

would be a null set. Second, the words "otherwise expressly I

required" clearly indicate that a mere statutory provision for

judicial review of final agency action does not trigger the

15/ Even when Congress omits the word " final" and makes
" agency action" reviewable, the courts interpret the intent to!

-

be in accordance with the basic principles of appellate.

" procedure which limit review to " final" actions. E.gg o m., Air
,

-
, Cali fornia v. United States Denartment of Transoortation, 654F.2d 616, 620 (9th Cir. 1981) (noting courts' restriction of

review of FAA pursuant to 49 U.S.C. $1486(a) to " final" agency,

action); Public Utility Commission of Orecon v. Bonneville
Power Administration, 767 F.2d 622, 629 (9th Cir. 1985) (citing
cases and authorities). But agg Gulf 011 Coro, 663 F.2d supra +

-at 310-311 (refusing to read such a restriction into 42 U.S.C.) $7193(c)).-

f-
l'
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first exception.

h.-
In this case, it is obvious that the AEA does agt I

i"otherwise expressly require" that m agency appellate process
i

be exhausted before judicial review can be obtained of an j

otherwise decisionally " final order" entered in an NRC
5 :

licensing proceeding. Not only does the AEA establish no

appellate agency structure at all but it contemplates that a

reviewable licensing order could issue from the Commission (42 {)
U.S.C. 62239) or from the Licensing Board. 42 U.S.C. $2241. '

Indeed, $2241 expressly excepts the Commission from the

requirements of 5 U.S.C. 6557, thereby permitting the
)- .

i
Commission to delegate, as it has, final decision-making ;

authority on licensing to the Licensing Board. Obviously, i,

,Congress intended that upon the issuance of an "otherwise
b.

final" licensing order, as has occurred in the Seabrook case,
,

that order would be subject to judicial review in accordance

with $704. That section in turn makes jurisdictionally,,

k;
hs lrrelevant any appellate structure the Commission may in its

'

|- discretion establish. D
!
!

15/ Jurisdictional exhaustion statutes usually set up an
agency's appellate scheme and then either define " final agency
action" as a point along that intra-agency appellate process or
restrict judicial review to the outcome of a designated

,
- decisional stage. The result is the same whether the method isby definition or by express preclusion.

12/ Establishing an agency appellate structure is not the same
as retaining decision-making authority under 5 U.S.C. 5557.!

The NRC pursuant to 42 U.S.C. 52241 has delegated the authority
to issue decisionally final orders to the Licensing Board. The

g- agency's appellate structure does not change that fact one
bit. Therefore, $704 controls the relevance of that appellate
structure for purposes of this Court's jurisdiction,

i

-11-
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The second exception is equally irrelevant here. Agency
i

action is final and judicially reviewable notwithstanding the |
'

existence of the agency's appellate scheme

unless the agency otherwise requires by rule and r

! provides that the action meanwhile is inoperative....

) The first prong of this exception - " requires by rule" -- is

syntactically indeterminate but in context means that the
;

agency requires that the litigant avail h'.mself of the agency's ~

hJ appellate scheme 11 that litiaant ever intends M seek iudicial

review. D The second prong ensures that the action during

the pendency of the intra-agency appeal is inoperative.1El

Congress by means of this second exception is permitting AD

agency to create a jurisdictional exhaustion requirement

similar to one it might create pursuant to the first exception

but with the important difference that if an agency chooses to '

postpone judicial review the price is that the action is

inoperative in the interim.

)
13/ Thus, the agency requires an intra-agency appeal before it,

rwould permit the litigant to seek judicial review. of course,
agencies cannot control litigants. But the APA is, inter alla,
a waiver of sovereign immunity. Assiniboine and Sioux Tribes

h. v. Board of oil & Gas, 792 F.2d 782, 792-93 (9th Cir. 1986); 5
U.S.C. 5702.. Thus, Congress in 5704 is permitting agencies to
adopt rules that condition the waiver of sovereign immunity in,

6702. If a litigant does not avail himself of the agency's
'

appellate scheme then the agency is not amenable to suit at all
even if the action is otherwise " final" and reviewable.

12/ Again, note the difference between an agency-created
appellate scheme in which the authority to take decisionally
final actions is delegated and then reviewed and an agency
whose " initial" decisions are not " firm and complete" but
" tentative, provisional, or contingent, subject to recall,

) revision, or reconsideration by the issuing agency." F_TIU, 712
F.2d supra at 671. Recall that the second exception, like the
first, requires as its predicate an "otherwise final" agency
action,

y -12-
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Again, it takes little analysis to see that the NRC has not
adopted by regulation an appellate scheme in accordance with

the second exception._ No regulation requires either expressly
or by implication that a litigant confronted with a

decisionally final order must file an appeal with the agency if
he ever wants to challenge the order under the Hobbs Act. D

,

Equally important, the filing of an agency appeal does not make

the final action inoperative pending appellate review.

Although.the Commission by regulation automatically stays the

immediate effectiveness of a licensing action, this stay is
contemplated to be of short duration (30 days), has n2

relationshio whatever to any appellate process then
ongoing and is expressly defined as a non-merits look at

r

| the agency action.22/

)
L

2pf Again, the issue here is jurisdictional exhaustion. No
} doubt in the normal administrative agency case discretionary

requirements would lead a litigant to turn first to the agency
%. for relief. Here, where it is clear that a nuclear power plantd can be granted a license and begin full power operation
| notwithstanding an ongoing intra-agency appellate process, a
| court should view discretionary exhaustion in a different
: light. of course, the specific circumstances and events in the!' Seabrook proceeding in the last.several months as set out in
.3 Petitioners' Petition for Mandatory Relief establish beyond

peradventure that no discretionary exhaustion requirements
should be imposed by this Court.

I 21/ In' deed, this 30-day stay pending a decision to stay is
! imposed even if no litigant files any notice of appeal. 10'~ , C.F.R. $2.764,

22/ No comment made in the course of the opinion or statement
reflecting that ("immediate effectiveness" or better at-

" stay") determination is to be given any weight by the
(Licensing Board) or Appeal Board in its consideration of

). either a stay motion pursuant to 52.788(e) or an appeal on
the merits pursuant to 552.762 and 2.785, or in
anysubsequent formal adjudication. The commission's
effectiveness determination is entirely without prejudice

, to such consideration in subsequent proceedings.
l

10 C.F.R. 52.764(g).t3
-13-,
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Thus, the stay now in effect has no internal relationship to
any merits decision since the commission's immediate

effectiveness decision which brings the present stay to an end )
is nga a merits decision. Moreover, the present stay has no

relationship to any intra-agency appeal. E
b Thus, not only is the November 9 Order "decisionally final"

notwithstanding its lack of immediate effectiveness but

5 U.S.C. $704 makes clear that Congress intended that there be

no jurisdictional exhaustion bar to review now of this " final

! 2]f of course, the Commission could decide in its 62.764
.

" stay" decision to stay the effectiveness of the action pending
further agency merits review. But, of course, this is not what -

the seccnd exception requires. The oossibility that an action ,

will be made inoperative pending agency appeal is not enough to
trigger jurisdictional exhaustion under 5704. The mere ,

possibility that a stay will issue exists in many agency -

schemes. If this were enough to postpone judicial review of
"otherwise final" agency actions, the second exception would '

'

swallow the rule and the Congressional intent in 5704 would be
frustrated. Also, as a practical matter, if a stay is not .

i granted, then the second exception is not met and t.he agency ;

; action at issue is reviewable under $704. Yet, the Hobbs Act's e

= 60-day time limit is jurisdictional'. Sierra Club v. NRC, 862
F.2d 222, 225 (9th Cir. 1988). Thus if the mere possibility of
a stay pending agency review requires an appellant to wait,
then the right to review may be lost. Finally, the " pendency
of an application for a stay before an agency ... does not

! affect the finality of the order at issue." Commonwealth of
'

'

Massachusetts v. NRC, No. 89-1306, September 22, 1989 Order
(D.C. Cir. 1989). Since the.nere possibility of a stay does
not affect " decisional finality", it would be paradoxical for

| it to affect jurisdictional exhaustion under 5704. Congress ,

| clearly intended that if the agency wanted to postpone judicial
I review it would not only have:to require agency appeal but make

- it clear and provide by regulation that the filing of such
-

appeal would make (not might make) the action inoperative
L pending that appeal. Agencies that have adopted schemes in

harmony with this exception have done precisely this. The NRCL

meets neither prong of this second exception.

y ,

f
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'

j, order". based on the existence of an intra-agency appellate
, scheme. E 1

)
'

;

II.'THE NRC IS' SEEKING TO EVADE REVIEW.

Congress intended that the November 9 Order be judicially
]|' ;

reviewable at this point on the merits notwithstanding the !
1

existence of-an intra-agency appellate scheme. The Respondents j

position on the appropriate timing of judicial review of
I

licensing actions as well as their notion of what actions are
1

reviewable is a strategy designed to evade the review intended *

g

by Congress. E Indeed, it is a strategy that to date has
'

.

,

2.a/- The fact that the November 9 Order is presently stayed
pending a decision on a stay is purportedly relevant to
Respondents' motions in two different ways: 1) Respondents ;

appear to believe that the " stay" which makes the order
,

presently ineffective affects decisional finality and therefore '

there is no jurisdictional predicate -- a " final agency action"
-- at this time. This is a simple error based on a confusion
between, decisional finality and effectiveness. NTEU. |c )
Respondents also appear to believe that the stay reflects anj. ongoing agency appellate process which as a matter of >

jurisdictional exhaustion precludes this Court's review. This
is a complex error based on a failure to consider 5 U.S.C. 5704
and a lack of attention to the nature of the present stay. As -

i noted, the present stay has no relationship whatsoever to any :

} ongoing intra-agency appellate review on the merits. In short,
.

)' the present stay is irrelevant to decisional finality end '

-jurisdictional exhaustion and has no impact on this Court's ,

present jurisdiction. ;

2 F Respondents are attempting to achieve precisely the same
results as those administrative schemes which by statute or by

)' agency regulation preclude or postpone judicial review. Yet, +

the AEA indicates that Congress intended to have a final order
authorizing a license judicially reviewed (no matter what label
is affixed to that order by the agency and no matter what

,

additional agency appellate process might be available).
Further, if the NRC wants to postpone that review for its own

j reasons, Congress required that the final action be meanwhile
inoperative.

-15-
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achieved astonishing success as a review of the case law makes

clear. N The NRC holds hash from judicial review the)
" merits" of its licensing action until the agency appellate
process is complete, an event the timing of which has nothing
to do with the granting of a license. Respondents' Motion at 6

5'
n.4. It holds 2nt for review at the time of licensing 2nly its |

immediate effectiveness stay decision pursuant to 10 C.F.R.

$2.764, a decision which has nothina to do with the merits of) !the licensing action. R. at 3-4. The NRC then convincingly :

argues that its stay decision is simply discretionary and that
'

absent a court imposed stay, no merits review is yet timely,

even though the licensing action (which was decisionally final
| when made) is now both final and effective. D This |

.

2.5/ petitioners have found n2 case in which appellants have :sought judicial review of a Licensing Board's license '

authorization decision. Aggrieved agency litigants have sought
review at literally every staae of agency decision-makingc

connected to nuclear plant licensing except the one that no

}| ' doubt was intended by Congress in 42 U.S.C. 52239 and 5 U.S.C.
5704 with the results discussed in the text above. This
failure is due to the lack of attention to $704 and the
Commission's own insistence that it is insulated from review at

'

the point at which it decides to license a nuclear plant.
A 22/ This position is convincing precisely because of thed- -

i non-merits discretionary nature of the $2.764 decision,
. establishing again that the earlier Licensing Board licensing
. action is decisionally final. S.g4 oystershetil Alliance v. NRC,
800 F.2d 1201, 1206-1207 (D.C. Cir. 1986) (rejecting a'

challenge to the commission's non-merits stay decision in an
AppgAl 21 that decision based on its discretionary nature). In

f .ovstershall no appeal was taken of the Licensing Board's '

decisionally final licensing action,.which was only made
effective by the challenged stay decision.

D

:
:
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I
|legerdemain is performed with the rather simple device of i
1labpiling the " firm and complete" Licensing Board decision as 1

"non-final" upon agency appeal. 10 C.F.R. 62.760(a). D
The Intervanor in its motion makes this attempted evasion )

of meaningful review transparent:
1

(U)nder appropriate circumstances, a license may in '

fact issue crior to " final aaancy action" on the =

1,1 cense moniiention; in such a case, the !
interlocutorially-issued license is analogous to a -

preliminary injunction issued by a District Court ;

(except that, unlike the case of preliminary ,

injunctions, Conareas has not nrovided for !

interlocutory review).D/

21/ The confusion at work here is transparent when the '

Licensing Board's action is decisionally final for purposes of '

agency appeal (based on doctrinal considerations identical to
those developed by the courts) and an appeal is sought the'

action is then simply relabelled "non-final" even though its
effectiveness is in no way affected by the. appeal and even -

i though the agency thereby is ngt withdrawina Abg authority ,t g
|, meig final decisions (subiect SD1y in modification QD agency

acceal) IIg3 ths Licensina Board. 10 C.F.R. 552.721, 2.718 and
2.760(a). The effect of this semantic game is that the agencyc

;
I has created two decisional " tracks": the actual licensing

track where a Board issues a " final order" under 42 U.S.C.
$2239 and it then becomes effective as a result of a non-merits '

stay decision and the soi-disant " full merits" track whose,

j relationship to the agency's licensing actions (which Congress
wanted the courts to be able to review) is completely severed. ,

|- Although the agency is free to proceed in this fashion, its
'

| labels do not affect " finality" before this court. Egg , g & ,,
<

h Abramowitz v. EPA, 832 F.2d 1071, 1075 (9th Cir. 1987) (" mere
fact that the agency did not label its action " final" does not
preclude review", and citing cases).

p 2.9/ This analysis is quite astonishing. Congress expressly
.

'

' provided for review of final licensing orders. By the -

l- transparent artifice of labelling such a final order
L non-final" the license becomes "interlocutorially-issued."a

j Since no one can find a statutory provision in the AEA for the
- review of such " affirmative injunctions," review even of the

Commission's immediate effectiveness decision is apparently,

foreclosed. of course, no one can find any authority whatever :

enabling the Commission to issue a license, and by labelling
its action non-final evade the clear review provisions of 42 '

U.S.C. $2239.y

-17-
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Intervenor's December 11 Motion at 8 n.11 (emphasis supplied).
,

The agercy is obviously trying to frustrate the will of !
). ICongress, county of Rockland v. NRC, 709 F.2d 766, 775 (2nd ;

Cir. 1983) (noting that every Commission order must be3

evaluated in accordance with the standards of decisional '

)
finality set out in Port of monton, "(o)therwise, the !

Commission potentially could insulate itself from appellate
i review simply by labelling a decision as ' interim' ").. . .

) iThe impact on litigants and courts of the NRC's tortured

and contradictory treatment of agency " finality" and judiciali

| review is well-illustrated in a series of sixth Circuit-cases
arising from the NRC's full power licensing of the Perry

|

| Nuclear Power Plant in Ohio. In May 1985 the Licensing Board
1

L closed the record on all contested issues in the licensing
) '

proceeding. In September 1985, it issued its " firm and
'

| complete" licensing order authorizing that a full power license
issue. E After a January 1986 earthquake, agency

intervenors moved to reopen the record before the Appeal Board '

which had jurisdiction over the Licensing Board's decision as a
result of intra-agency appeals. After the Appeal Board decided

^

to hold an exploratory hearing on this reopen motion, the :

L Commission in April 1986 took Ana sponte review of this

I decision and reversed it, denying the motions to reopen. At

this point, judicial review was sought of this Commission
:

h

19/ No petition for judicial review was filed within 60 days
)' of this final order. The effectiveness of this order was

automatically stayed pursuant to 10 C.F.R. $2.764 until
November 1986.

'

i

{, -18-
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decision. Ohio citimane for Reanonsible Enarav. Inc. v. NRC, j

803 F.2d 258, 259-260 (6th Cir. 1986). The Court held that the

decision'upon which review was sought was net a " final order" i

because it did not' grant or deny a license, and it dismissed ;
:

the petition. After the November 1986 immediate
1 1

effectiveness decision, another petition for review was filed
.

.,

in the same court. Appellants again sought and this time

obtained review of the April 1986 Commission decision denying
h ,

the motions to reopen. Astonishingly, the Court upheld that

decision as an exercise of Commission discretion which
. discretion was appropriate on the grounds that the motions were-

sucaitted after final agency action. D State of Ohio v. !,

m ,

! E , 814 F.2d 258, 263 (6th Cir. 1987).
,

|-

2.1/ The Court cited Natural Resources Defense Council. Inc. v.
[ E , 680 F.2d 180 (D.C. .Cir. 1982), citizens for a safe

Environment v. AEc, 489 F.2d 1018 (3d Cir. 1978) and i
"

Ovstershall. Of course, the Commission's April 1986 decision
came after and n91 before the final agency action required by

3 the Hobbs Act which the Court expressly recognized when it
.

affirmed.the application by the commission of the motion to ;

reopen standard to the motion regarding the earthquake. The
Court quoted Dysternhall's own quotation from Mobil oil coro,

,

r

v. Icc, 685 F.2d 624 (D.C. Cir. 1982), approving a reopen -

standard afing en " agency has taken final action." The fact
) that the April petition was filed therefore after the point at

which the Commission considered " final agency action" to have
been taken (the Licensing Board's decision in September 1985) ,

had no impact on the Court's analysis of the " finality" of the
April 1986 Commission decision being challenged. Instead, the

. Court, completely confused, stated that review of the April

J 1986 action would lie upon review of the " final licensing
j decision." Ohio Citizens, aggIn at 261.
|

| 2.2/ In short, when initially challenged the April 1986
'

decisfon was seen as agt yet " final" and when it became " final"
and subject to review after November 1986 it was affirmed on
the grounds that the April 1986 decision was properly
discretionary because " final agency action" had already taken

,~
place in September 1985. This absurd result was based on the
failure to petition from the "decisionally final" order of

Footnote 32 continues...
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O

CONCLUSION
O

For all of the reasons set forth above, this Court should

deny the Respondents' Motion to Dismiss.

Respectfully submitted,
1

0' 1SEACOAST ANTI-POLLUTION COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS !

LEAGUE JAMES M. SHANNON, ATTORNEY GENERAL

%tk $fft'\ }^%'
_

O Robert A. Backus7' Esquire 943h Traficorhe
Backus, Meyer & Solomon /C inf, Nuclear Safety Unit

,

'

116 Lowell Street partment of the Attorney iP.O. Box 516 General ,
Manchester, NH 03106 One Ashburton Place
(603) 668-7272 Boston, MA 02108-1698

;O (617) 727-2200 -

NEW ENGLAND COALITION
AGAINST NUCLEAR POLLUTION .

i

M AM!M
~

*
Diane Curran, Esquire
Harmon, curran & Tousley

1 2001 S Street, N.W. '

| Suite 430

f Washington, DC 20009-1125
(202) 328-3500

O-
'

Footnote 32 continued...
September 1985, an order identical in form to the November 9
order at issue here. Moreover, it is obvious that the agency's
application'of the reopen standard to new evidence or issues
after the Licensing Board has issued its decision authorizing a

.O| li ense establishes that the Commission understands very well
'

that under its regulations the license authorization is " final
agency action." As such, Congress intended that it and not
some elusive future stay decision be subject to this Court's
review.

O
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

]) ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

Before the Administrative Judges:

Ivan W. Smith, Chairman
.. Dr. Richard F. Cole

)' Kenneth A. McCollom
.

L
'

)

).'
) 50-444-OL

In the Matter of- ) Docket Nos. 50-443-OL

PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY ) (Off-Site EP)
OF NEW HAMPSHIRE, EI AL. )

)
.

(Senbrook Station, Units 1 and 2) ) September 18, 1989
)- ) I

RENEWED MOTION OF THE MASSACHUSETTS ATTORNEY GENERAL
FOR A SCHEDULE FOR THE FILING OF CONTENTIONS

ARISING _OUT OF THE SEPTEMBER. 1989 ONSITE EXERCISE

The Massachusetts Attorney General (" Mass AG") hereby renews

his request for a filing deadline for contentions arising out of

) the September 27, 1989 onsite exercise (" September exercise").

In support of this renewed request the Mass AG states:

1. The Commission has indicated in CLI-89-19 (dated

) September 15, 1989) that the September exercise is litigable by

Intervenors assuming that the exercise provides a basis for

alleging a fundamental flaw in the onsite plan. CLI-89-19, slip

) ' opinion at 4 and n. 5. Because any contentions filed will be

subject to the late-filed contention standard,1# id , the

Mass AG seeks a filing deadline so that he can establish " good 1

;

)
1/ The Mass AG is presently seeking review of ALAB-918 (which ^

became final agency action on August 18, 1989) as part of his
appeal of the NRC's low-power decision pending before the Court i
of Appeals for the District of Columbia. !

f. - .q!f&

!



cause" for his failure to file on time. (As CLI-89-19 indicates

"on time" in the Seabrook proceeding now means filed in the
g

spring of 1982.) Sie Mass AG's May 31, 1989 Motion to Hold

Open the Record at 9-10,

2. The Commission has ordered the Staff to issue its

exercise " report" no later than October 16, 1989 (" October

UReport"). The Mass AG seeks 45 days from the date of his

receipt of that report as the deadline for the filing of all

contentions int which that report supplies both necessarv .and

Alnne nr is combination Elth other information sufficient
information to orecare a contention, assuming that such

necessary and sufficient information was not fully available

beforehand.

3. The Mass AG also seeks (as a part of this filing

schedule) 45 days from the date of his receipt of any other

information (not available either before or in the Staff
October Report) which is necessarY .and alone nI in combination

gi.th other information sufficient for the preparation of an

onsite exercise contention, as the deadline for the filing of

such contention. In this regard, the Mass AG states that he is

today seeking agreement from the Applicants to permit

2/ This Board's August 19, 1988 Order setting a deadline for
I filing offsite exercise contentions was used as a model here.

First, as the Applicants argued at that time, an expedited
schedule was appropriate and was issued by this Board. Second,
a FEMA draft exercise report was made available to Intervenors
on or about August 2, 1988 and the final FEMA report was issued
on or about September 2, 1988. In light of these facts, this

I Board set September 21, 1988 as the filing deadline. In
addition, the Mass AG has factored in the additional time
necessary to prepare a summary of expert testimony as required

'

by the late-filed contention standards, which standards were
not applied in September, 1988.

D -2-
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Intervenor observers at all relevant locations during the

gg . September exercise. See attached letter. In addition, the

Mass AG is seeking full access to all onsite exercise-related

documents immediately after the exercise.A' For example, the '

scenario documents for en onsite exercise like the September i
,

exercise are not normally produced as part of the Staff's |
.

onsite exercise report. Absent production of such documents by

the Applicants after the exercise or by the Staff as part of

its exercise report, the Mass AG and Intervenors will not

obtain such documentation until the NRC. responds to its FOIA

requests (including those now pending). Certain contentions --
3

scope contentions being the obvious example -- cannot be

formulated in the absence of such scenario documents. Thus,

the Mass AG seeks 45 days,from the date of his receipt of other)
information not provided in the Staff's report for the filing

of contentions based on that other information.d'

g The Mass AG requests that this Motion be handled in an4.

expedited fashion with Applicants' and Staff responses filed on

September 22, 1989. This is necessary because in the event

observational status is permitted during the September 27
.

1/ The Mass AG has sought and will continue to seek all such
documents from the NRC Staff through FOIA requests.

A/ The Mass AG does not hazard a guess as to the Applicants'
and Staff's response to " informal" discovery on the onsite
exercise. The point here is simply to have the Board set a

j filing deadline triggered by Intervenor receiot of information
whenever that occurs (sooner if Intervenors' have observational
access and are provided documents in a timely manner or later
if the Mass AG has to obtain these documents by means of his

,

f FOIA requests).
| -3-
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exercise and/or documents are provided afterward, and the

information gleaned therefrom is necessary And sufficient to

permit the filing of an onsite exercise contention, the

Intervenors will soon need the Board's guidance as to the

timeliness standards it intends to apply to September onsite

exercise contentions.

Respectfully submitted,

) COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

JAMES M. SHANNON
ATTORNEY GENERAL

'.,

t 2 ( ( _tv,

h'~n Traficonde
hief, Nuclear Safety Unit

Department of the Attorney General
One Ashburton place

)" ' Boston, MA 02108-1698"-

.(C17) 727-2200

DATED: September 18, 1989

)
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b THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
\

|) @ DEPARTMENT OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL i,-

JOHN W. McCoRM ACK ST ATE OFFICE BUILDING |

oNE ASHBURToN PLACE. BOSTON 02106 1696 i

f
'

|
,

JAMES M.SHANNoN ~ ,

atto8Wtyc WtaAL

September 18, 1989
'

? 'BY FAX !

?

Thomas Dignan, Esq. I

y ' Ropes & Gray {
)~ One International place j<

'
: Boston, MA 02110

i, |
EE: Observational' Status Durina Sep_tember Exercise

,

;

Dear Tom: |
|

On behalf of the Mass AG'and other Intervenors, I
would like to request-observational status for Intervenor- *

observers at all relevant facilities at which Applicant ,

''
petsonnel's performance will be evaluated by the NRC Staff, !

,. including the Technical Support Center (TSC), the Operational
,

. Support Center (OSC), the Emergency Operations Facility (EOF),
'

.

- and'the Media Center. Obviously, I am prepared to discuss any i
reasonable! constraints and conditions on such access at your

'- earliest-convenience.-

(, , 'In addition, I would like the Applicants to provide

[ me, at the' earliest possible time after the conclusion of the
,

E onsite exercise, all relevant documents generated before and
'

p- during the exercise,. including the scenario, the exercise
' objectives and all other material of a kind similar to that

pertaining to the June, 1988 onsite exercise which was included .
.

in:the 7-volume scenario document you made available to us at

k' Seabrook Station sometime after the June, 1988 exercise. In

L addition, I request access to player-and-controller-generated
l. materials as well.

| Thank.you for your cooperation. .

!

Be t,

f) I k., c-

ohn Traficonte
Chief, Nuclear Safety Unit

) Public Protection Bureati
,

(617) 727-2200'

; JT/tm

cc: Service List
r
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA '

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

Before the Administrative Judges: '

'Ivan W. Smith, Chairman f

'

Dr. Richard F. Cole '

Kenneth A. McCollom

)
] In the Matter of ) Docket Nos. 50-443-OL
F ) 50-444-OL

PUBLIC-SERVICE COMPANY ) (On-Site EP)OF NEW HAMPSHIRE, ET AL. )
)

(Seabrook. Station, Un!.ts 1 and 2) ) October 18, 1989

MEMORANDUM OF THE INTERVENORS IN SUPPORT OF
THEIR MOTION FOR SUMMARY DISPOSITION OF THE
SCOPE CONTENTIONS FILED IN RESPONSE TO THE

} SEPTEMBER 27, 1989 ONSITE EXERCISE

i
INTRODUCTION

Pursuant to 10 CFR $2.749, Intervenors file this memorandum f. . .

of law in. support of their motion for summary disposition on

their contentions challenging the scope of the September 27

onsite exercise (" September exercise") at Seabrook and
) asserting that that exercise was too truncated to meet the i

requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E, IV.F. 11.

Intervanors' filed a contention on September 29, 1989 based
)- on information they had gained through their

1/: This pleading is dated September 28 but was filed on
j september.29, 1989. p

-| V
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y ef forts to observe the September exercise.2/ Upon receipt of
!the scenario documents from the NRC on October 10, 1989
|

pursuant to an earlier-filed FOIA request, the Intervenors
f

filed on October 13 an additional contention which, like the i

September 29 filing, also challenged the scope of the September
{

exercise.2/ As discussed in some detail in Intervenors'
October 13

.

.; 2/ Although the Intervenors had requested observational
|. status, the Applicants refused to accomodate this request. Egg

i

$ correspondence attached hereto as Exhibits 1 and 2. Indeed,( the Applicants prevented an Assistant Massachusetts Attorney '

'

General from observing exercise activities at the Media Center
even though that Center was located in a public building which,

j remained open to the public throughout the exercise. Egg '

i correspondence attached as Exhibit 3. t

1/ The October _13 pleading also amended the earlier contention
clarifying, by means of the procedural vehicle of amended ,

'

bases, the nature of.the omissions in the scope and design of
the exercise as dicciosed by the scenario document. For
example, direct- observation had led the Intervenors to concluder

h that no field monitoring teams had been dispatched offsite and
> that therefore the exercise failed to test portions of the

onsite plan that are required by 10 CFR 50.47(b)(9) which
requires "(a)dequate methods, systems, and equipment for
assessing and monitoring actual or potential offsite
consequences. " The scenario document reveals that one, . . .

( team was dispatched offsite but no plume monitoring tookI place. Ega_ Scenario at 3.1-2, 3.1-8. The Applicants did not
,

test their capacity to locate a plume, track its course and
measure its content. Neither did they exercise this capacity as ,

it is related to proper offsite protective action
decision-making. (The Staff's Inspection Report 50-443/89-10,

) . dated October 2, 1989 but not received by Intervenors until
October 12 as Appendix 1 to Applicants' October 11 Response to
the Intervenors' September 29 motion, at 8 asserts that field
monitoring teams were dispatched and that " sample control and
analysis including surveys . . were effectively.

demonstrated.")- However, as the Scenario makes clear there was
) no plume to track (4.1-6) in light of the limited development

of the accident chosen and no mini-scenario was used to test
plume monitoring and tracking capabilities "out of sequence" or
outside the logic of the accident scenario. Egg scenario at

-

8.0 " Mini-Scenarios" and 10.4 "Onsite Out of Plant Data" and
!~ 10.5 "Offsite Data."

-2-
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Motion, there appear to be no impediments to summary '

disposition of these contentions because they raise (and are
intended to raise) the purely legal question whether the

q |

September exercise, described by the Staff in IR 50-443/89-10 i
"

at 2 as a " partial-participation" licensee-only exercise,
t

+

complies with the regulatory requirements of App. I. IV.F.11.
<T

i'' As demonstreted below, the " partial-participation" September

exercise does not comply with the regulatory requirements and, :

therefore, no full-power license may issue at this time.

|O This memorandum is structured as'follows:
.

I. Status of Motion for Summary Disposition and this

Memorandum
i

(1 11. Legal Issues
:

A. What is the required scope or extent of the,

pre-licensing one-year onsite exercise required by App. E.

3 IV.F.11? '

B. What portions of an onsite plan must be tested in

order to: 1) " test () as much of the licensee . . emergency.

} plan () as is reasonably achievable without mandatory public

participation" F.11; and 2) " test () the major observable

portions of the onsite . . plan ()"? F.11, n.4. What type of.

E) exercise and, correspondingly what level of mobilization is

'

necessary to verify that " licensee personnel and other
s.

resources" have the " capability to respond to the accident

O scenario."? Id.
.

*

-3-
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C. Did the September exercise sufficiently test the
onsite plan to meet the requirements for the pre-licensing,

one-year onsite exercise?
'

D
I.. STATUS OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY DISPOSITION AND THIS

SUPPORTING MEMORANDUM

|
A. Intervenors are aware that their onsite exercise

9
contentions have not yet been admitted in this proceeding.
.Nonetheless, in light of the purely legal nature of the issues

raised by these contentions and the need for prompt
resolution,$/ summary disposition is appropriate in-these
particular circumstances. Summary disposition >under NRC

procedural. law tracks Fed. R. Civ. P. 56. Egg Alabama Power
D

Cat (Joseph M. Farley Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-182,
'7 AEC 210, 217 (1974). Summary judgment pursuant to Rule 56-

may be brought by a plaintiff even before the filing of an-
9

answer. Intervenors

1/ Obviously, Intervenors believe that another onsite exercise
D will be necessary before full-power licensing based on the

failure of the Applicants to meet the regulatory requirement.
.' (It'goes without saying that another exemption request.would be
' fatuous.) In any event, resolution of Intervenors' contentions

in-this regard anat precede full-power licensing in light of
ggS v. NRC. Since the September exercise is litigable by

3 Intervenors and they have chosen to challenge it based on its
insufficient scope as expressly provided by NRC law, gag
ALAB-900, 28 NRC 275, at 286, no full-power license can be

j authorized until the matters raised by Intervenors with regard
to this material licensing issue are addressed. Intervenors
-have a right to litigate the September exercise before

p ' licensing and in these circumstances, this translates into a
right to have this Board decide whether the September exercise
complied with the regulatory requirements. As discussed above,
there is no meaningful distinction between deciding this issue
as a matter of the admissibility of the contentions or as ae

matter of summary disposition after they are admitted. )8
|-4-
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yh have:found no NRC law prohibiting-the filing of a motion for
,

summary disposition'on a contention before a determination has
't,

been made'to admit that contention.

{)} B. In the> alternative, this memorandum should be ~

considered-by.the Boar'd in ruling on the admissibility (and

74 then.on the merits) of the Intervenors' onsite exercise '

[p contentions for several additional reasons.
1. First, this memorandum sets forth the legal

.i

analysis that supports the Intervenors' claim that a-

9 . pre-licensing one-year onsite exercise must be a " full ,

.

participation" exercise which tests all the major observables '

;

of the'onsite plan. To this extent, it provides additional

;g~ legal basis.for those contentions. Again, noting this Board's !

September 26 " Unauthorized Pleadings" Order, the Intervenors

believe-that legal argument in support of a contention is not
gy; properly characterized as " basis" and should not be set forth l

'within the four corners of a contention and bases statement.
L

.Nor did Intervenors'have to file this memorandum with their
j) September 29 and October 13 motions.to admit these late-filed
;. contentions. Legal argument supporting a contention is not
i

relevant to the 5-pronged late-filed standard. (The fact'that
l'

() Intervenors believe that only leaal argument is necessary to
prevail on these contentions, explains why they have identified I

s-

fact-witnesses in their September 29 motion (who were onlyi-

'O needed until the Scenario became available) and no witnesses in I
J.

their October 13 Motion (instead incorporating the Scenario.))
i :

-5-
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g Notwithstanding this, this Board may view the legal analysis'

set'forth here as necessary basis to the earlier-filed
J

contentions. If so, as the Board indicated in its September 26

g - Order, this pleadingfitself should again separately address ~the

late-filed standards or it will be striken. Intervenors
+

!

l therefore state that if this pleading is viewed as an amended,

' basis to the earlier filed onsite contentions it meets the,

late-filed standards for such an amended basis as follows:'

1) This legal analysis of the failure of the

y September exercise to comply with the regulatory requirements
of App. E. IV. F.11 could not have been done (and would not-

I have been even imagined) before the scope of that exercise

became clear. This al.alysis is filed 14 business days afterg

the exercise, 12 business days after the September 29 filing

and 3 business days after the October 13 filing. This is a
'

g sreasonable time in light of the fact that further alleged
significant omissions, in addition to those pleaded in the

September 29 filing, provide the factual basis for this legal

D analysis and the motion for summary disposition. Moreover, the

legal. analysis and regulatory history is complex and has taken
time. Finally, the Staff's own characterization of this

g exercise as a licensee-only " partial-participation" exercise

was not available until October 12, 1989. Notwithstanding the

Staff and Applicants' representations that the third factor is,

the "most important" (Staff Response at 15; gag also
{ Applicants' Response at 8) good cause for late-filing is the
I

,

-6-
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@ most' crucial. As the Appeal. Board stated in ALAB-918 at 21
L(slip opinion):

It is well octablished that the-first factor is
the most crucial.and, when the proponent of a-g : contention fails to demonstrate good cause for;

not filing the contention in a more timely-
-

fashlon, the movant-must make a comoellina4

j! , showing on the other four. factors.

(citation omitted).
9

2)~and 4)'Intervenors adopt their statements on these

two-standards as set forth in their September 29 Motion at 5
,

and 7 respectively.

3) This legal analysis establishes that the onsite-
|

-exercise contentions are meritorious ~and that the September

exercise does not comply with the regulatory requirements..g_

O
This' analysis thereby indicates in what fashion Intervenors

'will contribute to the development of a sound record by setting
n forth the precise issues raised. Intervenors again assert,

however, that no witnesses are necessary to resolve these

contentions and that therefore no obligation exists--to identify
' witnesses or summarize their testimony.

5) This legal analysis, if viewed as an amended

basis, does not further broaden the issues raised by the
earlier contentions. To this extent, Intervenors rely on their

statements as to this standard as set forth at 7 of their
September 29 Motion and at'8-9 of their october 13 Motion. In

fact, this legal analysis, set forth as it .ts in a memorandum
O '

of law supporting a motion for summary disposition, is designed

to shorten whatever delay is necessary as a consequence of
-7-
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9 Applicants'' decision to conduct a " partial-participation"
licensee-only onsite exercise, by having the issue of the
alleged insufficient scope of that exercise addressed

4

$ immediately.
i To the extent the motion'to reopen standardE/-is applied

j
to this1 memorandum (viewed as an amended basis) that standard

D is met as well:

1) Intervenors adopt the timeliness response set
,

forth above with regard to the first prong of the. late-filed
D contention standard.
i

7.

2) Intervenors incorporate by reference their

-statement'regarding the safety significance of an incomplete
D onsite. exercise set forth on pages 3-7 of their October.16,

1989 Motion to Amend September 29 and October 13 motions.5/

|
D 1/ The Board in its October 12 low power decision (LBP-89-28)

(received by the Mass AG on October 16, 1989) applied the
record reopening standard to Intervenors low power contentions
distinguishing UCS v. NRC (slip opinion at 14-15). To theextent the Board. recognizes a difference between the
" materiality" of low power testing as compared to the

9 - materiality" of the September exercise, it may not view"

LBP-89-28 as dispositive of this question for these ensite
exercise contentions. Intervenors on October 16, 1989 in

| response to'LBP-89-28 have sought to amend their September 29
| and October 13 motions to address the motion to reopen standard.

Intervenors continue to assert that UCS v. NRC and Mothers for
D Peace and ALAB-918 are controlling law on this issue.

1/ Intervenors note that " incorporation by reference" was
recently criticized by this Board (LBP-89-28 at 47 calling it

~

| an " unskilled approach to legal pleading"). In these
circumstances the Intervenors nevertheless do so for the

p following reasons: 1) Intervenors do not believe that this
memorandum is an " amended basis" and therefore do not believe
that they need to address these standards at all. They do so
only because this Board's " Unauthorized Pleadings" order

)
1

(footnote continued)
B

-8-
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=3) Intervenors also incorporate by reference their

discussion of the third factor at 7 of.their October 16 motion
'

|to amend earlier onsite contention filings. Intervenors state
>

9 further that if this Board finds that the record reopening
i standards have not been met (and as a consequence do not reach

- the merits of-Intervenors' scope challenge) because there is no

safety significance to a pre-licensing exercise even if it is
too. truncated to meet the regulatory requirements, then the

Applicants have obtained an exemption from the App.E. IV. F.11
requirement da f acto even though the Commission in CLI-89-19

D

: denied them such an exemption da iura.

| 2. Second, the Applicants, in their October 11, 1989

Response at'8-16, claim that the September 29 contention (and
9

.one would expect similar arguments to.be made by Applicants in

response to the october 13 filing) fails.for lack-of basis.2/,

) (footnote continued)

indicates that the Board may view this memorandum in that light
and it: required that all pleadings meet the NRC's requirements
'in " form and' substance"; 2) Intervenors do not simply reproduce
the actualitext of pages 3-7 of their october 16, 1989 motionp dealing.with the significant safety issue because this Board
has~also, indicated that restating arguments is not permitted.
(LBP-89-28 at 45 noting that Second Motion seeking admission of
low ~ power contentions dated August 28, 1989 "is devoted to

. restating and glossing arguments in the first (July 21] motion,
although the Attorney General is fully aware that the practice

]p is not authorized by the rules.") Thus, Intervenors understand
that in order to. fully protect their rights in this case, they
must Rat Egt a response to both the late-filed contention'and
record reopening standards, but D21 reDeat arguments made
earlier as to those standards and also D21 incornerate hg
reference such arguments into their present pleading. Unsurep how to proceed in these circumstances, Intervenors have chosen
to explain in this footnote the factors that have produced the

|particular form of this pleading.
2/ on october 17, 1989, the Mass AG received the Staff's

|

-(footnote continued)
-o -
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The~ Applicants assert that App. E. IV. F.11 does not require, ,

a " full participation" licensee-only onsite exercise that tests
I all major observable portions of the onsite plan. This

'

' memorandum is also appropriate for consideration by this Board.

as a reply by-Intervenors to the response of.the Applicants to
I _these contentions. Intervenors have a right to some form of

. reply to responses to contentions.I/

II . - LEGAL ISSUES

I -A. What is the necessary scope and extent of the one-year
prelicensing onsite exercise required by App. E. IV. F. 11?
Turning to the regulatory language, we find the following:

> 1.. A full participation exercise which tests as
much of the licensee, State and local emergency
plans as is reasonably achievable without
mandatory public participation shall be conducted.
for each site at which a power reactor is located
for which the first operating license'for that *

D? site is issued after July 13, 1982. This
- exercise shal] be. conducted within two years

before the issusnce of the first operating
license for full power (one. authorizing operation
above 5% of rated power) of the first reactor and

D
shall include participation by each State and
local government within the plume exposure
pathway EPZ and each State within the ingestion
exposure pathway EPZ. If the full participation
exercise is conducted more than one year prior to
issuance of an operating licensee for full power,
an-exercise which tests the licensee's onsite4

>: *

O (footnote continued)
* Response to Intervenors' September 29 Motion. Having

originally intended to file this memorandum on behalf of
Intervenors on October 17, the Mass AG has deferred t'nat filing

> one day to consider and reply to the Staff's Response. At
pages 2-6 of its Response, the Staff also argues that this
contention fails for lack of basis. Thus, this pleading is
also Intervenors' reply to the Staff's Response. I

,

g/ Intervenors note the difference between having no right to
D reply to an answer to a motion as compared with a right to

reply to a response'to a contention.
4
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0:' *mergency plans _shall be conducted within one-
< year before issuance of an operating license for

full power. ThisLexercise need not have State or-local government participation.-

O
A/ " Full participation" when used in conjunction
with-emergency-preparedness exercises for aj .

| particular site means appropriate offsite local
-

, - and.St' ate authorities and licensee personnel-
physically and' actively take part in testing;

j their integrated capability to adequately assess4 and: respond to an accident at a commercial
nuclear: power plant. " Full participation"^ includes testing the major observable portions of
the onsite and~offsite emergency plans-and

'

mobilization of State,- local and licensee
personnel-and-other_ resources in sufficient'-OL - numbers to verify the capability tolrespond to
the accident scenario.

|The correct analysis of this language'is as follows:
'l.. The phrase " full participation" is used here in-two

-different although related ways. The first four words - "a

: full participation exercise"'-- begins (but only beains) to

define the1 initial offsite exercise required within two years,

'of the first full power operating license at a-site. At first
-

_ glance, the-phrase'that follows the first four words - "which

tests as much of the licensee, State and local emergency plans
as'is reasonably achievable without mandatory public

participation" -- seems to define the nature of such a " full
participation" exercise. But immediately it becomes clear that
there are two variables at play in 11: 1) exercises are being

defined by the scope,. level or extent of the participation of
the participants (the "how" of participation in an exercise);
and 2) exercises are being defined by what entity or entities

i

- 11 -
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D must participate (the "who" of such participation). Standing

alone the first sentence of 11 does n21 completely define the
requirements for this initial offsite exercise because it

g>. defines the "how" - " tests as much of the licensee, State.and
I
p local emergency plans as,is reasonably achievable without
1

public: participation" -- but data nat define tha Eh2
g That the first sentence of 11 defines the "how" and not the

"who"'of a " full-participation" exercise is also clear from the

fact that footnote 4 reinforces the definition of " full
participation"~as to scope and extent (the "how") and gay,a
nothina about the "who". Footnote 4 defines " full
participation" gangIbally ("when used in conjunction with

D emergency preparedness exercises")1 and indicates that it

requires "anorooriate" personnel from the licensee, State and
local' governments to take part. Footnote 4 also expressly,

,

g develops the scope or "how" aspects of " full-participation":
it requires testing " major observable portions" and a certain
level of mobilization. But footnote 4 DSS.E D21. delineate the

g -oarticioants in such a " full-participation" exercise. In other

words, the following phrase in footnote 4

" Full participation" includes testing the major
observable portions of the onsite and offsite

g emergency plans. ". . .

means that whatever entities are fully participating must test
I all major observable portions of their plans but it does nat
g mean that all entities must particioate for an exercise to be a

1
- 12 - !
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j " full participation" exercise.Ue ~

,

The reason why the first sentence of 11 and footnote 4

D 'g define the "how" and not the "who" of an exercise ~is based on3

N _the overall structure of paragraphs 1, 2, and 3 of subpart F.

In 13 it is expressly stated that a." full participation"
'

exercise la required at certain times even though Dat all'

D

States or all-local governments with relevant emergency plans
must be fully participating.1E/

-In fact, 13 requires all plume EPZ states plus any
?
!

-ingestion pathway states to participate in one big exercise
.

I only every seven years after licensing. 13(c). (This kind of
exercise is actually called'a " joint exercise" in 13: " StateD

and' local governments that have fully participated in a joint
' exercise. ").. . . .

| Thus, a_ post-licensing biennial exercise of the New
B

Hampshire plan in which the licensee " fully participates", the

2/ In short, footnote 4 further defines gnly the "how" and
Di not_the "who" of an exercise. This is the reason it begins

with the phrase "' Full participation' when used in conjunction
| with emergency preparedness exercises. ". . .
1

I 12/ To see this,. imagine the following configuration: Amulti-site state and a local government in that state that is a
p single-site local government. Assume that the State has three

sites and all three exercise in the same month in 1990. TheState must " fully participate" in only one of these three
exercises. In 1992, when all three sites have their next,

j biennial offsite exercise, the State must " fully participate">

again. Assume that in 1990 the State " fully participated" at
) Site 1, and in 1992 at Site 2. This means that at Site 3 inboth 1990 and 1992 there was a " full participation" exercise

I(as defined in footnote 4) which tested all major observable I

portions of the licensee and local government's plans but did
not fully test the State's plan for this site. Thus, " full-participation" defines the "how" and not the "who".

D

- 13 -
c ,;
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1 /New! Hampshire local' governments " fully-participate," the New

Hampshire State government " partially participates," and

Massachusetts and Maine do.not participate at'all is still in
GD' compliance with 13.

'

Thus, it is obvious that " full participation" as defined in

.the first sentence of 11 and in footnote 4 delineates the "how"
0; ?and not.the "who" of an exercise and that, as a consequence, a

" full-participation exercise" should not be understood as

requiring any particular-kind or specific number-of
C}. participants.- Thus, it now becomes clear that a licensee-only
l' onsite exercise must still be a " full-participation" exercise

in the sense that it would test as much of the licensee onsite
C , plan as'is reasonably achievable without mandatory public

participation,-test the major observable portions of that plan
and otherwise meet ~the requirements of-footnote 4.

497 Returning to the remaining portions of 11, it is now clear

what the purpose of the.second sentence of 11 is. The second

sentence identifies "who"-the participants must be in the
() exercise required within 2 years of licensing. This exercise:

shall include participation by each state and
local government within the plume (EPZ) and each
state within the ingestion (EPZ).

01 'Thus, the second sentence of si requires within 2 years of
licensing a ioint exercise in which all relevant entities fully

narticioate, just as 13(c) requires such a big joint exercise
O. post-licensing every 7 years. But such a joint exercise is D21

the same as a " full participation" exercise which is also

- 14 -
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)[ required'by 11..and 13 under different circumstances'and with

different frequencies and which & recruires, pursuant to
footnote 4; that whoever is obligated to participate,

'

y participate in a particular way. As the Shoreham Licensing
Board noted: ^"Thus, it. appears that the definition of " full
participation" found in footnote 4 applies to both initial and

g| ' biennial exercises. " Shoreham, 26 NRC 479, 485. . .

(December 7,.1987).,

Now the last 2 sentences of 11 are also clear because they
9' too define the "who" and not the "how" of the prelicensing

exercise-requirements.- The onsite exercise required within l'

. year must still be a " full-participation"' exercise even though
g the only necessary patticipant is the licensee. The "how" of

the pre-licensing exercise requirements'- the 2 year offsite
'

and the 1-year onsite:- is set forth and described in the'first
. sentence of 11 and footnote 4. The "who"'is set forth for the

] offsite' exercise in the second sentence and for the onsite
exercise in the third and fourth sentences.

2..g Further support for this interpretation of 11 da found
in the developmental history of the pre-licensing and

i post-licensing exercise requirements.
I

g Ihe 1980 Scheme

Each licensee shall exercise at least annually
the emergency plan for each site at which it has one

! or more power reactors licensed for operation. Both
full-scale and small-scale exercises shall be

,I conducted and shall include participation by
-

appropriate State and local government agencies as
follows:

- 15 -
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) 1. A= full-scale' exercise which tests as much of- - * ' the licensee, State and local emergency plans as is

3 reasonably achievable without mandatory public
participation shall be' conducted:.

a) For each siteLat which one or moreg power reactors'are located and" licensed for
operation, at least once every five' years.and at'

actrequency which will-enable each State.and'
i local. government within-the plume exposure

pathway EPZ to participate in at least one
full-scale exercise per year and.which'will

.g ' enable each state within the ingestion pathway to .

. participate in at least one full-scale exercisef '

every three years.
,

|

b) For each site at which-a power reactor'

is located for which the first operating license4

g for that site is issued after the effective dateof this amendment, within one year before the~

. issuance of the operating license for' full power,-
) 'which will enable each State and' local. government,

within the plume exposure EPZ and each state1

within the ingestion pathway EPZ to participate.
D

45 Fed. Reg 5S402 at 55413 (August 19, 1980).:

'

As review of this' scheme makes clear, the Commission

required in 1980 (just as.today) a pre-licensing ioint offsite
Eexercise (11.b.) and post-licensing exercises. Both were,

annual requirements and, as the structure of the regulation

indicates, the "how" was set out separately from the "who":
the "how" was defined as

a igil agalg exercise which tests as much of the
] licensee,' State and local emergency plans as is
j reasonably achievable without mandatory public
g participation . . . .

.The "who" varied (again as today) depending on whether the

exercise was a pre-licensing or post-licensing requirement.

g Section a) makes clear that an annual exercise in which at
least the licensee fully participated was required

l
- 16 -
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' post-licensing.11/' Section (b) required a big joint exercise
with every participant (including the licensee) fully
participating within one-year of-licensing.

OI
In sum, then,.the 1980' scheme required the licenses to

,

annually exercise :its onsite plan .t.g .tha full extent possible
,

without public participation-both pre- and post-licensing.O
obviously,. for the Applicants-and Staff to prevail in_any

' defense'of.a.one year pre-licensing " partial participation"
licensee-only exercise.(like the September exercise) the

O=
commission must have intended t.g relax this requirement on the

licensee's annual. exercise when it modified the post-licensing
frequency.of the exercise of State and local government plans

(in 1984) and .the timing requirement of the pre-licensing
''

exercise of these governmental plans (in 1987). In fact. the

Commission reaffirmed in these rule makines that the licensee
~

'

'was-to continue to fully carticinate or fully test its onsite
olan each year.

11/- To see why lla of the 1980 rule permitted the
post-licensing annual exercise requirement to be met.with a.

'

igil scale licensee-2nbt exercise, posit a multi-site State and.a= multi-site local government. Although each licensee had to.
conduct a " full-scale" exercise annually, the state and local
9 "**""*nt had tO.- parti ipate at any given site only once every-

.five years. So long as both the State and the local government
participated.in and at other sites' full-scale exercises each

.

#.

-year, they.did not have to participate in any particular
licensee's annual full-scale exercise. In their absence the
licensee still had to " test () as much of the licensee .

O' plan () as is reasonably achievable without mandatory public
. .

participation," precisely the requirement that continues to j

exist today for licensee-only annual exercises.

!
17 -
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'In July 1983, the Commission' proposed a rule change the.

' *
intent:of which was to modify the post-licensing frequency of

<

the exercise of State-and local government plans from each year
~

to,a biennial-schedule. 48 Fed. Reg. 33307 (July 21,
1983).11/

In discussing these changes to post-licensing exercise
'

. frequency? the1 Commission noted that:

(t]he proposed rule would not relax in RDX manner
the onsite exercise that each licensee is
required _to conduct which includes exercisingase control' room, technical support center and

I emergency operating facility functions. A:
partial or full-participation exercisell/

4' 12/ As=noted, the 1980 scheme did n21. require an annual's post-licensing exercise of the state and local government plans
for gash alts.but only that each state and local government in
a plume EPZ fully participate at gemt alla each year.
Similarly,:the proposed: biennial requirement did not require
. state and local government participation and the exercise of
. governmental plans at gash alta every two years but only at1933 gita every two-years. Egg 48 Fed.. Reg. 33307, at 33309

I (charts' setting forth effects of.new rule on frequency and
scope of governmental participation in exercises at each site
depending on number of sites in state).
12/ Under~the 1983 proposed scheme every two years at every
alta the local governments would " fully participate" in the

~

licensee's annual exercise. (Footnote 4 was-added at this time^to further define-the "how" of an entity's participation.) AState.could partially participate at any give site every two
years.so long as it was fully participating at some site every
two, years and at every site within leven years. Ega proposedlanguage of 111, 2, and 3 at 48 Fed. Reg. at 33310. Thus,- the

> -post-licensing biennial exercise at any given site in a
multi-site State could involve: 1) partial participation of
the State; 2) full participation of the local government; and

; 3)' full participation of the licensee. Nothwithstanding thatI such an exercise included the full participation of the local
' governments and the licensee, the Commission called it a
" partial-participation" exercise, no doubt defining it by the> level of involvement of the State (although not the other
participants).

- 18 -
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.would satisfy the licensee's annual recuirement
for an onsite exercise-as full licensee
earticination is recruired for either tvoe of
exercise.

.48 Fed,iReg. at 33308 (emphasis supplied). The Commission made
>

these statements at the'same time it defined in the proposed
' rule (and in the final rule,~Ana 49 Fed. Reg. 27733 at 27736

j (July 6, 1984)) ." full participation" as follows:
g.

" Full participation" includes testing the major
observable portions of the onsite and offsite-

emergency plans and mobilization of State, locali

and licensee personnel and other resources in
_

sufficient numbers to verify the capability to
g respond to the accident scenario.

48 Fed. Reg, at 33310. The commission could not have more
clearly stated that although it was modifying the frequency of

g the post-licensing exercise of State and local government

offsite" plans, the licensee's emergency plan still was to be
exercised annually and that this annual exercise had to

continue to involve " full-participation" by " licensee personnel
and other resources."

B,

11/
This definition is identical to the current form of footnote,

I

g 15/ "Other resources" that have to be mobilized to verify
their capability in a licensee-only annual full-participation>

-exercise include the non-licensee personnel under contract to
supply emergency services pursuant to an onsite plan. At

), Seabrook, this would include medical support, rescue teams and
the outside support hospital. 133 $8.8 of the SSRERP

I identifying the other emergency response organizations
(non-government since the State and local governments do D21
have to participate pursuant to the fourth sentence of 11) and
Appendix D of'the SSRERP containing some (but not all) of the

jLetters of Agreement with these various resources. The '

Intervenors' onsite contentions challenge the scope of the
I . September exercise, in part, based on the failure to mobilize

and verify the capability of these resources.
;

. .. . . . . _ ..._._
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I Thus, before the post-licensing annual exercise requirement<

was modified in 1984, the licensee at a given site had to fully
test-its emergency plan each year even when the State did not

> . test'its' plan for that site. When the frequency of the-

exercise of the State and local government plans was changed to

two years.(noting again that State participation at any given
> ' site need not be " full" even every two years), the Commission

clearly. stated that the licensee had to continue to fully test
its emergency plan each year and that in the biennial year

D since the-licensee would be fully participating in the

(" partial or full")- exercise of the offsite governments' plans,
this annual requirement would be met by the licensee in those
biennial years by this participation. Obviously, then, in the

15/off-year -licensee-only post-licensing annual exercise

-(which after 1984' occurs at every site) the Commission
) continued (and continues) to require a full-participation

licensee-only exercise. As the Commission stated in its
1

j Statement of Considerations in support of the final 1984 rule:
I

) The proposed rule did not relax in M manner the
annual requirement for onsite exercises that each
licensee is required to conduct. . . .

49 Fed. Reg. 27733 (July 6, 1984) (emphasis supplied) .

>

15/ "off-year" referring to those years when the State and-

,-

local governments do not exercise at any level of participation
f their plans for a given site. Obviously, in that year, a

multi-site State and a multi-site local government would
probably be exercising their plans at some site (either " fully"

! or " partially").
!
1
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[[ Three years-later in May, 1987, the commission modified the-
4

timing-requirement for the full participation exercise prior to:,

full-power licensing in.which all relevant governmental
gp - entities had to fully test their plans. The 1980 regulation,

as amended, required this big joint exercise within one-year of
~

;;

licensing. (A similar joint exercise,.as noted, was required
g; post-licensing every five' years pursuant to the 1980

amendment'.) The 1987 rule change relaxed this timing
. requirement to.two years. Egg 52 Fed. Reg. 16823 (May 6,.

gp 1987). As discussed above with regard to the 1980 scheme, this

one-year joint exercise prior to licensing had required the

" full participation" of all entities involved, including the
g licensee. Thus, when.the Commission relaxed.the timing

- requirement for this " joint exercise" from one year to two
years while at tha same tima continuina 19 reauire a

g- licensee-only exercise within one-year of full-power licensing,
it is-obvious that that licensee-only one-year prelicensing

~

exercise (like its post-licensing annual exercise equivalent)
g was to be a " full-participation" exercise 11/

JJf- Again, as defined in the first sentence of 11 and footnote
4, the words " full-participation" control the "how" and not the

- "who" of an emergency plan exercise. This is also clear from>

the fact that footnote 5 defines " partial participation"
.obviously in terms of'"how" and not "who". Either a multi-site

a

State'or a multi-site local government or both could " partiallyparticipate" depending on the circumstances. Thus, the
language in footnote 5 that partial participation "means

, appropriate offsite authorities" clearly and with good reason
9mita ADy reference gg cartial licensam narticination. There
is-simply no such regulatory thing as a " partial participation"
licensee-only exercise that could meet the requirements for

temergency plan exercises set out in 111, 2, and 3 of App. E. l
IV. F. " Full participation" "means appropriate offsite local

O'-
(footnote continued)
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just as it had always been unless tho' Commission expressly

relaxed the scope of that one year prelicensing exercise.
I

Not only did the Commission n21 relax the required scope of
the one-year prelicensing licensee-only exercise in the 1987

rulemaking, bitt it again affirmed that that exercise was to be
I . understood as requiring the same level'of licensee involvement,

,

as the licensee's annual post-licensing requirement. And that

annual obligation, as just noted,~was expressly characterized
I bysthe Commission as requiring " full licensee participation."

48 Fed. Reg.'at-33308. The Commission in its Statement of
Consideration in support of the final 1987 rule quoted its

D earlier statement in support of the proposed rule as follows:
Moreover, in accord with the Commission's
reaulations for sites with operatina licenses.
acolicants will still~have to conduct annual
exercises, i.e., if the~ full participation

k exercise is~ held more than one year before
j issuance of.the operating license, then the
' applicant must conduct an-exercise of its

emergency plan before license issuance.

52 Fed. Reg. 16823 (May 6, 1987) at 16826 auctina 51 Fed. Reg.
43369 (December 2, 1986) (emphasis supplied). Moreover,

|
'

acknowledging that the 1980 prelicensing scheme had required an

exercise in which all entities (including the licensee) had
" fully participated" within one-vear of licensing, the
commission stated:

) (footnote continued)

and State authorities (appropriate in light of the regulatory
basis for the exercise (11 or 13)] and licensee eersonnel."
Footnote 4. Thus, licensee-only fully-participation exercises
are just as " normal" as the " full-participation" exercises

> -which fully test various combinations of governmental plans as
-well as the licensee's plan. |

. _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _-____- ___-_ - - - ---
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An' exercise which tests'the licensee's onsiter
emergency plan, but which need not include state
or local government participation is still

.() : required to be held within one year. . ..

52-Fed. Reg. 16823 (emphasis supplied). Thus', whatever

one-year prelicensing requirement had existed for exercising

()" the licensee's' plan gag unchanced by the 1987 rule. And as

discussed,.the 1980 scheme. required full-participation by the

licensee (fully 1 testing its plan) within one year of

()1 ' licensing. . As the Commission stated in 1987,

Licensees are not being granted any additional
' freedom' by this rule.

. 2.d at 16825.
O:

Indeed, had the Commission intended in 1984 or 1987 to

modify'the scope of its annual licensee exercise requirement

1EIwhich had clearly required since 1980 a full-scale
O

exercise of at'least the licensee's emergency plan at each site

it would have provided expressly for licensee " partial-

participation" as it did after 1984 for governmental entities.
O

The absence of.such language anywhere in 111, 2, and.3 indicate

that at least annually every licensee at every site must fully

test and exercise its emergency plan.1E/
()i

n/
{}''

exercise)' meant an exercise which " tests as much of the
As noted, in 1980 " full-scale" (defining the "how" of an

licensee, State and local emergency plans as is reasonably
achievable without mandatory public participation." 45 Fed.
Reg. 55402 at 55413 (August 19, 1980).

() jub/ ." Partial-participation" by a licensee during a
licensee-only exercise obviously is not prohibited. Such an
abbreviated exercise (more akin to a drill) simply does not
satisfy NRC regulatory requirements. The September exercise
was such an abbreviated exercise. |

|0 - 23 -
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N 3. It-is clear that in'1980 the Commission required

full-scale licensee emergency plan exercises at least annually,
pre- and post-licensing. Although the frequency at which State 'j-

.

J
Q, and' local government plans were to be exercised was changed for

exercises conducted post-licensing (1984) and the timing of the

joint exercise of all such governmental plans before licensing q

Q, was relaxed (1987), the Commission made it clear that it was

?not relaxing in any manner the nature of the annual licensee'
I
i

exercise requirements to fully test as much of the licensee's
;

y plan as is reasonably achievable without public participation.

If the Commission had intended to permit a licensee-only

" partial participation" exercise to satisfy either the one year
OT pre-licensing onsite requirement of 11 or the annual

requirement'of 12, it would have said so. D !

The regulatory history should be considered in interpreting

O( 11 because that paragraph does not pirectiv state the necessary

scope and' extent of the licensee-only onsite exercise required
by the third sentence. (Neither do the regulations directly

0; state the ne essary scope and extent of the annual exercise

required by 12. Egg Staff's October 16, 1989 Response to

Intervenors' September 29 Motion at 2-3.) The Appeal Board has

O' stated with regard to interpreting App. E. IV. F. 11:

W Significantly, the annual licensee exercise is set out for
the first time in a different paragraph (12) as a result of the ,

0 1984 rulemaking. 49 Fed. Reg. 27733 at 27736. It was also in ,

that rulemaking that the Commission first defined " partial
participation" which, as noted, does ng.1 run to the licensee.
Finally, it was in the 1983 proposed rule that the Commission
stated that the licensee's annual requirement is met by full
licensee participation. 48 Fed. Reg. 33307 at 33308.

O.
- 24 -
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Because the. Commission's requirements for>

D emergency. exercises have been amended several
times since 1980, however, the (Shoreham-'

Licensing)' Board also considered-the parties'
arguments: based on the administrative history of
the' regulation at. issue.- As is the case. ..

5
. with statutory construction, interpretation of
any regulation _must begin with:the language and
' structure of the: provision itself. . ...

Further,'the entirety of the provision must be
given effect; Although administrative. ..

- history.and otherLavailable guidance'may be
consulted for background information and the

) ' resolution of ambiguities'in a' regulation's
-language, its interpretation may not conflict
with the plain meaning of the wording used in<

that regulation.

. ALAB 900, 28-NRC 275, 287-288 (omitting citations).AA/-
D

4. In reply to the Staff's arguments set forth.in their

October 16, 1989 Response the:Intervenors state briefly:

The Staff is simply misinterpreting the necessarya.-
D

scope and extent of the licensee's annual exercise' requirement
both pre- and post-licensing.22/I

!

D' JLL/
LThe-Appeal Board at 289 also noted ambiguity-in footnote 4

(calling the " principal ambiguity" the issue of what the major
observable portions of plans are, an issue it then' decided as a
matter of law, gag infra) and at 295 n. 20 the Appeal ~ Board
stated:

k
| We'are inclined to think that careless drafting

accounts for this change. There is also. . .

other evidence of a lack of precision in the
drafting of the rule. For instance, section IV.
F. 1 pertains only to pre-license exercises, yet

p it refers to the licensee's (rather than the
applicant's) emergency plans.

Although Intervenors do not see an ambiguity in the rule as to
the proper scope of the licensee's annual exercise (no partial
participation by a licensee or an applicant is expressly

) provided for) it is quite clear that the administrative history
provides-important " background-information" that clarifies the
Commission's " lack of precision."

|22/ Intervenors object to the Staff's affidavits because they '

.(footnote continued)
-) - 25 -
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LThere is no' regulatory basis at-all for a licensee-only
. ; . " partial participation" exercise understood as an exercise in

which.the licensee tests something less than the major
k observable portions of its plan.- To the extent that the

. September exercise is characterized by the Staff as a " partial-

. participation" exercise because the State of New Hampshire.

participated in a limited way (113 IR 50-443/89-10 at 2

attached as Appendix 1 to Applicants' October 11 Response and
Kantor' Affidavit, 15 n. 1.), the Staff is ignoring the

- definition of partial participation set forth in footnote 5:

appropriate offsita authorities shall actively
take part in the exercise sufficient to test
. direction and control functions, i.e., (a)

g:, protective action decision making related to
emergency action levels, and (b) communication
-capabilities among affected State and local
authorities and the licensee.

Obviously, the September exercise was not a partial-
I' participation exercise in the sense that'the State of New

Hampshire " partially-participated" as par the regulations.

'

(footnote continued)
'

set out legal arguments and interpretation of the regulatoryo

requirements which need not, and indeed can not, be sworn to.
To the extent that Staff affiants are describing NRC Staff-

g custom and past practice, this is irrelevant to the legal
questions raised here. As the Appeal Board noted in ALAB-900
at-298-299:

custom is not dispositive, particularly when the
regulations clearly require otherwise. . . .

I The fact that the NRC Staff advised FEMA to focus~

on plume EPZ activities.is, as the Licensing
Board described it, unfortunate, but is also of
little aid to LILCO. As the applicant for an i
operating license, LILCo is ultimately responsible

-

for analyzing the Commission's regulations and
g determining its obligations thereunder.

- 26 -
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p b.. There is no regulatory. basis at all for>

exercising 7a licensee's onsite plan at a given site over a

period of years instead of fully testing all the major
g1 | observable portions of that plan during each annual exercise.

Egg Inspection Procedure 82307. attached as Exhibit 2 to the

Intervenors September 29 Motion at 2-3. All major observable

g: portions of an onsite plan-(and as much as.is reasonably
achievable without'public participation) must be exercised

. annually alone or..together with some combination of offsite

g4 | plans. The NRC Staff has simply adopted this cyclical pattern

'from FEMA without determining whether " partial participation"

be the licensee is permitted under the regulations. 333

gy ALAB-900 at 290.-+

c. Although Inspection Procedure 82301 which was

attached as. Exhibit 1 to the Intervenors September 29 Motion

, was revised,Lthe revised IP 82301,-attached as Exhibit 2 to the

' Applicants October 11 Response, was not issued until after the"

Scenario was received by the NRC and approved. More

g| significantly, the new IP 82301 makes reference at 3

(182301-03/03.01) to an Appendix I also issued on August 21,

1989. -Neither the Staff nor the Applicants make any reference

g to this Appendix, which is attached hereto as Exhibit 4. This
'

Appendix actually provides definitions of the various types of
emergency preparedness exercises and the " conditions under

g which each is held." Exhibit 4 at AI-1. After defining the

" full-participation," the "first-full-participation" and the

t - 27 -
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. " partial-participation" exercises, Appendix I defines the
" Licensee-only Exercise" as follows:

This exercise is conducted onsite to fulfill the.
licensee's annual exercise requirementiduring a
year when-neither a full-participation nor a

p partial-participation exercise is' held. It
normally involves full carticioation from the
licensee with_little or no participation by state
and local governments.

Exhibit 4 at AI-142.A2/
kb~
q (emphasis supplied)

5. Finally, in order to preserve such arguments for

appeal _(if necessary), Intervenors assert that sound regulatory-,

D
- .

policy supports a " full-participation" pre-licensing-'

-

licensee-only onsite exercise within one year of licensing in

] order to provide a basis for the necessary " reasonable
e

assurance" finding. Intervenors incorporate arguments set out

. by the Staff and themselves in opposition to the Applicants'
August:11, 1989 Request for an exemption. As noted in

LBP-89-28 (slip opinion at 20):
i

I As with any test program, it is expected that, in
spite of: adequate construction and
pre-operational testing and extensive training of-

D personnel, occasional problems may be identified
and personnel errors may occur. This is=part of
the: testing process. This seems very reasonable
to the Board. Indeed any testina crocram that

|
' and Appendix I define-the licensee-only annual exercise as
22/ The Staff's IPs are thus directiv contradictory. IP 82301g
requiring " full-participation" which tests, inter alla the
major observable portions of the onsite plan as required by
- footnote 4. Contrariwise, IP 82302 permits certain major
observable portions to be cycled at a given site over a

! five-year period. In addition, NRC Infcrmation Notice No.
p 87-54, attached to the Falk Kantor Affidavit, clearly states at

1 that " suggestions contained in this information notice do not,

constitute NRC requirements. "
. . .
28 --
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| 'failm'to reveal any oroblems'or eersonnel error
I would be hiahly susnect as an undemandina test.

(emphasis; supplied).

B. What portions of an onsite plan'must be tested in a

) ' " full-participation" onsite exercise?-

Applicants were required to test all " major: observable
'

| _ portions"-of the onsite emergency response' plan in'the
> September Exercise. Appendix E IV. F.11, first sentence and

footnote 4. The regulation, however, does not further-define

the " major observable portions" of the onsite plan.
> The Appeal Board however, has provided guidance on this '

issue in ALAB-900, which identified the " major observable

portions" of emergency response plans that must be tested '

> pursuant to Appendix E. IV. F.1. The Appeal Board noted that

" FEMA Obiectives can provide an accrocriate measure for

determinina-whether an exercise meets the reaulations' maior
) observable nortions of the olans' criterion for full

garticination," .ALAB 900 at 291. (Emphasis Supplied). A-

review of the content and reach of the FEMA Objectives

> therefore is appropriate.

, FEMA itself identifies NUREG 0654 FEMA-REP-1, Rev. 1 (NUREG

10654) as the basis for its Exercise Objectives. Egg FEMA

D' Exercise Report for Seabrook Station, Applicants' Exhibit 43f,

at 253 (New Hampshire); at 261 (Massachusetts), Appendix B at

B-3 (corrective actions). Indeed, in the FEMA Report, each

) exercise objective is expressly identified with, and designed
to. test, a designated planning standard identified in NUREG

- 29 -
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D '0654. E NUREG 0654, .in turn, adopts verbatim the language

of the Commission's planning standards in-50.47(b) (1)-(16) .
NUREG 0654 II. A.-P. Manifestly, therefore, the FEMA

p objectives- that represent "the major observable portions" of an

emergency plan, in substance, restate the Commission's planning
standards of 10 CFR 50.47 (b)(1)-(16),

g Consistent with.this view, the Appeal Board in ALAB-900

recognized that the Commission's 50.47(b) standards, as

reflected in the FEMA objectives, define the " major observable
portions" of emergency plans that must be exercised. For

example, the Appeal Board noted that "public alert and

notification is unquestionably a major element of emergency
g planning," ALAB-900 at 294, and cited to both the FEMA

_ Objective 13, And 10 CFR 550.47 (b) (5) , and (6) for support.. Id.

Agaih the Appeal Board observed that "the potential-3

g evacuation of schools . is a major element of offsite. .

emergency planning", ALAB-900 at 297, citing both to the-FEMA

Objective and 10 CFR 550.47 (b) (10) . It is apparent that the

g Appeal Board, by expressly embracing FEMA Objectives as the

I basis to measure the appropriate scope of an exercise, ALAB-900i

at 291, also understood this as identifying the major
g observable portions of emergency plans with the standards

1 2.4/ For example, as set out in the FEMA Report, Exercise
objective No. 1 (Emergency Classification Levels) is expressly

g referenced to Planning Standard D of NUREG 0654, citing
evaluation criteria D.3 and D.4 appearing thereunder. Sag App.
Ex. 43F at 253.

- 30 -
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identified . in 10 CFR 5 50. 47 (b) (1)-(16) ._w

ALAB-900 therefore established that the " major observable.

' . portions" of an emergency plan are, at bottom, the commission's

50.47(b) standards, as further explicated by NUREG-0654. By) -

-regulation the (b) standards, for purposes of full power
" licensing, are equally applicable to kgth onsite and offsite'

emergency plans.
<,

(b) The onsite-and, except as provided in
paragraph (d)'of this section (low power) offsite
emergency response plans-for nuclear power
reactors must meet the following standards . . .

10 CFR 50.47(b)

In-these circumstances, it is clear that the (b) standards
..<

therefore represent the " major observable portions" of both the
onsite and offsite plcns which must be tested under,

)
pre-licensing' exercise requirements. 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix E

IV . -' F . ' 11. Indeed, given the need for coordinated response

between-onsite and offsite response organizations, and the

. applicability of'the (b) standards to both, the logic of ALAB
:

900 should equally control in defining the " major observable
portions" of the onsite plan that must be exercised.

D

As further support for JI-Onsite Ex-2, which asserts, inter

Elia, that the scope of.the onsite exercise was inadequate for
failure to test the public notification system, Interve..ste

>;c
. cite to commission rulemakings that specifically discuss the

place of public notification requirements, 10 CFR 50.47 (b) (5) ,

in the regulatory scheme for emergency planning.
>

In its 1982 rulemaking concerning the standards for issuance

- 31 -
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' of a low-power operating license, the Commission' stated:
10 .

The proposed rule change its 46 FR 61132 provided
that in orderto grant a low-power license, only a
finding as to the adequacy of onsite emergency
planning and preparedness is required; . . .
While the proposed rule would eliminats the need

() to have any NRC or FEMA review, findings, or
determinations on the adequacy of offsite
agencies' emergency planning and preparedness,
the NP' review of the licensees > onsite resnonse
mechanism would necessarily include annects of

() .
some offsite elements: Communications,
notification, assistance agreements with local
law enforcement, fire protection, and medical
organizations, and the like. Some examnles, but
not an exclusive list, where review of an
annlicant's emercancy elan would involve asnects
of some offsite elements may be found in

()| Dertinent nortions of 10 CFR 50.47(kl(3), lil,
(6), (9), and (12). Prior to issuing-an. . .

operating license authorizing low-power testing
and fuel loading, the NRC will review the
followina offsite elements of the neolicants'
emercancy olan

(1
(b) Section 60.47 (b) (5) . Procedures have been
established for notification, by the licensee, of
State and local response organizations and for
notification of emergency personnel by all
organizations; the content of initial and

(). followup messages to response organizations and
-the public has been rastablished; and means to
provide early notification and clear instruction
to the populace within the plume exposure pathway
Emergency Planning Zone have been established.

() 47 Fed. Reg. 30232, 30234 (July 13, 1982).

Manifestly, therefore, the Commission determined that the
:n public notification requirement for emergency planning is part
dl of Applicants' onsite emergency plan, i.e., an "otisite

element [] of the Applicants' emergency plan." Id. at 50234.
Equally clearly, the public notification requirement is

() mandated by one of the Commission's (b) standards, 50.47 (b) (5) .

Subsequently, in remanding for further proceedings prior to
- 32 -
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low-power operation based upon an inadequate public

notification system', the Appeal Board expressly quoted the

commission's comments in the rulemaking that, pursuant to !

50. 47 (b) (5) , "(p)rior to issuing an operating license

authorizing low-power testing and fuel loading, the NRC will

review the followina offsite elements of the Aeolicant's
emeraency el e . " Public Service Co. of New Hampshire (Seabrook '

Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-883, 27 NRC 43, 53 (1988). i

The Commission subsequently modified the requirement for an j

approved public notification system prior to low-power
operations. 53 Fed. Reg. 36955 (September 23, 1988). !

i Nowhere in its 1988 rulemaking, however, did the Commission j

disturb its conclusion from the 1982 rulemaking that public ?

notification remains a primary component of onsite emergency
planning.

C The Nuclear Regulatory Commission is amending its
)? regulations to establish more clearly what :

,

emergency planning and preparedness requirements
are needed for fuel loading and low-power testing

_

: of nuclear power plants. the rule will |. . .

also change the prior practice, never included in
the prior rule itself, of reviewing plans for

| prompt public notification in the event of an
- accident. This practice of reviewing an offsite

element of licensee emergency plans that has no
onsite application is being discontinued as not
necessary for public safety. The rule does not

- change the emergency planning requirements that
must be satisfied before full power operation can:

be authorized. No new requirements are being
.imposed by the rule beyond those that have been '

previously required by rule and by prior NRC
practice. The rule makes clear that no offsite
elements of the applicant's emergency plan, other

) than those set forth in this revised rule need be
considered in connection with low-power
licensing. 53 Fed Reg 3 -36955 (September 23, 1988).

.. . _ - - _ . - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ .- - -- . - . - - .. .
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) Since the public notification system represents an aspect
of Applicants' onsite emergency plan, and is a " major

observable portion" of the plan since mandated by the "b l
.

I) standards" under $ 50.47 (b) (5) , Applicants were required, yet i

failed, to test that system during the Sept: ember 27, 1989
onsite exercise.

I C. Did the applicants fail to test certain major
observable portions of the onsite emergency plan during the
September Exercise?

) Intervenors' contentions JI-Onsite Ex-1 and JI-Onsite Ex-2
.

specifically identify those " major observable portions" of the '

onsite plan, as defined by the planning standards in

J $50.47 (b) (1)-(16) , that Applicants failed to test during the
:

September 27, 1989 Exercise. In summary, these are:

1) insufficient protective action decisionmaking;

} $ 50. 47 (b) (10) ; NUREG-0654 II.J;

2) no plume monitoring procedures or correlative accident
i

assessment activities were tested even by mini-scenario;

} $ 50. 47 (b) (9) ; NUREG-0654 II. I;
'

3) no involvement by a medical team from a local support -

services agency (the Seabrook Fire Department pursuant to the '

)- Seabrook RERP) or an offaite medical treatment facility (Exeter

Hospital according to the SSRERP); 5 50. 47 (b) (12 ) , (14), (15);

NUREG-0654 N.2.c; Lal, L.4, 0.4.h; '

). 4) no testing of the personnel monitoring and

- 34 -
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decontamination capacities at the offsite locations planned for
that purpose (the seabrook Dog Track and the " Warehouse" on

Route 107) ; 5 50.47 (b) (10) ; NUREG-0654 J. 3, J.6;

5)
J_ no demonstration of an actual shift change or the

capability to provide staffing for continuous (24 hour)
operations for a protracted period or for second shift !

staf fing; $50147 (b) (1) J NUREG-0654 II. A.4 ; and,d'
6) no demonstration of the capability for early

notification and clear instruction to the populace within the !

<

'
- plume exposure EPZ. $ 50. 4 7 (b) (5) ; NUREG-0654 II.E. The

,

_

J'

Exercise did not test the public notification system, in |

?violation of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E IV.F, or require '

Applicants to demonstrate in an exercise that administrative

and physical means have been established for alerting and

providing prompt instruction to the public within the EPZ, in;

violation of 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix E. IV.D.3.i

O
The contentions thereby specifically identify those " major

.

! observable portions" of the onsite plan, defined by the (b)
i

standards that were required to be tested in the onsite
}'

exercise. '

L
L As further support for summary disposition, Intervenors
i ,

i have annexed to their motion Intervenors' statement of MaterialD
L Facts Not in Discute (" Statement"). This Statement is grounded

in the Scenario document, and the NRC Exercise Inspection

Report, which provide the primary factual basis for
Intervenorn' motion.

- 35 -
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] CONCLUSION
[

Intervenors assert that there is no genuine issue of
,

material fact in dispute as to the scope of the onsite
;

Exercise. As a matter of law, and as requested through their !

notion, Intervenors are entitled to summary disposition on !

JI-Onsite Ex-1 and JI-Onsite Ex-2 since the Exercise failed to
i

) test the identified major observable portions.of Applicants' !

onsite emergency plan, did not test as much of that plan as is ;

reasonably achievable without public participation and was not
>

) in compliance with the regulatory requirements of 10 CFR-

50. 4 5 (b) (14 ) and App. E. IV F. and F. 11. .

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

JAMES M. SHANNON !

ATTORNEY GENERAL
i

(

N,*

W R Q.* '

John Traficonte
.

Chief, Nuclear Safety Unit
Matthew Brock"

_ Assistant Attorney General
L Nuclear Safety Unit

Department of the Attorney General
| One Ashburton Place

-

| Boston, MA 02108-1698
(617) 727-2200

|

)
DATED: October 18, 1989

.
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THE COMMONWEALTH OF M ASSACHUSETTS
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
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L [ soNN w McCORMACK STATE OFriCE BUILDING

oNE AS-BVAtoN PLACE Boston 02108 1698
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-

#MES M SHANNoN
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September 18. 1989

Bl. .','AX -

q.' Thomas Dignan, Esq.
f Ropes & Gray

One-International Place
Boston, MA 02110,

ret 0.ba.ervational Status Durino Sectember Exercise
.

)- Dear Tom:

On behalf of the Mass AG and other Intervenors, I
would like to request observational status for Intervenor <

observers at all relevant facilities at which Applicant
' petsonnel's performance will be evaluated by the NRC Staff,

including-the Technical Support Center (TSC), the Operational
Suppott Center (OSC), the Emergency Operations Facility (EOF),
and the Media-Center. Obviously, I am prepared to. discuss any
reasonable constraints and conditions on such access at your
earliest convenience.

I In addition, I would like the Applicants to provide
'me, at the earliest possible time after the conclusion of the

! 'onsite exercise, all relevant documents generated before and
during the exercise, including the scenario, the exercise
objectives and all other material of a kind similar to that

|pertaining to the June, 1988 onsite exercise which was included
i

4

E in the 7-volume scenario document you made available to us at '

Seabrook Station sometime after the June, 1988 exercise. In
addition, I request access to player-and-controller-generated
materials as well.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Be t,'

/ .

,
fI tkm

'

ohn Traficonte
Chief, Nuclear Safety Unit
Public Protection Bureau
(617) 727-2200'

|-
JT/tm

I*

)( cc: Service List "

|
'
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September 20, 1989
;

f' PECEIVED i
John Traficonte, Esq. |

Chief, Nuclear Safety Unit Cfp211994'

Public Protection Bureau s

Office of The Attorney General ggg[gyq3Ap[* ''j.y }'
One Ashburton Place); Boston, MA 02108-1698

Re: observational Status Durina seetember Exercise I
!Dear John:

This will reply to yours of September 18, 1989 regardinthe above referenced subject. As you are undoubtedly aware,g,

under NRC Rules of Practice there is no right to discovery of
any nature in order to assist in the formulation of future
contentions and no discovery may be had in the absence of
admitted contentions. This means that the only way your
of fice and the other intervenors will be permitted the
observation and documents you requested in your letter is
through the voluntary cooperation of my clients.

'

In the past, such cooperation has-been forthcoming.
However, inasmuch as The Attorney General of The Commonwealth
has made it clear that his desire with reference to the
upcoming exercise is n21 to assist-in the design of a plcn
which will best protect the health and safety of the citizens
of The commonwealth, but rather is simply to further his
announced goal of delaying operation of the Seabrook Plant, I
see nothing to be gained on the part of my clients or the
public interest in acceding to your requests.

Very truly rs,
,[ j /

, w
Thomas G. Dignan, Jr.

)= Counsel for the Applicants
.

cc: Service List !

TGD/tgd:motossa.ss
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September 27, 1989
L' !

l
BY FAX i

i

!
L

'

' Thomas G. Dignan, Jr., Esq.
Ropes & Gray. 1' ":

One. International Place !

Boston, >% 02110 !

.'
Dear Mr. Dignant

f4 1 must express my extreme displeasure with actions'

taken by,your clients at the Newington Town Hall on the
morning of September 27, 1989. The facts are these: :

-1. As you are aware, on September 18, 1989 on behalf
-of the Massachusetts Actorney General and other intervenors, _{

} I requested access-to various' locations.for purposes of'

',observing the on-site emergency plan exercise held onSeptember 27, 1989.
that your clients would not cooperate with intervenorOn September 20,-you responded stating

'

|efforts'to observe the extb ise.
;

2. Upon receipt of your letter, an attorney in this
office contacted the Newington Town Hall to inquire whether

-

the. Town Hall remained open to the public during its use
as a " Media Center" for emergency plan exercises. We

e

statec that weLwanted to observe exercise activities on :'
. September 27, 1989. We were told by the Town Secretary
that theLTown Hall does indeed remain open to the public

-

,

?.
and that there was no reason we could not observe the

.

activities.
-

.
, "

'
. 3. On the morning of September 27, I arrived at.

the Town Hall with an associate who was prepared to videotape
<

appropriate-portions of the exercise events. I was toldinitially by consultants to New Hampshire Yankee and then
h'f by.the Emergency News Director (after he arrived) that ,

,

'

I would not be permitted anywhere in the building. A
police officer from the Newington Police Department escorted

-

me to the exit. In my efforts to assert my right to enter ,

[' the Town Hall.and remain there, I contacted by phone the
Town Counsel for Newington, Attorney Peter Loughlin. Duringdiscussions between myself, the police officer, the Yankee

; consultant and a Yankee spokesperson (Rob Williams), your', clients asserted that they had a written agreement with
,

ATTACMENT 3
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Thomas G..Dignan, Jr., Esq.
gE Page Two I

/ September 27, 1989
;

J

the Town of Newington that permitted them to bar me from
h,

the premises during the exercise. (Town Counsel was not
'

aware of such an agreement.) Indeed, at one point a Yankee
security guard communicated to the police officer that
you had been contacted and that "Mr. Dignan said keep ,

'

the Massachusetts Attorney General out."
<

4. During this entire period - from approximately>

)' 9:15 until 9:50 a.m. (and for the entire day) the Town-

Hall remained open to the public and no effort was made
I

,'-

.to prevent other members of the public from entering the )building. Obviously, if the Town Hall remained open to
the public, the public had a right to enter and (if so
Inclined) observe the exercise, as long as such observational

).' activities did not interfere with the conduct of the exercise.
-<

Restricting my access to this public facility was
inappropriate and discriminatory and I object to these t

'
actions in the strongest terms.

5

Yours,
f ~.-

Ib CA
John Traficonte

. Chief, Nuclear Safety Unit
)L (617) 727-2200
o

JT/je

cc Newington Town Counsel
Newington Board of Selectmen

1- Newington Chief of Police
Seabrook Service List

} ,

.

.

,
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) APPENDIX !

LEVEL OF IN!,PLCTION EFFORT AND $1?E OF INSPECTION TEAMS
R I

FCP EMERGENCY PREPAREDNES$ EXERCl$t OBSERVATION i

A. PA0 GRAM APPLICAt!LITY
j,

'This guidance applies to programs specifies in Manual Chapters 2513
!E514, 2515, and 2525.

.

B. DUlN!TIONS.

The following are descriptions of each type of emergency prepared.
,

;
non (EP) exercits and the conditions under which each -is held:

:
'

L'. F#11. Participation Exercise.
This exercise is conducted onsite end'

o"fsne to test as much of the licensee, state, and local emergenty
plans as reasonably achievable without mandatert public partici.

! pation. It is nomally conducted bienniall
j. cr more operating reactor units are located.y at a!1 sites where one
l
, 3
'-

The First F 11 Participation Exercise. This is the first exerciset
f conductec c 4 reactor site anc . involves _ full perticipation by the
| licensee and participation by each state and local government

within the 10 mile plume exposure pathway emergency planning tone
(tPZ) and each state within the 50 mile ingestion exposure pathway
EPZ. This exercise is nomally required to be held within 1 year
before the first full-power operating license is issued and beforey operation above 5% of rated power of the first reactor at that

-

site. However, because of a 1904 court decision permitting.;
'

litigation of exercise findings at a license hearing, many
applicants request an initial exercise earlier than required to
pemit timely completion of a hearing prior to licensing. Anotherexercise any be required in order to fulfill the 1 year) provision,

i

Pertial-Participation Exercise. This ex&rcise involves full parti.
Mpatien By tie licensee, but state and local participation may be
partial because of involvement with more than one reactor sitswithin their jurisdiction. Nomall

e

) and state participation is partial.y, local participation is fullAs a minimum, this exercise
! tests implementation of the licensee's ensite emergency plans, coor.
L dination and communication between the licensee and offsite authori.|: ties. and protective action decisien. making. !t is normally cen.ducted biennially.

). Ucensee only Exercise. This exercise is conducted onsite to ful.
Till the licensee s annual exercise requirement curing a year when
neither a full participation ner a partial-participation exercise

|

'~
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isheld. It nortally inVelvH full Nrtic1Ntien fra the licensuwith little or no participation by state ens local governments.

RemeMalExercise. This exercise is generally held at the request
of rana to essenstrate the correction of specific deficiencies
identified during the exercise in offsite emer
normally ones not directly involve the neensee. gency platining ane .

However, there ma i
i

be instances when poor licensee perfomance during the annue f{ exercise would require a remedial exercise.
j

C. LEVEL 0F INSPECTION EFFCRT FOR EXERCl3E OSSERVATION

With the orception et the first full. participation exercise at,

single unit sites, the level of inspection effort and correspon.;
*'

ding team site for exercise observation should be basec cn past$- licensee perfomance, recent EP inspection findings and SALPf ratings, and regional assessment of the current status of the :'

licensee's emergency preparedness program. For exemple. '

feverable. SALP ratings coupled with consistently good perform-
i: ance in areas of observation may result in decreased inspection! !effort in those areas. Conversely. if Ifconses performance in
') the EP area appears tu be seclining er if specific aspects off' exercise perfomence are repeatedly substandard. intensificationof inspection effort is warranted. It is expected that more .

,

total time will be expended for some facilities then others.
! #

,

Y D. REC 0l'hiENDED S!![ OF INSPECTION TEAMS

The region will detemine the team Giet. establish the team and
provice the team leader for all exercise inspections. Wherespecific resource allocations for a particular phase of nuclear

. power plant cperation are included in an inspection procedure - they
) should be followed.

,

1. The First Full-Participation Exercile. Up to 7 or 8 team mem.
'bers are normany surr1clent to ceterve the first full.partici.
pation exercise. The team generally consists of the team

,

leader cne or more regional inspectors, one Needquarters IP
> licensing representative, several contractors and may include

one or more resident inspectors.

| 2. F All- and Partial.Particioation Exercises. Inspection teams for*

tase types of exercises normally corstst of the regional team
leader, one resident inspector and one contractor. In addition.) one Needguarters observer is genere11y provided for one half of
the exercises conducted. -

,

i 1. Licensoe.0nis Exercises. Up to 3 team members are normally
su"fic'en1 So observe a licensee.only exercise. Resident
inspectors should be included in the inspection team.

4 Remedial Exercite
4

u. kegional inspectors do not normally observe remedial exer-
cises requested by FEMA for the correction of gff$g

y
. . . t une rate t. 06/91/89 Al.2 Apperdix I. 2500
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!
deficiencies identified during the exercise.

Hewever.
O depending upcn inspection prioriti66. onsite activities may

be observed by the resident inspector (s) when the licensee '

elects to participate in a remedit1 exercise requested by
FEMA. i

'

b. When a remedial exercise is reevired by the NRC, team size '

will depend on the number and nature of the problems !Oz
.

icentified- cering the previous exercise, cepencing on the
:nature of the problems identified and inspection priori.

ties, some onsite drills may be limited to observation bythe reticent inspectors.
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. U $. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COPMI5510N

REGION 1- ,

Report No. 50-443/86-10

- Docket No. 50-443 ,

Category B-1 iLicense No. CPPR-135 Priority --

Licensee: Pubt u, Service of New Hampshire
t

) P.O. Box 330

,
,Manc,hester. New Hayp_ shire

*

Facility Name: $'eatrook linit 1
*

!

)' Inspectton At: Seabroo},, _',ew Hampsnj re
,,

!

Inspection. Conducted: Februa ry_,24-28. 1986 ;
'

) .

dh'4 ;'

Inspectors:- i
-~~

5, Tn or WGEcia' list date
-

.

r ;
'

W. Thomas, EP Specialist-

C. Amato. EP Epecialist ,

C,- Gordon' EP Specialist -

g
J. Hawahur.st, EP 5pecialist' -

I' . G. Bryan, COMEX. Corporation |
G. Wehmann, Battelle

fr [4 ,,,, ,*Approved by:
. pps Chief, date'

* - t
'

Emer9ency reparedness Section; ,

,,

inspection Summary: Inspection on February 24-28,_1986 (Report, Nutrber -
s ,

50-443 783 -10)
,

Areas j g ected: Routine announced emergency preparedness inspection to
.!

observe the licensee's first full scale emergency exercise perfortred on
"

* February 25, 1986.

Results: .No violations wcre identified. The licensee's emergency response'

. actions demonstrated =during this caercise were adequate to provide appropriate
protective measures for the health and safety of the public.

*

86040%$$ pg * PDPs.
Jo 0

. .
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)- DETAILS .|<.
|

r, i

1. Persons Contacted
t

[
' A. Callend ello. Emergency Preparedness Supervisor'

'P. Casey, Senior Emergency Flanner
*W. dip oflo. Assistant Station Manager j

|'5. Ellis, Security Department Supervisor
'J. MacDonald, Radiological Assessment Manager |

*D. Moody, station Manager .

)- W. Otto. Emergency Planner
*J. Quinn, Director of Emergency Planning
*G. Thomas, Vice President - Nuclear Production .

, |*L. Walsh, Operations Manager - ,
'

1
The' inspectors also interviewed several licensed operators, health
physicists, administrative and training personnel. , ,

|, * Denotes those present at the exit interview. ;
.

| .- -.

! 2. Emeroency Esercise
P

The Seabrook Station full scale emergency preparedness exercise was
1 -

conducted on February 26, 1986.

A. Pre-Enercise Activities

Prior.to the emergenef esercise, NRC Region I representatives had -

telephone discussions and met with licensee repre,entat'ives to
-

review the scope and content of the exercise scenario. As a result .

E

of these discussions, revisions were made to the scenario and |
supporting data sheets.

.* *
(

The NRC observers and licensee observers and controllers attended a4i

scenario briefing on February 25, 1986. The emergency response :

|
actions espected during the various phases of the scenar'lo were

|- discussed. -

The scenario included the following events:
,.

An explosion in the chlorination building due to defective*

instrumentation and a pump electrical fault which ignited an
undetected hydrogen accumulation.

-A fire in the "B" containment building spray pump area when theI *

pump was started for testing following maintenance. The fire
damage rendered the pump inoperable. ;

A double-ended shear of cold leg "B".*

t

*

| .

|
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In conjunction with the cold leg break the containment Butiding*
5 pray valve CBS-VII f(ited to open and Safety injection Pump A ,
fatted to operate.

Clectrical, Emergency Buss E6 failed.*

Station conditions degraded to the point where in-core thermo-*

couplet indicated creater than 700'F with Reactor Vessel Level
indication System less than 40%.

Station radiological conditions indicated significant core'

- *

damage due to the LOCA.

Reactor vessel level was restored, however, in-containment -
- *

pressures and radiation levels increased drastically.

The "A" $1 Pump was restored and cold leg recirculation*

initiated.

The closed indication for several containment on-line purge*

valves was lost and an of f-site release began. .

The above events caused activation of the licensee's emergency
j factilties and also permitted state and local governments to esercise

their Emergency Plans.' .

,

B. Activities Observed

During the conduct of the itcensee's exercise, NRC team members made
~

detailed observation $ of the activation and augumentation of the.

emergency organization; activation of emergency response facilities;
and actions of emergency response personnel during the operation of
the emergency response facilities. The following activities were
observed:

Detection, classification, and assessment of the scenario*

events; '

Direction and coordination of emergency response;*

Notification of licensee personnel and offsite agencies of*

pertinent information;
Assessment and projection of radiological (dose) data;*

Recommendation of protective actions;*

Provisions for in plant radiation protection;*

Performance of offsite, onsite, and in-plant radiological'

*
'surveys;

Maintenance of site security and access control;*

Performance of technical support;*

Performance of repair and corrective actions;*

Communications /information flow, and record keeping; and*

Management of Recovery Operations.*

a

0

'
,



e ,

I

!
The NRC team noted that the applicant's activation and augmentation
of the emergency organ 12ation; activation of the emergency response
facilities; and ::U;J.; ed use of the facilities were generally j,

~ consistent with their emergency response plan and implementing
The team also noted the following positive aspects of |

u

procedures.
the licensee emergency response that were indicative of their ability ;

to cope with abnormal plant conditions: ;
'
,
>

The control room operators demonstrated escellent knowledge of* *

the plant emergency operating procedures.

The development of plant actions by c9ntrol room personnel to*
ef fectively mitigate the conseovences of the , accident were excellent.

.

'

$hortly after the initial offsite release an excellent briefing I*

of the Control Room staff was provided by the ISC Emergency
Operations Manager. ,-

The TSC contained an excellent document library, which was well 3
*

used as & resource throughout the esercise. ,
.

rThe activation of the T5C was timely and plant condition
*

*
i

j briefings by tN Site Emergency Director (SED) were frequent.

The activation of the 05C was timely and frequent briefings |*

were held to update personnel on plant conditions. ;

.

Good control over the OSC in-p5 ant tea'ns and good comerunications | :
*

with the teams were demonstrated throughout the esercise, ,

'

*

The 05C team members demonstrate'd a generally good knowledge of* _

sound hcalth physics practices.
'

-

e' The incident Field Office location in the EOF functioned very ,

' well during the esercise. .

i,
-

Good coordination between the dose assessment' specialist and*

the field monitoring team coordinator was demonstrated. .,

Offsite field monitoring teams were well brie. fed prior to' *

.

dispatch from the EOF and were frequently updated on changing
,

plant conditions.

Offsite samo11ng coordinates were.ouickly loc ued, and sarpling*

results were promptly reported bagt to the Offsite Team
4

Communicator.

.

O

); .
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N Offsite teams demonstrated a thorough knowledge of the use of '*

offsite monitoring team equipment and procedures.

'Although the ab(11ty to analyse plant conditions, and make appro- ,

priate. timely, protective. action recommendations for the public were|

found to be acceptable, the following itses were identified which
;

,

j: could have degraded overall response during emergencies and require
evaluation for possible corrective action: |

,

|-|The classification of.the chlorination building emplosion as a c
*

Notification of Unusual Event was incorrect. (This appears to e

1

be partly due to a deficiency in EP!P ER-1.1 in that the station -

;'
*

initiating condition is etsleading). A second independent).
vertf tcation of correct classification should be considered

.

to avoid errors in classtfication. (50-4at/86-10-01) , ,
-

,

EP!P ER-1.4 directs evacuation to the the Seabrook Greyhound
-

*

Track if the wind is from the east. This is in error as the dog ..

)j track is due west of the plant (50-443/86-10-02).
*
.

There was no security representation in the T5C. The Mainten- ,

ance Coordinator assumed this function, but he is not security
*

'

trained. It may be more appropriate to station-the Security

)- Coordinator in the T5C rather than in the EOF (50-423/86-10-03).
;

)''
i

i- ;
There was no dose assessment /dese projection capability demon-*

l strated in the T5C (neither prior to F0F activation, nor as a
-

,

-backup to EOF after activatten). Instead the T5C relled on YAEC i-
'

to pe fore dose projectin , c,4- 1 on core damage. This resulted !'
,

)-| n a one hour delay (be rus* t . computer malfunction) before
this information was avai' 1e te. the SED. (No actual release | ;;

.

.

was taking place at th e t se) The capability to perfore pre- .

|11minary dese projection. '.' dI. esists by procedure and is *
<

required by ER-3.1 (50-443/k -10-04).
,

Priorities of T5C activities were occasionally inappropriate. 3*
The General Emergency classification was made by the Emergency ;
Operations Manager without vtrification by the Site Emergency 1

- -

Director (SED) (50-443/86 10 05).

The TSC was somewhat slow in analyzing the indications of a DBA*

)_ 1.0CA (50-443/86-10-06). /

The SED was not informed of the failure of the Coetrineent
.

Building $ pray (C85) discharge cross-connect vals e until. 30
*

,

minutes af ter the failure was identtf ted. TSC personnel wc-e
'

not briefed on the failure unti1 an addltional ten minutes had >

) passed (50-443/86-10-07).
[

The general plant status board ta. t.he T5C at times lagged actual
-

' *

plant conditions by 30 minute', (50-C43/86-10-08).
,

.

.
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Form ER-3.29 (Rev. 2) from 0$C Operations procedure EPIP ER 3.2*.
had been issued, but the procedure in the OSC had not been

{" revised to reflect the change (50 443/86-10-09).'

Entremity TLDs were not consioered for the containment atmos- i
*

phere sample team al thoJgh they were involved in handling 4 |

40R/hr (contact) source. Revised form ER-3.2B (Rev. 2) does not t
i

}|
have provisions for the Radiological Controls Coordinator to
specify the use of.entremity TLDs (ER-3.2 and ER-6.2 contain |

!these provisions) (50-443/86-10-10).

The method of tracking personnel esposures by team members when*.

RWDs are not used is not clearly specified (50-443/86-10-12). |
-

.

EBS messages are not monitored for accuracy. The EB5 message*-
issued at 1105 was contrary to protective action recomendations
agreed to by NH Yankee and NH CD. (Message announced that the
beaches at Seabrook Hampton and Hampton Falls would be !

i

evacuated and that those three towns would be shelteced. It should
have announced evacuation of the towns of Stabrook, Hampton, ;

)- and Hampton Falls, with sheltering downwind out to five miles).
,

(50-443/86-10-13).
,

-Tracking of feedback on actual of fsite protective actions taken*

was not indicated on the EOF status board (50-443/86-10-14). ,

t.) !
*) On occasion, delays occurred in EOF discussions / decision '

.aking while searching, messages for the most recent values of'

critical plant parameters (containment pressure, containment
radiation levels, plant vent stack release rates.-etc.)'

|

( Trending such information.on a status board would improve'

4 response times (50-443/86-10-15).
.

|- The Response Manager interfaced with several different levels in t
'

*

the various organt:ations in the EOF. He should consic.ac e
|single point of centact with each organtration and dele,ite'

other contacts to the Technical Coordinator (50-443/86-10-16). ,

{
There is no PA speaker in the dose assessment area of the EOF.*

Several important announcements were not heard 45 a result. ~'

I (50-443/86-10-17).

Critical information was not recapitulated on a f requent enough -

*
y basis during press briefings in the media center (50-443/86-(-
[ 10-18).

.
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3. Exit Meetinj

The inspectors attended the applicant's critique on February 27, 1986
following the critique, the NRC team leader summari2ed the observations
made during the exercise as detailed in this report (See detail 1 for
attendees), .

At no time dsring the inspection was any written material provided to the
licensee b) the inspectors.
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMIS$10N .

REGION ! |
L . !

| Report No. 50-444/86-18 |
| '

| Docket No. 50-443 .

License No. CPPR-125 Priority Category B-1,

Licensee: Public Service of New Hampshire
P. O. Box 330"* - - -

Manchester New Hampshire 03105

| -Facility Name: Seabrook Unit 1 -

t '

Inspection A : Seabrook. New Hampshire ft

. Inspection Conducted: March 24-28. 1986 ; '

$
!..

inspectors: ML '::e w f
W. g rus, y nior EP Specialist date i

W. Thomas, EP. Specialist I,

j C. Amato, EP Specialist .!
'

, .* C. Gordon, EP Specialist
J. Hawahurst, EP Specialist *

,
G. Bryan, COMEX Corporation '

G. Wehmann, Battelle FNL

Approved by: u~/ f /4
,

W. If)4rus,@ ting Chief Emergency date ;;

Preparedness Section
,

. Inspection Summary; Inspection on March 24-28.1986 (Report No. 86-18)

Areas Inspected: Emergency Preparedness Implementation Appraisal to evaluate'- ,

the adequacy and effectiveness of'the emergency preparedness program for -

Seabrook Unit 1, including organization, administration, procedures, training, '

,

and facilities and ' equipment. *
,

Results: No violations were identified. Several program areas were identified
,

whicn are incomplete or require corrective action, these are listed as open
items, and will need to be addressed by the licensee and reinspected in a sub-
sequent inspection. Paragraph 6 of this report provides a summary listing of
these items along with the determination of whether the item is required to be
corrected prior to issuance of the low power license or the full power license. -

8605280024 860515 '

PDR ADOCK 05000443
O PM *

,

'

.

.. . - , . - . , - ., . , . _ _ . . , . . ..._,y. . . , , . , . , . , . - , _ .
,

.
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f DETAILS +

1. Persons Contacted |
4< 1

A. Callendrello Emergency Preparedness Supervisor |
P. Casey, Senior Emergency Planner !

) *W. DiProfio, Assistant Station Manager '

'5. Ellis, Security Department Supervisor ,

'J. MacDonald, Radiological Assessment Manager i^
'

*D. Moody, Station Manager
W. Otto, Emergency Planner r

'

( 'J. Quinn, Director of Emergency Planning .

'

(' 'G. Thomas, Vice President - Nuclear Production '

'L. Walsh, Operations Manager !
*

i
' *<.- '

The inspector also interviewed several licensed operators, health'

_ physics, administrative and training personnel.
,

' Denotes those present at the exit interview. '

i

2. Scope of Appraisal . *

The purpose of this appraisal was to determine the readiness of the' '.!
\ Seabrook Station to implement the Emergency Plan in preparation for
r licensing. The principal criteria for this appraisal:are contained in

NUREG-0654, " Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation of Radiological
Emergency Response Plans and Preparedness. in Support of Nuclear Power|

*

Emergency Response Plans and Preparedness in Support of Nuclear Power
plants", 10 CFR 50.47, and 10 CFR 50, Appendix E. The appraisal addressed>

'administration, emergency organization, emergency training and ,

- retraining, emergency facilities and equipment, procedures, coordination
,

with offsite groups, and drills -exercises and walk-throughs.
'

3. Sunnery of Results .
,

The appraisal was completed during this inspection. Severalemergenjy .'
*preparedness program areas under review remain incomplete or require-

corrective action. This report documents the followup of the areas for
which review was completed during the previous inspection (IR 85-32),as -

!

'' well as those areas covered by this inspection. Items which were listed
as open it. ems in the previous inspection report are addressed at the' |

f beginning of each section with the disposition of the item identified. *

r' Those items which need to be addressed for resolutien as a result of this
'

inspection are listed as "open items" in each detail: section, and are
, sunvaarized in detail 6, at the end of this report,

i
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4. Dett.ils |

|
A. Administration of the Emergency Plan i

,

I

'(1) Assienment of Responsibilities and Authority
1 }'revious In.spection Findings !

(Closed) IFI (50-443/85-32-01): Develop job specifications for
the Emergency Preparedness Supervisor and the second Senior ;

Emergency Planner. |
.

The inspector reviewed the approved job specifications for both c

positions and found them to be acceptable. In addition the
qualificatipns.cf the individual who had been hired as of the 4 .... '

.second Senior Emergency Planner were reviewed. It was |
determined that;the education and experience requi-ements of I

ANSI N 18.7 were met. ,

b !'

(2) Coordination of EP Functions
,

| 4

~ (0 pen) IFI (50-443/85-32-02): Define and document the inter- :
'

action between tne corporate EP staff and the station staff. ;

!) Action on this item has not been completed. The licensee-is
[t planning several chang (s to strengthen the EP staff organization |,

' ' in the near future. Action in this area will be evaluated-;

during a subsequent inspection. ;

ii
Except as noted in (2) above, this area was found to be acceptable.)" ,

|: B, . Station Emergency Organization

. (1) Onsite Organization !
,

! Previous inspection findings .-

0
(Closed) IFI (50-443/85-32-03): Develop a comprehensive organi-
zation chart which describes overall command, control, and -

information flow for emergency response fact 11 ties and each
,

major element of the augmented organization. '
-

, .

The licensee has developed a series of organization charts
which describe the overall command, control, and information

| flow for the eeerjency response facilities and each major
element of the augmented organization. This was detemined to
be acceptable in lieu of a single integrated organization'

,

chart. '

!(Open) IFI(50-443/85-32-04): Assign the responsibility to
perform initial dose assessment on shift and revise Appendix A '

of the Emergency Plan accordingly.

*

Q.
>
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The responsibility to perform initial dose assessment.is.
assigned to the shift superintendent or a trained alternate in *
Section 10.1.1 of the Emergency Plan. Appendix A of the
Emergency Plan, which defines each ERO position, does not
include initial dose assessment as a duty of the Shift

i Superintendent or Short Tern Emergency Director. This will be
incorporated in Amendment 58 to the FSAR. Action in this

-

regard will be verified in a subsequent inspection.'

(2)- Augmentation of Onsite Emergency Organization
*

I Previous Inspection Findings
I

(Closed) IFI (50-443/85-32-05): Identify authorities and
responsibilities of the Response Manager that may not be

,

:

delegated. This item was closed with the publication of FSAR .

Amendment 57 which adequately identified the authorities and ,-
g responsibilities of the Response Manager.

(0 pen) IFI (50-443/85-32-06): Provide additional qualified
alternates in the line of succession for supervisory elements

'

of the augmented. emergency organization. (In order to provide:

for 24 hr./ day staffing). The Itcensee has committed that at
I least 3 people will be trained and qualified for each of the

,

( key positions prior to issuance of a full power license,
,

i '

! (0 pen) IFI (50-443/85-32-07): Complete all arrangements with
; local service groups to ensure offsite support will be

available when needed. At the time of the appraisal all of the ;

training identified in the emergency plan for members of.the *

,

Offsite Emergency Support groups had not been completed. Also'

'a letter ofiagreement for backup ambulance services with the:

Seabrook Fire Department needs to be completed,
,

C. Control Room Operator Walk-throughsg
Previous Inspection Findings

'

~
.; iThe previous inspection findings in this area requiring followup were

'

jointly identified os ites (50-443/85-32-13). For ease of tracking,
'

a suffix consister.. with the original subparagraph of each item is
'

i' being added to this number.
!

! Ouring the previous inspection, three of the six operating crews were
evaluated during during walk through examination. A fourth crew was'

observed during a utility cor. ducted training drill. The following

k findings were made:

i
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(0 pen) IFI (50-443/85-32-14a) Paragraph 3.2 (et al) of EPIP ER-2.2,
is not consistent with 10 CFR 50.72, in that it fails to require
notification of the NRC immediately after state and local r.otift-

cation and within one hour.

> This item had not yet been eddressed by the licensee and will be
reviewed in a subsequent inspectior..

(Closed)IF1-(50-443/85-32-14b): Paragraph 5.3 of EPIP ER 2.2 lists
one or more incorrect alternate NRC phone numbers (e.g. (301) 952-
0550 listed vis. (301) 951-0550). The inspector reviewed the latest

D revision to ER 2.2 and verified that the NRC phone numbers have been
entracted.,

'
~

(0 pen) IF! (50-443/85-32-14c) Fore ER-2.2A, " Initial Notification
Fact Sheet." is the form used to accomplish initial state notifica-
tion (also via the state, local agency notift ation). This form does

D- not contain information necessary regarding whether a release is
taking place (NUREG 0654 II.E3).

.

This item had not yet been addressed by the licensee and will be
reviewed in a subsequent inspection.

D- (0 pen) IFI (50-443/85-32-14d): None of the etews was able to accom-
plish the dese assessment problem postulated. Tnat function is
assigned to the STA (55). They had not yet been trained on dose
assessment.- Equipment (HP-41CV calculators with the associated
dose assessment program) to be used by control room personnel for
dose projection was not available. (NUREG-0654 II.0 and !!.1).

The inspector verified that the HP41CV calculators had been issued
and that crews had been trained in their use, however, it was

,

determined that the HP41CV program is only designed for dose calcu- .
' 'lation at the site boundary. -

D ;.- Further, the information derived'is only used for accident classi- ''
fication purposes, not for making protective action recommendations. '

-

This does not meet the requirements of 10 CFR 50.47(b)(9) to be able -

to assess and monitor actual or potential offsite consequences of a ,

radiological emergency, which could not be done under the present '
'

arrangements, prior to arrival of emergency response augmentation '

D personnel. The licensee is evaluating this item for corrective
actions. This will be reviewed in a subsequent inspection.-

(Closed) IFI (50-443/85-32-14e) Errors in EP,l'P ER-1,1 regarding emer-
gency action levels. A review of EPIP ER-1 (Rev. 01), "Classifica-
tion" indicated that a fire wnich is contained and controlled and

I potentially affects safety systems would be classified as an Alert;

a
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and, an uncontrolled uncontained fire affecting safety systems would '

be classified as a 5tte Area Emergency. This is contrary to the
guidance of NUREG 0654,. App. 1, which states that, any fire poten-

- tially affecting sgfety systems is an ALERT; and a fire compromising
the functions of safety systems is a Site Area Emergency. The in-
spector reviewed EP!P ER-1.1 (Rev. 2) which corrected this discrep-
ancy.

(C'esed) IFI (50-443/85-32-14f): Errors in classification of accident
conditions. Walk-through examinations were conducted with two crews
durir.g this inspection, following increased training in this area.

.The trainin,g in this area resulted,.14 a noticeable improvement in 3

performance in this area. This area was found to be acceptable.

(Closed)IFI(50-443/65-32-14g): Shif t crews were unable to identify
source material for evacuation time estimates (ETE). After further--

evaluation it was determined that knowledge of source material for
ETE studies would not normally be espected of control room crews.
This item is closed..

(0 pen) IFI (50-443/85-32-14h): Shift crews were unable to properly
evaluate the static condition of 20,000 R/hr containment dome monitor

' -

reading (with the containment intact). Specifically they were unsure
of whether a release would be in progress and whether EPA protective
action guidelines woulo be exceeded at the site boundary. ,

This item was not specifically readdressed during this inspection,
but will be reviewed during a subsequent evaluation of operator -'

training in this area.

*

(0 pen) IFI (50-443/85-32-141): Shift', crews were unaware of the.

capabilities of the post accident sampling system (PASS). Training-

of the operators in this area has not yet been conducted due to the i

fact that the PASS installation has not been completed. This will '

be reviewed in 6 subsequent inspection.'

D. Emergency Plan Training and Retraining
'

_

(1) Previous Inspection Findings

During inspection 85-32 several open items were identified
relative to the implementation of the Emergency Plan Traintag/
Retraining program. These items along with their status as
determined during.this inspection are noted below.

(Closed) IFI (50-443/BS-32-15a) Complete and trolement the
Emergency Plan Training Manual.

#.

8
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Emergency preparedness training has been transferred to the
General and $pecialty Training Department. Emergency Prepar-
edness Trainins requirements are an integral part of the General'

and Speciality Training Program Manual approved by 50RC on March
2,1986.. Following review of the Manual, the inspectors con-
cluded that it meets the requirements for establishment of an

.

f" acceptable Ecergency Preparedness training program. Training,
continuing ' training, and requalification requirements are
specified. Attendance, exemption, and documentation policies'

' are stated. In structor training is required. Courses are',

listed and described. This manual does not apply to Security'

' Emergency Preparedness Training or Emergency Preparedness Train-', ing for operators licensed per 10 CFR 55.- That training is
:

described under the separate training programs for Security and
licensed operators respectively. The inspector had no furtherc . ,

questions in this area.

(0 pen) IFI (50 443/85-32-15b): Specify the initial qualifica-
tion criteria for selection of personnel to the positions in the'

Emergency Response Organization.
:

Criteria = for assignment to Emergency Response Organization (ERO)
- positions are based or, operational assignments and qualifica-

tions. A listing of the association of operational assignment
to ERO position was reviewed by the inspecters; such a listing ';

is nnt now included in Appendix A. Amendment 55, to the FSAR
: "Seabroch Radiological Emergency Plan." The inspectors were

advised that these criteria would be included in Amendment 58 toi ,

,. the FSAR now in preparation. This item remains open until the=

amendment'is submitted and reviewed.
,

(Closed) IFI (60-443/85-32-15c): Lesson modules required by ER
8.2 have not all been prepared and implemented.

' '

The inspector verified that all thirteen training modules''

required for trai-ning of onsite personnel have been reviewed anda
approved. '

_, -

(Open) IFI (50-443/85-32-15d) EP training instructors do not
meet the requirements of ANSI /ANS-3.1.

3 The inspectors reviewed the 50RC approved General and Speciality
; Training Program Manual dated March 27, 1986 and concluded that

- the emergency preparedness instructor qualifications listed
(Section 5.1, page 2-5) are incomplete. There are no provisions-
for education requirements (A, AS, BS etc. in an appropriate i

=
discipline); practical experience in reactor operations and/or'

7 health physics. Seven reading assignments are listed plus a
=

-

-E
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$ requirement to observe a full participation axercise. The
reading requirements are appropriate, but should be extended to
discussion and examination to verify knowledge level. Specifics
of what should be gained by exercise observation should be
detailed. Play by instructors in the roles based on the train-
ing modules they teach should be considered.p
(Closed) 171 (50-443/85-32-15e): Revise Emergency Support Group
training modules to stress the expected role of each specialty
group. Following further review, it was determined that the
emphasis of the present training modules is appropriate.~"

O (Closed) IFI (50-443/85-32-15f): Assure that methods for train-
ing personnel in changes to procedures and equipment are similar
to methods used for the basic qualification program. *

The inspector verified that this concern is adequately addressed
by the descriptions in Section 1.3.2 and 1.3.7 of the approved

;g General and Specialty Training Program Manual.
-

(Closed) IFI (50-443/85-32-15g): Assure an adequate riur.ber of
qualified inuividuals are available for key Emergency Response
Organization positions to provide for 24 hour coverage folicwing
implementation of the Emergency Plan.g

| This item is closed administrative 1y as it is a duplicate of
the concern being tracked under item numbet-(50-443/85-32-06).

'

(2) Current Inspection Findings

= O a. During a review of Section 1.0 of Chapter 5 to craft Amend-
ment 58 to the FSAR, and in-force Amenoment 55, it was
identified that responsibilities for each ERO position are
listed but there is no indication regarding which respon-
sibilities may not be delegated. This listing should be
revised to indicate responsibilities which may not beg *delegated for all assignees (50-433/86-18-01).; -

-

b. The Security Of ficers Lesson Plan which addresses protec- -

tive actions does not address the use of KI as a protective
"

ntion. This should be added, and additional and appro-
g triate material included in this Lesson Plan as to the

.
purpose, use and effects of KI, as well as the identity, by
tit 19, of the persons who may approve Security Officer use

_'
of KI (50-433/86-18-02).

i ,
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I 'c.< Radiological training has'been provided to the hospital
staff by a member of-the Health Physics Department staff,
however continuing training in this' area has not been de-

,

: fined. ' NHY should address periodic retraining-in this area-

to insure continuity of this function (50-443/86-18-03).

I d. Section 4.2.64 of the General and Specialty Training
Program Manual lists Course $65, " Mitigating the Conse--m
quence.of Core Damage." Two levels of management are'
targeted for.this training which pertains.to EP. Since
managers will, in general, fill key ERO positions, this*

,

,

course should be added to Figure 18.2, Rev. 03 as
g required training for the Response Manager, EOF Coor-

t 'dinator (auditor basis only), Short Term Emergency Direc-
,

tor, Site Emergency Director, Emergency Operations Manager --'

-"' (50-443/86-18-04).-

'E. :10f f site Dese Assessment Walk-throughs

T,he' inspectors requested that all personnel trained in refined dose as-
sessment-(METPAC) participate in a-table-top discussion to determine the

[4 effestiveness of.EP. training.

.The refined dose assessment calculations according to the Seabrook Plang are performed in:the EOF, The group responsible to the $1te Emergency
Director Response Manager for offsite dose assessment consists of five
people excluding the offsite/onsite survey teams. The EOF._ Coordinator.
who assesses tha.offsite radiological consequences and determines i

protectiveLaction recommendations (PARS). The Dose Assessment Specialist i

determines offsite doses'and supports.the EOF Coordinator. The Offsiteg , ,

Monitoring Coordinator coordinates _the activities of offsite monitoring
and sampling teams and provides field radiological data to the EOF Coor-
dinator. The METPAC' operator 15. responsible for accessing and running

-the refined dispersion model. The METPAC operator and the sample'

.

' analysis personnel, although an integral part of the assessment'
Bx capability, as demonstrated in the February 24, 1986 exercise and walk-

throughs, are not desc*i%d in the Seabrook Plan (50-443/86-18-05).
.

.

The same table top exercise scenario was used for.each of the two teams.
-

The following observations were made. ;s

Procedure ER-1.4 does not provide for (or permit) any protective-g
.

action recommendations (PAR) unless a General Emergency has been
' declared. Both crews felt that conditions warranted a precautionary

PAR, however were reluctant *.o make a recommendation because they
were in a Site Area Emergency. This has apparently oeen reinforced
by training. The licensee recognizes the advantage of being able to
make a PAR prior to a General Emergency and is evaluating possiblep changes to their procedures and training (50-423/86-18-06).

|
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The' initial' dose model assumption is for no iodine in the release,---

in spite' of the fact.that-Technical Specifications allow operation-

with up to 10 uti/cc dose equivalent iodine. The licensee is eval-
uating a change to the model (50-443/86-18-07).

pe Any changes made in these areas will be evaluated in a subsequent
~ inspection.

- F .' Facilities and Equipment*

(1): Emergency Operations Facility -

D ,

a. Previous Inspection Findings

(Closed) IFI (50-443/85-32-16): Completely describe EOF
equipment in. Appendix E.3 to the Emergency Plan or procedure
ER-3.3. EOF equipment is. fully described in Appendix F of the

D Emergency Plan and procedure ER-8.1.

(Closed) .IFI '(50-443/85-32-17): Complete the installationiof
i EOF equipment. An inspection of the EOF, and observations made

during.the February 26, 1986 exercise confirmed that the neces-' <

sary equiptrent is installed and operational. ,
P .

b. -(Closed) IFI (50-443/85-32-08): Assure that all dedicated j
emergency equipment (specified in procedure ER-8.1) located at '
the EOF.is maintained in operable condition. During the ap-
praisal an inspection was conducted of.the ded,icated emergency
equipment located in the EOF, All equipment was determined to

> be operable. A program has been instituted to perform inven-
' tories and checks to assure continued operability.

(2) Media Center-(Emergency News Center)
,

a. previous Inspection: Findings

B

(Open) IFl (50-443/85-32-18): Complete the details of the
.

facility, equipment and organization for the Media Center. The .

details for the Media Center facility and equipment are complete
and contained in ER-8.1. The Media Center policy and procedures
are still in craft.

I

b. Except as noted above this area is acceptable,

i
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T(3)1 Meteorological Instrumentation''

'

a. : Previous Inspection Findines -

(0 pen)(50-443/85-32-19):, Finalize the meteorological monitor-
p ing system design,. consistent with the FSAR commitments and

revise the pr'ogram description in Section 6.2.3.1 of the Emer- ,, ,

1gency Plan and Section 2.3.3 of the FSAR.
,

The licensee stated that the FSAR will be revised to reflect the.m
full meteorological monitoring program by June 1.1986. A two -

g step approach will provide for an interim data acquisition -

system., prior to full availability of the plant process computer ',
for total data handling.

'

(0 pen)-(50-433/85-32-20): Provide for backup meteorological
measurements representative of conditions in the vicinity of

g the-site and provide for backup power to the instrument
,

building.
iThe' licensee stated that a meteorologist familiar with the site
'

witi be available, during all emergencies. The duties and
responsibilities will be further delineated in the Yankee

$ ' Mutual Assistance Plan. This individual will.have. access to
all: local National Weather Service data and knowled,ge of the
parameters needed by the radiological emergency response7

' staff. This also will be addressed by the. June 7, 1986
revision. Thelicenseeisstill(valuatingmethodsto

_ provide. backup power to the meteorological ' instrumentation.
9 .V

. (0 pen) (50-443/85-32-21): Provide a method of severe weather
-

notification to the control room.

A policy document-is current 1y'being drafted which will specify }
the load dispatcher as, providing severe weather notification to

B the con, trol room. I

,(0 pen) s(50-443/85-32-22): Implement T.S. 6.9.2 surveillance
requirements for'the meteorological monitoring program. Opera- .

ttors wil,1-perform the daily operability checks on the meteoro-
logica13 monitoring system when the Technical Specification are .

9 required to be followed,-at licensing. The inspectors will
'

.

verify that appropriate surveillance procedures are written.

(0 pen) (50-443/85-32-23): Modify calibration procedure-
.

IX1654.410 Rev. 2. for delta-temperature instrumentation to :i

properly reflect accuracy requirements and use more specific
p terminology. The licensee indicated action has not been com-
q pleted on this item.

'

J
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* (0 pen) (50-443/85-32-24)- Provide the basic data required for
atmospheric dispersion calculations (15 minute averages), which
includes a time history (analog or digital' printout) of wind'
direction and speed at each level and temperature difference
with height in the control room and EOF.

-

-

*

The inspector held discussions with licensee personnel and
found that the data acquisition system currently in place will
be modified on an: interim basis to provide the necessary
meteorological data to onsite personnel.. Future plans will
Linclude use-of the plant process computer to provide the basic* *

..

parameters to the Control-Room, TSC and EOF. The licensee will.
~

provide a_ full description of.the program and implement the*
-

,

interim system prior to fuel load.

I b. Except as noted above this area is acceptable.

(4)~~Non-Radiation process Monitors

The station con-radiation process monitoring system indications
provided from.various plant sensors include reactor coolant system*

----

' pressure ana temperature, secor.dary side steam pressure, status and
- function of various plant equipment components, and fire and com-
_.

bustible detectors.
,

E I
The' inspector verified that 'the process monitoring system component .

.

E , installation and testing had been completed prior to hot functional

i testing. The entire system is operational and adequate f or opera-
tions unde ( emergency conditions.

__

L(5) -Area and Process' Radiation Monitors,

.The area and process radiation monitoring system (Radiation Data-*

Management. System (ROMS) is a microprocessor based acquisitionLand
display system with readouts' locally, in the Control Room, and in the

-

-t' Operations Support Center (OSC). The varioins parameters measured

-1,[,'*
#, include general area radiation, process radioactivity levels, air-
' borne . contamination' levels, and effluent radioactivity levels. The -

sy, tem provides plant operators with warnings of accident conditions,
and the capability of continual accident assessment..

IThe RDMS installation is complete. Turnover from construction and
acceptance testing is in progress. Calibration of instrumentation
and final acceptance and operational testing is projected to be'

- complete by June 15, 1986.'

a As a result of this inspection it was determined that this item will
remain open pending review of final acceptance, calibration and
operational testing data concerning the RDMS (50-443/86-18-08).

1 #e
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(6). Respiratory Protection
,

Previous Inspection-Findings .

(0 pen) !FI (50-443/85-32-09): Implement the respiratory protection
l' program and assure that adequate supplies of respiratory protection

;equiprent are maintained at the onsite assembly areas for emergency*

workers.: The respiratory protection program has.not been fully
implemer.ted. All required respiratory protection equipment is in
olace in the. emergency response facilities, except-for the equipment
to'rrfill air bottles onsite. SCBA training, respirator use

I training, and medical certification is expected to be completed by
.May 31, 1986.- 4

-

,

t .-
. . +, . ,

The 13C and OSC both contained air purifying respirators and canise
.terstas well as SCP s reserved for emergen.y use only. Both the TSC*

:

and OSC contained an.t hquate supply of full face respirators and
I SCBAs for.use durirr. *gencit:s. An acequate number cf spare bot-'

*les.was present fc: ue. . Additional bottles would be available
.

onsite f rom'the air compressor-cascade -etill facility, which is
.being instalivd onsite. The air compressor-cascade equipment has

.

'

' been received or.sita, however, installation is not expected to be
completec prior to June 1, 1986. The compressor building will be

y located within the protected area near the constructirn building and&
should be useable under accident conditions.

As a~ result of:this' inspection it was determined that in order to
} . assure an adeqbsto respiratory protection program the respirator;
~ bottle refill facility should be completed and the necersary

l Etraining and medical certification be' completed for those who will.,
be called upon to use respiratory equipment. This area will be
reviewed in a subsequent' inspection.;

;-

, . .

g [< (7) ,C_ommunications Equipment
~

The inspector reviewed:Section 70 of fthe NHY Emergency Plan, Rev. E
-on Communications,; held discussions with licensee personnel and

visited the emergency response facilities.
The emergency communication system wa reviewed against the commit-- i ,

,

ments made in the Emergency plan.I s

The inspectors witressed testing of the communication system during
the December 21, 1985 emergency drill and February 24, 1986 full-
scale emergency exercise. The system as described in the emergency i

plan is functional except for the ENS. A dedicated telephone line
? is in use in place of the ENS. This is acceptable until the ENS is

g
>

installed. The licensee has idatified several problem areas. The
internal public address systen tire nme areas are inaudible.

|
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This was due in most cases to persons tampering with the speaker or
internal volume control adjustment. A system has been established to
track and correct problems in this area.

The licensee has a surveillance procedure. ER-8.1, which requires
periodic inspection of communications systems and equipment.
Procedures ER-8.1 and ER-8.5 establish responsibilities for
performance of the surveillance.

During the exercise on February 26, 1986, the Nuclear alert system
(orange phone) was used, providing direct interfaces with the Mas-
sachusetts and New Hampshire State Police.

At the time of the inspection, the installation of the sirens wn ;h
comprise a portion of the Public Emergency Alerting System, had not
been completed. This area will be reviewed in a subsequent inspec- .

tion (50-443/86-18-33),

f ! Except as noted above, this area was found to be acceptable.

! (8) Medical Treatment Facilities
& L

Previous Inspection Findingsij 7

?
L (0 pen) IFI (50-443/85-32-10): Complete and equip the first aid

treatment facility to allow treatment of contaminated / injured
personnel. The first aid treatment facility equipment has been'

ordered but has not yet been received. This will be reviewed
'

in a subsequent inspection.

(Closed) IFI (50-443/85-32-11): Assign a full time nurse
onsite as described in the Emergency Plan. A full time nurse
joined the Seabrook Station at the beginning of the calendar
year.

(0 pen) IFI (50-443/85-32-12) (50-443/85-32-13): Ensure that:
arrangements for transportation of onsite contaminated / injured
personnel are permanently available and clearly described in[
pfans/ procedures, including equipment and supplies for

'

contamination control This ites remains open pending training
for the offsite ambulance personnel and negotiation of a letter
of agreement with the Seabrook Fire Department which will be '
providing this service.

The inspectors toured the First Aid and nurse's station located
next to the health physics control point. Progress has Deen
made, however it was determined that not all of the first aid
equipment and supplies identified on page 10-9 of the Emergency
Plan has been received. In addition, the procedure for
decontamination of contaminated / injured personnel (ER4.4) is

i
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being revised. A full-time nurse has been appointed and is-

-available during daytime working hours. When completed and
~ fully equipped, the medical treatment facility will be adequate

to treat. radioactively contaminated and. injured personnel.

2 In addition to completing the installation of equipment noted in
a.. above, the following items were identified and til be

reviewed in a subsequent inspection.

Complete the revision to ER-4.4 "Onsite Medical Emergency"-
4

(50-443/86-18-9).-

5

_

Complete and implement the Exeter Hospital Radiological-

Procedure Manual for treating contaminated injured pa- -

: ,

tients. (50-443/86-18-10)
,

A medical-emergency drill will be observed in a subsequent
3 inspection, to-assess the capabilities in this area.-'

( 9) 0,perations Support Center

The G5C is located on the first floor of the Administration.and
Service Building. The OSC is included in the station emergency

3
-

communications.networt., _The OSC does not have any special radiation
' shielding.or air filtration systems. If conditions warrant, the OSC
-staff would relocate to the.TSC. The OSC facility is established as'

described in Ep-6.0, Section 6.1.2 and.as shown in Figure.6.6.~

i..:
' Dedicated emergency equipment is maintained at the OSC. This. equip- i
-ment is-. identified and serviced-in accordance with CP-8.1. Acti-) tvation and operation of the OSC is documented in t.P-3.2, Revision 2.

,

,

-Based on the above, this area is acceptable.
- .

(10)'Emr gency Kits and Survey Instrumentation,

- . Emergency kits and emergency survey instrume'ntation are maintained at
:. the following locations: TSC, OSC, Rte. 107 Warehouse, EOF and the-

-.Exeter Hospital. The emergency equipment maintained at each of these
locations is'identif%ed in Procedure ER-8.1 This procedure provides

,

1.for routine inventory checks of all emergenc,y equipment. When ap-m.
g# 'propriate, operational and calibration checks are routinely per-

formed.- All-such checks are documented. Equipment to be used by
're-entry teams has the capability for the detection and measurement'

of both beta and gamma radiation., The emergency kits contained
- _ suf ficient instruments / supplies ,to adequately support re-entry teams.-

.In-plant capability for detecting airborne iodine in the presence of
j noble gases is provided. Instrumentation capable of distinguishing

beta / gamma.1s available.
,

-
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Based on the above, this area is acceptable.

'(11) Protective Clothing

'i $ tores of protective clothing reserved for emergency use are main-
D tained at the TSC., OSC, Rte. 107 Warehouse, EOF and the Exeter Hos-

pital. This equipment is' periodically inventoried and is accessible
under emergency condi_tions.

Based'on the above, this area is acceptable.'

P (12) Reserve Supplies >

'The license 9 maint: ins an onsite inventory of emergency supplies and ..

equipment in addition to that dedicated specifically for emergencies.
~

In addition, the licenste has the ability to obtain additional.sup-
plies from offsite through-the Yankee Mutual Assistance Plan.

b Equipment available through this plan includes:

-a) Mobile Laboratory Emergency Analysis Equipment and Van Service
b) Mobile:TLD Van. Service
c) Mobile Body Burden Van Service, and -

d) Field environmental radiation surveillance equipment (and
I personnel).

The licensee maintains a minimum stock level to insure an adequate
reserve of normal supplies to handle emergency situations. ,

'
i

Based on the above, this area is acceptable.
,

(13) Transportation-,

'~ The-licensee has identified eight (8) vehicles for use in the event'

.of an-emergency. Four of these vehicles'have fixed mobile 100 watt-

VHF mobile radios tuned to the Health Physics frequency. The other
D four vehicles can be equipped with conversion. kits- that boost the

transmitting power of portable radios from S to 100 watts. Security
' procedures provide for the delivery of three of the vehicles to the --*

-EOF for use by the field radiological monitoring teams. Ambulance
--

and fire vehicles are provided by the Seabrook Fire Department. It
"

' appears that the size and' type of vehicles reserved by the licensee
I' for emergency use is adequate.

V- Based on the above, this area,15 acceptable.
i
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p (14) Control Room

The inspector reviewed the Seabrook Radiological Emergency Plan
(REP), applicable EPIPs, selected portions of the Seabrook FSAR, and
compared the facility to requirements and guidance from 10 CFR 50,
NR-0654, NR-0696, NR-0737 Sup. 1, and RG-1.97. The inspector also

D observed the:contro) room as an emergency response facility (ERF)
y during the February 26, 1986 observed exercise.

Based on this review, it was determined that the control room met the
guidance concerning equipment, decisional aids, and habitability.'

D (15) Technical Support Center

The' inspector toured the facility and observed it in operation d.urirg
.a utility sponsored exercise in December 1985 and again, during the
' February 26, 1986 observed exercise, to verify that the guitance
NUREGs 0696 and 0654 was met and that operation was in accordance

D' with the appropriate EPIP's.

Based on this review-it was determined that the TSC is within the'

Control Room habitability envelope'and is thus served by the same
filtered ventilation system. The guidance of the NUREGs has been
met,.except in the. case of the NUREG-0654~II H 5, equipment instal-

D lation-(e.g. seismic, rad, etc.) which is not e t complete. This ,

item will be reviewed in a subsequent inspection (50-443/86-18-11). |
,

. (16) Dost Accident Sampling Systy ,

;Atithe. time of this inspection the installation of the Post Accident
8 Sampling System (PASS). had ~ not been completed. Th.> area will be J

reviewed .in a subsequent inspection (50-443/86-18-34). i

G. Emergency Response Procedures'
,

(1) Personnel Monitoring and Decontamination

During the appraisal the procedures for personnel monitoring and
decontamination were reviewed and discussed with the health physics
supervisor. Appitcable procedures were contained in HD0958.02,
" Radiation and Contamination Survey Techniques", and HD0958.03,
" Personnel Decontamination Techniques". ER-4.6, "Offsite Monitoring

I and Decontamination", contained instructions for assembly and dis-
patch'of monitoring and decontamination teams. These procedures
provided for monitoring all. personnel exiting from restricted areas
andattheoffsitfassembly/reassemblyareas.

D

I
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I These procedures provided for recording.the names of individuals
surveyed, extent of-contamination found, radiation detection instru-
mentation used. survey methods, and results'of any decontamination
efforts employed. Contamination levels that. require decontamination
actions were specified;for various levels and' types of radioisotopes.
Action levels requiring further assessment by the health physicsg' staff and the followup actions required were delegated to the Radio-,-

logical Controls Coordinator. Copies of monitoring and decontaini-
nation procedures were available at the onsite decontamination

~ facility, at t.se Route 107 warehouse, and at the EOF. -

It was ' determined from the review that adequate p'rocedures existed
p to facilitate' personnel monitoring and decontamination under emer-

.gency conditions.~

.

-(2) Evacuation of Owner _ Controlled Areas-

D
,' The inspector reviewed EPIP ER-4.1, Personnel Evacuation, to deter-

,
-

-mine compliance with NUREG-06S4 requirements.

ER-4.1 Section A 0 contains prerequisites for evacuation of the site,
specific areas of the plant, or individual buildings. Evacuation .

. routes from the station are clearly spelled out both in the Emergency
Plan and in'ER-4.1. The locations of assembly areas and the criteriap* for use are'as described in the-Emergency Plan. Provisions for con-

,

cise oral. announcements over the facility public address system, and
.

for dispat'h of security patrols to the construction building, prod -c
uction warehouse, education centers, and the. training center are
contained in ER-4.1. This-procedure provides for the. assurance that

p all station personnel are notified and that the accountability and
: contamination monitoring are implemented by the: Security Supervisor,

and Radiological Controls Coordinator respectively;

s As a result- of. this inspection.it was determined that the applican't's
procedure for personnel evacuation of owner controlled areas accep't-

p able to contrcl operations under emergency conditions.

'(3) personnel % countability ,

..

The inspector reviewed-EPIP ER-4.2, " Personnel Accountability", fot
adequac9 in assuring that all onsite personnel are accounted for 16

'

p an accurate and timely manner.

-The procedure specifies that the Security Supervisor implements the
accountability-process and reports accountability results to the
Short Term Emergency Director (Shif t Supervisor) or Technical,

Services Coordinator. The procedure establishes a thirty minute
p goal for completion of accountability and contains provisions for

continuous accountability of all persons onsite after initial
accountability has been completed.

^
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The accountability system relies on the use of a security computer
e . Evith a manual backup utilizing Form ER-4.2A, Accountability-

% ; Li sting.- The security' computer is installed and operational,
chewever, the card readers are not functional. The total security..

cprogram-is scheduled to be implemented by May,15, 1986, at which! ;
'

L time the card readers will be operational. -The security computer j
p/ ' will print.' out missing personnel by plant- sector. A search would ;

'be initiated by the Short Tern Emergency Director or Technical ;,

Services Coordinator utilizing Procedure ER-4.5, Search and Rescue. !r
: .ER-4.5.-1s'not referenced or' referred to in ER-4.2. J
,.

;

As a result of this inspection it was determined that this. area will' l..

J remain open pending the implementation of the plant security program i

N and demonstration of the ability to complete accountability. The
.

plant accountability procedure ER-4.2 should also reference ER-4.5,
.

b. m ' Search and Rescue". This item will be' reviewed in a subsequent -|

,

'

-i n cr.ecti on - ( 50-443/86-18-12) .

h (4) Off-site Radio'1 eical Surveys7

Procedure ER-5.2, " Site Perimeter and Off-stte Monitoring and
Environmental Sampling", identifies the methods and equipment to be a

p used to. perform emergency off-site radiological surveys. The
,

Off-site Monitoring Coordinator, stationed at the EOF, is ;

responsible for coordination of the emergency off-site monitoring "

and environmental sampling pr' gram. Emergency supplies' collected by jo
off-site: sampling. teams are t'o be analyzed by either the Yankee |.

tiuclear Services Division Envircnmental Laboratory or the Se, brook :
n Mobile Environmental Laboratory. A walk-throc'h with one of the I

h, three field ' monitoring teams was conducted during a full-scale
3;. emergency preparedness drill held on December 12, 1985. Dedicated i

''vehicles equipped with 100 watt mobile radios and monitoring kits"

O
'

, are available to field three scnitoring teams. The procedure does 1

not provide the field teams with instructions for communication with
.the EOF in.the event of loss of the mobile radio capability. -i.

. Based on the above the following items need to be addressed in this;;
~

-area: .
,

-

p Provide procedures for a back-up means of communications-
;

y f in the event of radio failure (50-443/86-18-13). '

) Include specific instructions to the Off-site Monitoring-

L Coordinator regarding the use of respiratory equipment and
the administration of KI by the field monitoring teams for
protection from airborne hazards (50-443/86-18-14).

. Except as noted above, this area is acceptable.)
4

*i .
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ffy (5) 10n-sit'e (Out-of-Plant) Radiological Surveys

;' The' inspector reviewed procedures ER-4.3,_Rev. 02, " Radiation Pro-
tection During-Emergency Conditions", and ER-5.2, Rev. 04, " Site

-

'

Perimeter and Off-site Monitoring and Environmental. Sampling".
-The inspector identified that there was no emergency procedure de-.'

I' scribing the method and equipment'to be used to perform onsite
-(out-of plant) radiological surveys. The applicant acknowledged the
lack of this procedure and agreed to' draft appropriate procedures for
these surveys (50-443/86-18-15).'

(6)'; Radiation Protection Durino Emergencies-
, ,

~ Procedure ER-4.3, Rev.-_02, " Radiation Protection During Emergencies"
' specifies the on-site radiation protection practices to be imple-
mented following activation of the Radiological Emergency Plan.

,

Specifically, the procedure addresses the following areas:

I a) OSC Activities
b)'= Protective: Area Radiation Surveillance and Control
c) _'In plant Surveillance and Control
d)= MPC-hour Accour. tan 111ty

e) _ Dose Assessment and Exposure Tracking.

The Radiological Controls Coordinator is' assigned the responsibility
for ensuring station emergency exposure control measures.

Based on the aW ve- this area is acceptable,
o

'\- L(7) Repair and Corrective Actionsg
'

- Procedure ER-7.1, " Emergency Repair and Corrective Action", Rev. 01'

provides instructions for emergency repair and corrective actions.
The~ responsibilities of'the Technical Service Coordinator, the
Maintenance Coordinator: and.the OSC Coordinator are defined. The-

procedure describes the concept of the operations for repair or-g corrective action activities. The Radiological Controls Coordinator
is required to' provide health physics support to team members. This

-

sbpport includes;

a) expected doses,
y b) Required protective equipment including KI,

c) Dosimetry required.
d) Authorized dose,

:e) Respiratory hazards, and,
f) Radiological controls. ,

Based on the above, this area is acceptable.

-
,

,
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(8)LRecovery
s

Procedures' ER-8.7, " Recovery Organization" and ER-7.3.''Re-entry and
Recovery", were reviewed; Organizational authority for declaring

.

,'

that's recovery phase is to be entered is included in' thw-j^a
; procedure. Radiological conditions as;well as plant operating.

conditions are evaluated before terminating"an emergency.and entry.i

into a reco*very mode. Procedure ER-8.7-requires the agreement of '
the authorities ~of Massachusetts and New Hampshire, federal-
authorities, and the Response Manager before an emtrgency condition =
can-be. terminated.'

~

based on the above, this area is acceptable.

(9) Inventory, Operational Check. 'and Calibration of Emergency Equipment:'

,

Procedure ER-8.1, " Emergency Equipment and Facility Inventory and
'

Preparedness Check". provides a specific inventoryL11 sting of all-
_

equipment reserved for use during emergencies. The specific -

location-of the equipment is provided. An emergency. equipment
#inventory and operational check is performed when any of the-

following" occur:
'

I' '

s

the emergency equipment has been used;-

J
'

.at scheduled quarterly ~intervalsg or
.

-

- if a: seal on an emergency kit or locker has been broken..
r

The scheduled quarterly inspection includes an inventory check, and
when appropriate, operational checks are performed.- The results of

ieach inventory are documented and the.results reported to the Radio-
Elogical Assesseent Manager.. . Health | physics equipment calibration ated

maintenance-scheduled in accordance.with HD-0963.02 regulate the-
frequency ofLinspection of, dedicated radiological equipment /tupplies.
The Radiological Assessment Manager is responsible for ensuring the

.
- inspection, _ inventory - and operational checking of emergency equip ''

ment and facilities.
t

'
'

Based on the above, this area is acceptable.

' (10) Emeroency' Kits and Emeroe_ncy Survey Instrumentation- .

A walk through was conducted of the Control Room, TSC, OSC, Rte.107'
warehouse and EOF for the purpose of verifying that the dedicated
emergency facility / equipment identified in the following procedures
was in the assigned location. 8

EP-6.0, " Emergency Facilities"

.

e

b
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) EP Appeadix F,." Emergency Equipment Checklist"
ER-8.1, " Emergency Equipment and Facility Equipment Inventory

:and Preparedness Check",-
i

1The. final. walk through was conducted on March 25-26, 1986. An-in-+

ventory, and when appropriate, a functional check was made of all
9 '.essentia1' equipment at each of the above emergency response'facil-

, . No discrepancies were identified.ities.

Based on theLabove, this area is acceptable.

:(11) Public Information
D

.

. The inspector reviewed section 11.3 of the NHY Emergency, Plan, Rev. '

57, on Public Information, alsq. draft brochures, calendars, ;

n telephone book inserts and posters. =

'

' The Public'Information-(PI) prograta was evaluated against the re-i

De quirements in 10 CFR 50 Appendix E. Specific areas were reviewed to *

- verifv the'following: '
,

iprovisions vere described for yearly dissemination to the-

public with the EPZ;
.

'

D that the materials contain basic emergency planning '-

information and general information as to the nature and
effects of radiation; '

measu'es are taken to provide information to the transient- r
population;,

D

materials. and information provided to the public are coordinated I
-

-

-with State and local government agencies, and;
,

"

that the.information provided also contains evacuation routes, --

shelteri'ng directions and actions to be taken when alerted.
,,

; Based on.this. review it was determined that the public information
section in the Emergency plan describes the bases for the program.
NiW has stated that they will provide, annually, emergency planning

,. materials to.each resident, school, hospital and nursing home within
; the EPZ. The-inspector noted the draft materials for residence

D (brochures and calendars) provide the general information.on the
' nature and effects of radiatio ~. Also, in the draft material are

the Emergency Radio Broadcast stations, information on how to
y'shelter, and how the residents will be notifi d. 'However,9

evacuation routes have not been finalized. -.-
) -

1
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(Theinspectorreviewedseveralmailinglistscoveringtheresident
, population in the EPZ. The licensee stated these lists will be

c .

updated prior to the mailings. Also. local commercial-establishments'
~(within the EPZ) with fifty or more employees, schools and nursing
homes will be provided tone alert' radios. In addition, the licensee
has made arra jements with the NH Civil Defense director and locale

" . towns to pw.de posters (some bilingual French /English)Jor the-
-persons on the beaches within the EPZ.

Other methods _ the licensee plans to use for. th'e initial distribution'
of emergency planning'information'are newspaper and raato advertis-L

am ing. This is planned to be done concurrently with th'. mailing of
. brochures. Telephone tiirectory advertising will be included in the"

1986 Portsmouth-white pages and the 1987 Newburyport and Haverhill

( white pages...
~ * -

1
.

.

i At present this information has not been distributed to' residents in'
( the EPZ.s It is understood that the final details will have to be

developed to reflect information in the NH and MA plans, Lowever the -
licensee indicated that an interim pamphlet will be distr',buted .

'

prior..to fuel load, to provide ba' sic information as to what to do if.
51rens are activated, where to receive additional information, etc.
(50-443/86-18-16). The final brochures will be' distributed prior to

( receiving a full power license (50-443/86-18-17). The information
contained in these brochures will also receive evaluation by FEMA as
part of the-.off site plant reviews.,

'

(12) Drills and Exercises i

I

( The inspector reviewed procedure ER-8.3. " Emergency. Preparedness
Drills and Exercises",.Rev. 1, which defines the program for the
conduct and evaluation of emergency drills and exercises to verify
that drills and exercises are properly; planned andicoordinated to
meet the training requirements of'10 CFR 50 Appendix ~E.. In addition. <

a schedule of drills was reviewed to verify that the various emor-."

yt*) gency. response areas would be adequasely exercised.
,

The overall-coordination of the drill and exercise program is the-
responsibility of the Radiological Assessment Manager. The Training
Manager coordinates scheduling of the exercises ,with the Radiological
Assessment Manager, and ensures that they are conducted as scheduled.

8.
A tracking system has been developed to track drill / exercise
deficiencies and to ensure that appropriate corrective action is
taken. ,

This area was determined to be acceptable.
O

t .
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. (13)" Audits'
-

,

-The inspector reviewed Chapter 18 of-the OA Manual which defines the
: Operational QA audit requirements. One of the requirements is to
prepare an annual audit schedule which includes (among others) the -

,

activities of section 6.5.2 of the Technical Specifications. A re-
view of the draft Technical Specifications indicates that the appro-
priate reference.is section 6.4.2, not 6.5.2. It w6s also determined9 >

Emergency Preparedness was not: included in the list of activities.
The licensee indicated awareness of the error in the Technical
Specification reference in the QA Manual, and that Emergency Pre-
paredness had not yet been added to the list of activities in section

-6.4.2,as an area requiring audit. Steps are being taken to_ correct -

D both of,these. items. This. item will be reviewed in a subsequent
inspection (50-443/86-18-18)."

3

(14)_ Review'. Revision, and Distribution of the Emeroency Plan
'

*
.

.The inspector reviewed the Document Control Center organization and
B functional: responsibilities section of the Nuclear Production De-

'

partment Records Manual', compared it with NUREG-0654 elements P.4,
.P.b and P.10, and toured the Document Control Center facilities.

The' inspector determined that Emergency Plan Implementing Procedure-

telephone numbers are reviewed quarterly. The responsibility for
I review is assigned to'the Sr. Emergency Planner. Changes to the i

Plan and Implementing Procedures are required to be approved by the {
Station Operations Review Committee-(S.O.R.C.). The Plan cnd
Procedures were current and distribution was in accordance with the
approved distribution list. The names, titles, and telepho'pe ,

'

numbers of selected procedures were-verified to be correct..

As a result of this inspection it.was determined that the
applicant's procedures for review,-revision, and distribution of the

. Emergency Plan and Implementing procedures are acceptable.
.

,
'

(15) First Aid / Rescue

The inspectors reviewed procedure ER-4.4 "Onsite Medical Emergency"
in the Emergency Response Program Manual, and determined that it -

covers action to be taken in the event treatment of contaminated /
' injured-individuals is necessary. The procedure includes provisions

for receiving recovering, transp'orting, and handling persons who may.

I become radioactively contaminated onsite and provides for radio-
logical controls offsite. However, discussions with NH Yankee health
physics personnel indicated that procedure ER-4.4 was being revised
in its entirety (50-443/86-18-09). It was also identified that the

D

1

f 4 ,
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Radiological Procedure Manual for Exeter Hospital (where contami- -

'
nated/ injured personnel _are treated) was incomplete (50-443/86-18-10).

,

. g,

Facilities, equipment, supplies, and_other arrangements necessary for
the applicant to implement this procedure were- also incomplete at the
time.of this' inspection. .(See para. F.8)_' '

. Except as noted above, this area is acceptable.
:

'

(16) Emeroency. Alarm. & Abnormal Procedures
. ,

The inspector reviewed chapter 5 of the Emergency Plan, the Seabrook~P

site specific version of the-Westinghouse Dwners Group (WOG) Emer-
gency Response Guidelines, and selected emergency alarms, and ab - -

: '

normal operating procedures to evaluate conformity to requirements & )
5: guidance provided by:10 CFR 50, NUREG-0737 Supp. 1, & Regulatory

$
i 'n Guide 1.33.c ?

Based on this review it.was determined.that, although none of these
procedures has been formally promulgated, most of.the required '
procedures exists in a refined draft-stage which are in conformance

'

with the referenced guidelines and requirements. Formal promulgation
.

_

of the procedures 15: expected in'the near future, and action-in this -
-

:
1; regard will-be reviewed in a subsequent inspection-(86-443/86-18-19).
i

Operators'have been trained in these draft procedures, however a-==

-final training effort for all operators after the procedures are: formally promulgated will be necessary.. This area will be reviewed *

_in~a subsequent inspection-(50-443/86-18-20).<

.

(17) Implementing Procedures |
m-_

The. inspector' reviewed Seabrook EPIps ER-1.2 through 1.5, the pro-,

cedures for Notification of Unusual Event through General Emergency,
,

and compared them with guidance from NUREG-0654. Based on thisa

~ review it was . identified that: -

J a. Initial notification forms and some of the followup notification
~ *

forms inc'orrectly allow the EOF Coordinator to sign, authorizing
notification. This authority cannot be delegated to the EOF

'

coordinator. (NUREG-065411 B 4) (50-443/86-18-21).
.

ThefollohupnotificationformsfoundinERs1.2through1.5 *b. '

=0 et al do not:

d' indicate type of release (airborne, waterborne) (NUREG-0654-

11 E 4 D),,
__

,

Project integrated dose at the site boundary (NUREG-0654 II E-

) 4 H),
i
=

i

_ .

.
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Project dose rate and integrated dose at 10 miles-
p

(NUREG-0654 11 E 4-1), (50-443/86-18-22).

Revise,ER-1.3 fig. 1 paragraph 13 to add the on shift HPc.
tech as an alternate advisor to be consistent with ER-4.1
paragraph 5.3.3(50-443/86-18-26).- .

9
d. Procedure ER-T.4 contains the following errors:

- The instructicas to the SED concerning selection of evacuation
'

alternatives as a function of wind direction appear to be
:in error. At present, for winds from 080 through 180, the dog

p track is the 1esignated site. It is located generally downwind
for winds from that- sector (50-a43/86-18-24).

'The caution after step 4 of figure 1 prohibits Protective _

Action Recommendations (PAR) during initial notification of
declaration of a Site Area Emergency (SAE). There is no PAR-

) ' block on the standard followup information sheet. In combin-*

-ation, these. items, infer a prohibition against PARS at SAE.
.(This inference was confirmed during.the E0F walkthroughs when .

the staff empressed the beiief that they were prohibited from :

-making a PAR if at.5AE) (See paragraph F.)

Steps 18-20 of form 2.2B (contained in ERS-1.5 and 2.2) require-D e.
use of the HP-41 calculator to project dose at the site,

boundary, 2 miles, and 5 miles. This requirements cannot be met
with.the-present HP-41-system and software. (See paragraph D.1,
item 85-32-14d). :

'

i'

D f. Item E of the Emergency Plan pgs. A-1 and A-2 should be iden- . |.

tified as a non-delegable-function (50-443/86-18-26).
.

'

g. The listing of primary and alternate' staffing in Appendix A of
the Plan differs from that of procedure 2.1 (e.g. SEDs) (50-

,

443/86-18-27).,

D , ,

?

y (18) Assessment Actions

-The inspector reviewed applicable Seabrook emergency preparedness
procedures, and Section 5 of the Emergency Plan. The inspector
verified that assessment actions were consistent with the guidance of

~

D NUREG-0654 except as noted below:

The operating shift has no dose projection capability (See-

paragraph D.I.)

Procedural problems with the notification process are-

identified elsewhere (See paragraph G.17).

h |

|
.
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$ :(19) Classification Scheme Review:-

Outside the scope of the EP Appraisal, but within the month prior _to*

. this" inspection, the inspector completed two technical reviews of the
Seabrook Emergency Plan EALs and procedure ER-1.1 under NRC Head-
quarters sponsorship and met twice with the ' utility on that subject.>

It was identified that several differences existed between the,

classification scheme shown in the Emergency Plan and that of proce--, ,

dure ER-1.1 (draft Rev. 4). The licensee has proposed satisfactory
corrective action concerning these differences, by issuance of
Revision 4 to ER-1.1 and Amendments 56 and 57 to the FSAR. This ites

.

will be closed-following review of these changes (50-443/86-18-28).

'(20)' Security During Emergencies.

C The inspector-reviewed this area during a utility drill in December
1985 and again during the exercise of February 26, 1986, and made the
following observations:

,
.

The protected area perimeter control system (fencing, E fields,
'

-
:

badging,-etc.) has not yet been established (50-443/86-18-29).'

-Station personnel have not completed full scope General Employee-

Training nor has the EP. training program been finali:ed and
3 ' completed'in this area. Security training is a component of

both (50-443/86-18-30).

(21) Coordination with Offsite Groups . ,

t

'The auditors reviewed Appendix E of the Emergency Plan (Letters of-
I Agreement with offsite agencies support personnel) and met with

, ,' -

representatives from six support groups to determine to what extent
the program for coordinating emergency planning and response iactivities with each group has been developed and implemented by the

'

applicant. Discussions were held with key response personnel;from-
,

the towns of Exeter, NH, Kingston, NH, Brentwood, NH, Seabrook, NH,_
4 West Newburg, Mass, Exeter Hospital, and Seabrook Greyhound tack.

All representatives expressed a clear understanding of their agency's
role..end responsibility in response to Seabrook emergencies. The

-

inspectors.found that arrangements for technical and administrative
support at-each facility were consistent with the language specified'

"g in letters of agreement with the exception the Seabrook Fire Depart---

ment. Agreements or contracts between the applicant and each offsite
group were either current or in the process of being updated with the
exception of Exeter Hospital. Efforts made by the applicant to co-

-

ordinate notifications and communications, emergency response train-
'T ing, and . routine exchange of informhtion are acceptable. Classroom

>

-
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training of State and local groups in New Hampshire and Massachusetts
remains incomplete. _New Hampshire representatives had the oppor-
tunitysto participate in the full-scale emergency exercise held on
February 26,;1986. In Massachusetts, no practical training (drills

Ler walkthroughs) has been provided to. response personnel. (See
B -section 3). Controlled copies of the Seabrook Emergency Plan _and-,

Procedures are maintained in local libraries for_ reference by local
officials. Copies were not maintained at Exeter Hospital. Local
town managers were familiar with the applicant's procedures as they
affect State and-local response regarding notifications, communica-
,tions, and information flow from the site to them. Managers also

I indicated that recommendations for protective measures which were
,.

agreed on by State and utility officials would be implemented at the
local level without delay immediately following communication of all-
critical information.

~ *

Theindividualsinterviewedbytheinspectorswereidentifiedastop
D level emergency response personnel of their respective organizations,

i.e., Civil Defense Directors, Selectmen, hospital president, police
chief, and fire chief. It was determined that the representatives
sre generally content with the applicant's effort for coordinating"

emergency preparedness issues, and Civil Defense (Emergency Operations
Center) directors stated that the language contained in letters of

I agreement would be honored.

Y Except as noted below, this area of the licensee's program is
* -

acceptable.

.The'11censee should ensure that all letters of agreement are-

I current, reviewed, and contain mutually acceptable language to
'

all parties involved in each agreement (50-443-86-18-31).''

'

Complete the orientation and offsite training program for New
Hampshire and Massachusetts State and local officials (training
offectiveness will be evaluated by FEMA). (50-443/86-18-32).

g
"

5. Summary Listino of Open Items
'

The following is'a composite list of items from the appraisal conducted .

in -December,1985 (IR 85-32), and this inspection, which had not been
isatisfactorily resolved at the conclusion of this inspection. Except

for those items Indicated by (*) all will be corrected prior to fuel load. '
Asterisked items will be corrected prior to issuance of a full power

' license..

(85-32-02): Define and document the interaction between the cofporate EP
staff and the station staff.

g

(85-32-04): Assign the responsibility to perform initial dose assessment
on shift and. revise Appendix A of the Emergency Plan accordingly.,

D,

. . .
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4(85-32-06): Provide additional qualified alternates for key ERO
:< positions to assure-the ability to staff the augmented organization on a

24 hour basis. ,
,

i

[ (85-32-07):. Complete arrangements with offsite survey groups to ensure
.

*

) availability of offsite pupport during emergencies.
'

: .

Complete' implementation of the respiratory protection
.

(85-32-09): .o

program (training and air bottle refill capability).
.

(85-32-10): . Complete installation of equipment.in the First-Aid Facility.' '

(85-32-12/13): Ensure that arrangement for transportation of ortsite con- i-

taminated/ injured personnel are made and described in plans and procedures.
,.

(85-32-14a): Paragraph 3.2 (et al) of EPIP ER-2,2 is not consistent with
'the requirements of 10 CFR 50.72, in that it does not require notificationq.

~ f the NRC immediately af ter the state (s) and within one hour.) o
,

! (85-32-14c): Form ER 2.2A, " Initial Notification Fact Sheet",<ioes not ,

; contajn provisions for recording or reporting whether a release is in
'

progress (i'UREG-0654 II.E.3). *
|

(85-32-14d):',No on-shift dose assessment capability is provided.'
i- (85-32-14n): Shift operating crews were not awar'e of containment design' -

le:k rate specifications.'
'

i

_ 85-32-141): Shif t operating cr'ews were not aware of the capabijities of'

(
h- the Post Accident Sampling System (PASS).

(85-32-15b): Qualification criteria for assignment to-positions [in the
: Emergency Response' Organization were not specified, t

.

(85-32-15d): EP training instructors do not meet the experience require-
1 ments,of ANSI /ANS-3.3.

'
, ..

,

(85-32-18): Completeprocedureswhichdescribetheequipmentand
,

organization of the Media Center.

(85-32-19): Finalize-themeteorologicalsystemdesignconsisten(with
h- FSAR commitments, and revise description in the Emergency Plan.

-(85-32-20): Provide for backup meteorological measurements representa-
tive of conditions in the vicinity of the site.

L
(85-32-21): Provide a method for notification of impending severe

f weather to the Control Room.

4

#e

.
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equipment (to be done concurrent with issuance of operating license)gical
(85-32-22):' Implement surveillance program procedures for meteorolo

.

(85-32-23): Modify calibration procedure IX-1654.410 to reflect minimum
required accuracy of delta-T instrumentation of 0.1 degrees centigrade.

D' '

(85-32-24):- Provide for maintaining a historic record of basic data
- required- for atmospheric dispersion calculations.

_ (86-18-01): Emergency Plan, Chapter 5, Section-1, does not specify which
responsibilities of ERO staff members may not'be delegated...- ' * -

D
(86-18-02): The Security Officers' Lesson Plan does not include-
discussion of the use of K1 as'a possible protective action.

(86-18-03): _ Periodic radiological retraining of the hospital staff has-
not been developed or scheduled.

1(86-18 04): Mitigation of core damage training is not required for the
Response Manager, F.0F Coordinator, Short Term Emergency Director, Site
Emergency _ Director, or the Emergency Operations Manager.

(86-18-05):- METPAC Operator and sample analysis personnel-are not'
k described in the Er.ergency Plan as augmentation personnel. ,

s
*

(86-18-06): Procedure ER-1.4 does not provide for (or allow) any
. protective action recommendations (PAR) to be made unless a General
Emergency has been declared.' -

,
,

I (86-18-07): The initial dose assessment model assumes no iodine in the
release.

(86-18-08): Complete operational testing and turnover,of the Radiation,

Data Monitoring System.
,

I (86-18-09): Complete the revision to ER-4.4, "Onsite Medical Emergency".
.

(86-18-10): Complete and implement the Exeter Hospital Radiological -

Procedure Manual.
'

(86-18-11): Installation of instrumentation in the TSC is not complete
I' (NUREG-0654 11.H.5). _

(86-18-12): Implement the station security program and demonstrate the
y ability to perform accountability of onsite personnel during an emergency.

(86-18-13): Provide backup means of communication with off-site
I radiological teams in event of loss of radio communications.

1
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(86-18-14): Include specific instructions to Off-site Monitoring
Coordinator regarding use of-respiratory equipment and KI in procedures.

(86-18-15): Draft appropriate procedures for the performance of onsite
'(out-of-plant) radiological surveys.s

(86-18-16): Distribute' interim public information brochures, providing
basic information concerning what action to take on siren activation.

-where to receive additional information, etc.

,, .

4(86-18-17): Distribute final detailed public information brochures*

describing all'necessary emergency planning information for the public,
including evacuation routes.

(86-IS-18): Revise T.S. 6.4.2 and implement the QA audit program for
;emergency preparedness. -

l
(86-18-19): Promulgate final version of emergency, alarm, and abnormal
procedures.

.(86-18-20): Train operators in the final versions of emergency,
..

abnormal, and alarm procedures.

(86-18-21): Revise, procedures ER-1.2-1.5 to reflect that the authority
to authorize notification cannot be delegated to the EOF Coordinator.

',

--( 86-18-22): .The Followup Notification Forms in procedures ER-1.2 through-

ER-1.5'co not include information regarding type of release, projected
i

integrated dose at,the site boundary, and projected dose rate or;
integrated dose at ten alles. ,

(86-18-23): ER-1.3, Figure 1, does not identify the on-shift HP'techni-
cian as:an alternate Advisor, to be consistent with ER-4.1.

.

p (86-18-24): _ Procedure ER-1.4 contains an error concerning the selection-
of evacuation alternatives as a function of wind direction...has evacua-
tion to the dog track-when wind is blowing toward the track.

' (86-18-25): HP 41 calculator cannot be used to calculate the doses at 2,,

5, and 10 miles required by procedures ER-1.5 and 2.2.

(86-18-26): Item E of Emergency Plan pgs. A-1 and A-2 should be
identified as a non-delegable function.

(86-18-27): The listing of primary and alternate staffing in Appendix A,

of the Plan is not consistent with ER-2.1 (e.g. SED).

(B6-18-28): Revise ER-1.1 and FSAR to be consistent with EAls of
-NUREG-0654.

l
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(86-18-29): Implement site Security Plan.

(86-18-30): Complete security training for station personnel.

(86-18-31): Verify that all letters-of-agreement are current.
.

.

(86-18-32): Complete the orientation and off-site training program for
.

:

; New Hampshire and Massachusetts state and local officials.
1

; (86-18-33): Complete installation and testing of PEA $ strens.
~

8(86-18-34): Complete installation of the Post Accident Sampling Systee
_

'I
6. Exit Interview . .j

? At the conclusion of the inspection on March 28, 1986, the inspector. met
. with representatives of the licensee (see detail 1 for attendees) to

discuss the findings of this inspection as detailed in this report.
,

s

At no time during this inspection was any written material provided to
the licensee.

?
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COPMISSIONt
- REGION I'-

Report No. 50-443/87-25

Docket No. 50 443

License No. CPPR-135'- Priority Category C

Licensee: Public Service Company of New Hampshire
P. O. Box 330

- Manchester, New Hampshire 03105

Facility Name: Seabrook Nuclear Power Station

; Inspection At: Seabrook, New Hampshire i .

Inspection Conducted: December 15 17, 1987
[

N / A a, h
I Inspectors: mm
i ." Con in' Team Leader. EPS, date

EP&R DRSS

C. Amato EP Specialist, EPS, EP&RPB, DRSS

3 ._
D. P,errotti, NRR

' W.~ J. Lazarus... thief. EJS,
,

pb 7//d)m. /~ wG W-Approved By: ^
,

date
EP&RPB, DRSS .

,

i,

'y Inspection Summary: Inspection on December 15-17, 1987 (Report No.'

50 443/87-25)
'

Areas, Inspected: Routine announced emergency preparedness inspection end
observation of the licensee's annual emergency exercise performed on December

L

!
15, 1987. The inspection was performed by a team of three NRC Region 1

D personnel.

Results: No violations were identified. Emergency response actions were
adequate to provide protective measures for the health and safety of the 4

p
public.
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DETAILS
~- >

g
M 1.0 -Persons Contacted-x

4N -The following licensee representatives attended the exit meeting held on
/Kk# ' December 17,1987.
s;

G'. Thomas, Vice President, Nuclear ProductionM
D. Moody. Station Manager,

O , P. Casey, Senior Emergency Planner
J. MacDonald, Radiological Assessment Manager
S. Perkins.--Emergency Preparedness Trainer
E. Brown, President and Chief Executive Officer

.

W. Hall, Manager of Regulatory Services
.

P. Stroup, Director of Emergency Implementation and Response
G. Kline, Manager-of Technical Services4> F. Straccia, Supervisor of Emergency Preparedness Training

The team observed and interviewed _ several licensee emergency response
personnel, controllers and observers as they performed their assigned <

functions during the exercise.
(

.2.0 Emergency Exercise

The Seabrook Nuclear Power Station partial participation exercise was ,
16, 1987 from 8:00 AM to 3:30 PM. There was y

conducted on December
limited participation by-New Hampshire Civil Defense Personnel in the

8 Emergency Operations Facility.

2.1 Pre-exercise Activities
Prior to the emergency exercise, NRC Region I representatives held

,

,

meetings and had telephone discussions with licensee represent- ;,

atives.to discuss objectives, scope and content of the exercise,

8 scenario. As a result, changes were made in order to clarify 9-

certain objectives, revise certain portions of the scenario and .
,-

ensure that the scenario provided the opportunity.for the licensee
-

to demonstrate those areas previously identified by NRC as in need- -

of corrective action. ,

g
NRC observers attended a licensee briefing on December 15, 1987,
and participated in the discussion of emergency response actionsThe licenseeexpected during the various phases of the scenario.
stated that controllers would intercede,in exercise activities to
prevent scenario deviation or disruption of normal plant

g operations.
. 1

The exercise scenario included the following events:. 1

- A loss of Radiation Monitoring System Instrumentation; j

|

9
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J- High radiation levels in the PAB; ,
;.

h. > ,

An ejected control rod accident, with subsequent LOCA and fuel ,

,

. damage; ,

I - Declaration of Unusual- Event, Alert, Site Area Emergency and
General Emergency Classifications;

- Calculation of offsite dose consequences;_ and

- Recommendation of protective actions to state officials. e;

D

i 2.2 Activities'0bserved
'

During the' conduct of the licensee's exercise, three NRC team
'

members made detailed observations of the activation and augment.
ation of the emergency organization, activation of emergency
response facilities, and-actions of emergency response personnelD

Theduring the operation of the emergency response facilities. -

following activities were observed:

3 1. Detection, classification and assessment of scenario events;

S 2. Direction and coordination of the emergency response; ,

!

3. Augmentation of the emergency organization and response
facility activation; ,

Notification of licensee personnel and offsite agencies of4.p pertinent plant status information;-

5. Communications /information flow, and record keeping;
'

,

| 6. ' Assessment and projection of offsite radiological dote and'

consideration of protective actions;
D i

5
'7. Provisions for inplant radiation protection;

-

8. Performance of offsite and-inplant radiological surveys;

9 g. Maintenance of site security and access control;

10. Performance of technical support, repair and corrective
actions; ,

11. Assembly, accounta'bility and evacuation of personnel; and

12. Preparation a. dissemination of information at the Emergency
News Center.

|
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The NRC team noted that the licensee's activation and augmentation of
~ the emergency organization, activation of the emergency response facil r@

.' ities, and use of the facilities were generally consistent with theirM emergency response plan and implementing procedures. ,,

m.
3.1 Exercise Strenaths .

The team also noted the following actions that provided strong
positive indication of their ability to cope with abnormal plant

rconditions:'

Positive command and control of all emergency response facilities-

(ERF's)wasdemonstratedbytherespectivemanagers;
]

d b the Technical Support Center (TSC) staff_-Classifications ma e y
were prompt and correct, and subsequent n".ifications were timely;

-
,

: Dose Projections were performed often ano utilized plant conditions:as well as field conditions. Subsequent Protective Action
-

Recommendations-(PAR's) were timely and conservative;
,

Staff augmentation was prompt and each ERF was setup,and activate <t-

in a timely manner; {
,

Staff members in each ERF demonstrated a thorough knowledge of the
plantandcoordinatedeffectivelypiththeirrespective

-

counterparts; and .

Staff members in each ERF demonstrated very good use of procedures ,-

and record keeping. ,

'
.

3.1 Exercise Weaknesses ,

The NRC team identified the following areas where weaknesses were
~ ;

observed which could have degraded the response and should be ;

evaluated by the licensee for corrective action. This item is -.,

tracked as an Inspector Followup Item (IFI). :

50-443/87-25 01: The Shift Superintendent (SS) in the Simulator-
Control Room did not classify the loss of both trains of the

-

Radiation Monitoring System as an Unusual Event until prompted by
the Lead Controller.' Although the SS was strongly involved in ,

troubleshooting the problem, he did not refer to the Emergency
Action Levels, nor did utilized procedures refer him to the EAL's.,

Dose assessment personnel in the EOF did not50-443/87-25-02:
provide an estimate of radiciodines in the containment atmosphere.

-

They were unable to provide this estimate because there was not a |

Post Accident Containment Air Sample available. While the HP-41
.

=
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;
The stcensee needs to upgrade their present methodology to .

not.
ensure they have the ability to estimate t w impact of releases or-

'

potential releases with regard to the radiciodine-component for
p- releases which occur prior to obtaining and analyzing a containment

sample..

4.01 Licensee Actions on Previously Identified Items -

The following items w re identified during previous inspections<p' (Inspection Report No.- 50-443/86-10). Based upon observations made by.
-the NRC team during the exercise the following open items were
acceptably demonstrated and are closed:

(CLOSED) 50-443/86;10 04: There was no dose assessment / dose projection
pf capability demonstrated in the TSC;

(CLOSED) 50-443/86-10-05: Priorities of TSC activities were
. occasionally: inappropriate;

>

(CLOSED) 50-443/86-10-06: The TSC was somewhat slow in analyzing the
indications of a DBA LOCA;p

the Containment Building Spray discharge |ot informed of the failure of(CLOSED) 50-443/86-10 07: The SED was n cross-connect valve until 30
. minutes after the failure was identified;

p (CLOSED) 50-443/86-1068: The general plant status-board in the TSC at
times lagged actual plant conditions by 30 minutes;

(CLOSED) 50-443/8610-13: EBS messages are not monitored for accuracy;

(CLOSED) 50-443/86'10-14: Tracking of feedback on actual offsite'
-

protective actions taken was not indicated on the EOF status board;
D.-

(CLOSED) 50-443/86-10-16: The Response Manager interfaced with several
different levels in the various organizations in the E0F; and

.

(CLOSED) 50-443/86-10-18: Critical information was not recapitulated on
D a' frequent enough basis during press briefings in the media center.

5.0 Licensee Critique

The NRC team attended the licensee's post-exercise critique on December
17, 1987, during which the key licensee controllers discussed observa-

D/ tions of the exercise. The licensee indicated these observations would
be evaluated and appropriate corrective actions taken.

-|
!

'
D
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?eh. L6.0L Exit Reeting and 11RC CritiqueL
,. .

-

The llRC team met with the licensee representatives listed-in Section 1- AN of this report at the end of the inspection. The team leader summarized. 3 > F
3% the observations made during the exercise.#p.t

. ' -s :c v
The licensee was informed that previously identified itees werek' '.-
adequately addressed and no violations were observed. Although there

I'| were areas identified for corrective action, the llRC team determined
that within the scope and limitations of the scenario the licensee's~.

'

<

performance demonstrated that they could implement their Emergency Plan:9

'and Emerg.ency Plan _ Implementing Procedures in a manner which wouldu

adequately provide _ protective measures for the health and safety of the,,
i

public,

Licensee management acknowledged the findings and indicated that appro-
priate action would be taken regarding the identified open items.

c

I

At no ttee during this inspection did the inspectors provide any written
Information to_the licensee.
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY CostilSSION
REGION 1

Report No. 50-443/88-09it -

Docket No.. 50-443

License No. CPPR H Priority Category C

Public Service Company of New HampshireLicensee:
P. D. Box 330

-Mancnester, new Hampshire 0310$

DL Facility [Name: Seabrook Nuclear Power Station

Inspection!At: Seabrook, New Hampshire ,

,

inspection Conducted: 'Junt 27-29,1988

Inspectors: 1

DRSS
'

p

C. Amato, EPS
C. Gordon, EPS

EPSD S. Peleschat,R1, SeabrookD. Ruscitto,
D. Perrotti, NRR '

.J. Jamison, PNL

b ~) S
Approved By: m date-

g W. - J. JJIZarus, Chief, LPA. -
FRSSB, DRSS

Inspection Sumary: Inspection on June 27-29, 1988 (Report No. 50 443/88 09)
' ,

.

Routine, announced emergency pr paredness inspection and
- .

Areas Inspected:
observation or the licensee's annual full-partici ation emergency exerciseD,
performed'on June 28-29, 1988. The inspection was performed by a team of.

seven NRC Region 1, headquarters and contractor personnel.
-

Results; No violations were identified. Emergency response actions'were
adequate to provide protective measures for the healthtand safety of.the!

'

p- public.
,

k
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DETAILS

1.0 Persons Contacted
| The following licensee representatives attended the exit meeting held on- '

!,
June 29,.1988.

E.. Brown, President and Chief Executive officer
u
L

D. Bovino, Exercise Coordinator ,

Senior Emergency Planner
:P. Casey,baum, Vice President Engineering / Quality: W-

|

T. FeigenG.-Gram, Executive Director, Emergency Preparedness and Community
P

*

Affairs 1

T. Harpster Director, Emergency Preparedness Licensing
-D. Moody, Station Manager
P. Stroup, Director,identEmergency implementation and ResponseVice Pres Nuclear Production
G. Thomas,ld, Radiological Assessment Manager ,.

J. MacDonai

The team observed and interviewed several licensee emergency response
personnel,' controllers and observers as they performed their assigned

,functions during the exercise, l

2.0 Emergency Exercise
j

The Seabrook Nuclear Power Station full-participation exercise was
!: 1 conducted on June 28,1988 from 9:00 AM to 7:00 PM The State of New

The
'"

Hampshire .11 local towns and the State of Maine participated.CommonwealthofMassachusettsand6localtownsinNewHampshiredidnot
!
I

The State of New Hampshire com>ensated for the localF participate.C
non participants. ' The New Hampshire Yankee Offsite Response

.

>

Q Organization (NHY OR0) compensated for the CommonwealthThe licensee, New Hampshire, Maine and NHY OR0
-

<

non-participants. conducted field monitoring activities, an ingestion pathway exercise andU

recovery and.reentr 29, 1988. The Federal Emergency;

Management Agency (y activities on JuneFEMA) observed all off-site activities.L
.

i

i
2.1 Pre exercise Activities

NRC Regio- I and FEMA .

i

Prior to the emergency exercise,d had telephone discussions withL representatives held meetings an scope and content!

licensee representatives to discuss objectives,hanges were made in
| As a result, minor cof the exercise scenario.order to clarify certain objectives, revise certain portions of.the-

[ scenario and ensure that the scenario provided the opportunity for
the licensee to detunstrate the stated objectives as well as those

i areas previously identified by NRC and FEMA as in need of
o corrective action.' i

--
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NRC observers attended a licensee briefing on June 27, 1988, and
. participated in the discussion of emergency response actions

!
'

The licenseeexpected during the various phases of the scenario.
'

-

1

stated that controllers would intercede in exercise activities to j
prevent scenario deviation or disruption of normal plant

".

1 ,

operations.
_- '

The exercise scenario included the following events: ,

- Fuel damaged by loose parts;'

- Damage to a turbine driven emergency feedwater pump;
*

- Large break Loss of Coolant Accider (LOCA) due to a total weld
L
' failure;

,

Venting of the containment into the containment enclosure
building with a subsequent elevated, filtered release to the

|- atmosphere;j f- Declaration of Alert, Site Area Emergency and General Emergency =

| Classifications;
!
p - Calculation of offsite dose consequences; and .

'

- Recomendation of protective actions to off-site officials.
p. ...

2.2 Activities Observed?
' .
.

During the conduct of the licensee's exercise, seva NRC team
,

members made detailed observations of the activation and augment-
ation of the emergency organization, activation of emergency
response facilities, and actions of emergency response personnel

,D.

Theduring the operation of the emergency response facilities.L,

C -

following activities were observed: *a
;

- 1. Detection, classification, and assessment of scenario events;
*

.

E.

7 2. Direction and coordination of the emergency response; ,

3. Augmentation of the emergency organization and response
facility activation;'

Notification of licensee personnel and offsite agencies of \: 4.-

pertinent plarA status information:p ..

L' 5. Communications /information flow, and record keeping;

(: d

9

.

-

DL 's
,

s
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Di Assessment and projection of offsite radiological-dose and
i 6 . --

y -consideration of protective actions;

7. Provisions for inplant radiation protection;

8.- Performance of offsite and inplant radiological surveys;
pL

9.- Maintenance of site security and access control;

Performance of technical support, repair and corrective10.
actions;

'

11. _ Assembly, accountability and evacuation of personnel;D"

Preparation of infomation for dissemination at the Emergency12.
New*, Center; and'* '

,

13.- Management of recovery and reentry operations.

D-

3.0 Exercise Observations-
3.1 Exercise strengths

The NRC team noted that the licensee's activation and augmentation
D- of the emergency organization, activation of the emergency response.{"

-facilities, and:use of the, facilities were generally consistent
with their emergency response plan and implementing procedures.
The team also noted the.following actions that proyided strong
positive indication of their ability to cope with pbnormal plant
conditions:

D
'

1. -Very good command and control of all emergency response
facilities (ERF's) was demonstrated;

2. Plant conditions were quickly recognized and classified;

D' -3. Shift turnover was' accomplished smoothly and with no apoarent
loss of control of the situation;'

4. The ERF's were activated in a timely manner; and

5. Protective Action Recommendations (PAR's) were prompt and
conservative. Evacuation time estimates were effectively

D. utilized in determining the PAR's.

.
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3.1 Txercise Weaknesses ~
,

v
The N#C identified the following exercise weaknesses which needs to

The licensee conductedbe evaluated and corrected by the licensee.
DJ an adequate self critique of the exercise that also identified

is

__these areas.
The Technical Suppert Center (TSC) and Emergency Operations

I '. - facility (EOF) staff displayed ouestionable engineering
judgement and/or did not recoynfte or address technical

p1 concerns (50-443/88 05-01). 4or example:

- Weither the E0F or TSC staff questioned a release of greater
than 7000 curies per second with only clad damage and no

-

-core uncovery;

- Efforts continued to restore the Emergency feedwater Pump
D af ter a large break LOCA;

- A questionable fix for the Containment Building Spray'

system;

1- A lack'of effort to locate and isolate the release path; and
g-

- No effort was noted to blowdown Steam Generators to lessen'
the heat load in containment.-

2. The TSC and Operational Support Center (OSC) have multiple
entrances and exits' that are not controlled. As.a result,

' contamination controls were ineffective at times as personnel
DJ entered without frisking and it couldn't be determined if

continuous accountability was, or could be, maintained
_(50-443/88-09-02). ,

i

No apparent con' sideration was given to the departing first
-

3. shif t to account for possible dose when leaving the plant-<

D. during the release, as they were not given dosimetry
,

(50-443/88-09-03).-

4. The response to some questions in the Media Center were not
-

and why a
eny;904).adequate such as: the NRC's role in an esereactortripwasn'tperformedearlier(504g4/ 0

,-
4.0 Licensee Actions on Previously Identified items

items were identified during a previous inspection
ThefollowinkeportNo. 50443/87-25). Based upon observations made by

'

' (Ins Hection
the tRC team during the exercise the following opens item were

p1 acceptably demonstrated and are closed:

'

s w. ,

.
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l The simulator shift superviso did not use
classification procedures and failed to recognize the loss of both(Clostos s7-25 01 Ift:O
Radiation Monitoring Systems trains as an Unusual Event.

Lack of a post Accident Containment air samplet

prevented dose assessment personnel from estimating the containmen(CLOSED) 87-25-02 IFl:
atmosphere iodine concentration.

O

L_icensee Critieve
The NRC team attended the licensee's post-exercise critique on June 29,

5.0 .

1988, during which the key licensee controllers discussed observationsThe licensee indicated these observations would beO
of the exercise. evaluated and appropriate corrective actions taken.

Exit Meetino and NRC Critique

The NRC team met with the licensee representatives listed in Section 1The team leader summarized
6.0

of this report at the end of the inspection.
the observations made during the exercise.

The licensee was informed that previously identified items wereAlthough there
adequately addressed and no violations were observed.determined

were areas identified for corrective action, the NRC teamthat within the scope and limitations of the scenario, theEmergency Planlicensee's
(

O
performance demonstrated that they could implement their
and Emergency Plan Implementing Procedures in a manner which wouldadequately provide protective measures for the health and, safety of the

,

public.
Licenseemanagementacknowledgedthefindin$sandindicatedthatappro-dentified open items.
priate action would be taken regarding the
At no time during this inspection did the inspectors provide any written
information to the licensee.

O
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. UNITED STATES OF AMERICA USNRC

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

I' . ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING' APPEAL BOAR 90 Jm 23 M126

Beforc Administrative Judges:
OrnCE Di SECCf.lA9T
00CKlllllG A SEitVICI.

Thomas S. Moore, Chairman BRANDi
G. Paul Bollwerk, III

D' Howard A. Wilber

)
In1the Matter of ) Docket Nos. 50-443-OL

) 50-444-OL
D

'

PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY )
OF NEW HAMPSHIRE,.ET AL. )

)
- - (Seabrook-Station, Units 1 and 2) ) January 22, 1990

~

)

D.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I, John Traficonte, hereby certify that on January 22, 3990,

I made service of the enclosed BRIEF OF INTERVENORS IN SUPPORT OF

THEIR' APPEAL OF LBP-89-38 by Federal Express as indicated (*) and-

by first-class mail to:

Ivan W. Smith, Chairman Kenneth A. McCollom
Atomic Safety-& Licensing Board 1107 W. Knapp St.
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Stillwater, OK 74075
East WestLTowers Building

D 4350 East West Highway
=Bethesda, MD 20814

Dr. Richard F. Cole Robert R. Pierce, Esq.
Atomic Safety & Licensing Board Atomic Safety & Licensing Board

=U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
D- East West Towers Building East West Towers Building

4350 East West Highway 4350 East West Highway
.Bethesda, MD 20814 Bethesda, MD 20814

D

D-
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* Docketing and Service * Thomas G. Dignan, Jr.
- U.S.='NuclearlRegulatory Commission Ropes & Gray
Washington, DC 20555- One International Place

- Boston, MA 02110

*Mitzi A.--Young, Esq. Phillip Ahrens, Esq.
Edwin.J. Reis, Lsq. Assistant Attorney General
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Department of the Attorney General

.

- - Office of the General Counsel Augusta, ME 04333
- 11555 Rockville Pike, 15th Floor'

Rockville, MD 20852
-1

F..' Joseph Flynn, Esq. Atomic Safety & Licensing
Assistant General Counsel Appeal Board
Office of General Counsel U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comm4.ssion
Federal Emergency Management Washington, DC 20555+
Agency

'

500 C Street, S.W.
_

Washington, DC 20472

- Robert A. Backus, Esq. Atomic Safety & Licensing Board
Backus, Meyer & Solomon U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission;

116 Lowell Street Washington, DC 20555
P.O. Box 516
Manchester, NH 03106

Jane Doughty Dianne Curran, Esq.
D Seacoast Anti-Pollution League Harmon, Curran & Towsley
. Five Market Street Suite 430

Portsmouth, NH 03801 2001 S Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20008

:

: Barbara St. Andre, Esq. Judith Mizner, Esq.
1 Kopelman & Paige, P.C. 79 State Street

77 Franklin Street Second Floor
Boston, MA 02110 Newburyport, MA 01950

Charles P. Graham, Esq. R.. Scott Hill-Whilton, Esq.
Murphy & Graham Lagoulis, Hill-Whilton & Rotondi

3 -33 Low Street 79 State Street
Newburyport, MA 01950 Newburyport, MA 01950t

.

; Ashod N. Amirian, Esq. Senator Gordon J. Humphrey
' 145 South Main Street U.S. Senate

P.O. Box 38 Washington, DC 20510
) Bradford, MA 01835 (Attn: Tom Burack)

.

Senator Gordon J. Humphrey John P. Arnold, Attorney General
One Eagle Square, Suite 507 Office of the Attorney General
Concord, NH 03301 25 Capitol Street
(Attn: Herb Boynton) Concord, NH 03301
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~ Paul McEachern, Esq. William S. Lord
-Shaines-& McEachern' Board of Selectmen
25 Maplewood Avenue Town Hall - Friend Street

3 P.O. Box 360 Amesbury, MA 01913
Portsmouth, NH 03801

*G. Paul ~Bollwerk, Chairman * Thomas S. Mocre, Chairman
Atomic Safety & Licensing Atomic Safety & Licensing

-Appeal Board- .
Appeal Board

9 U;S. Nuclear-Regulatory Commission U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 10555 Washington, D.C. 10555

:

*Howard A. Wilber Jack Dolan
Atomic Safety & Licensing Federal Emergency Management Agency

Appeal Board Region 1
9 U.S. Nuclear' Regulatory Commission J.W. McCormack Post Office &

Washington, D.C. 10555 Courthouse Building, Room 442
Boston, MA 02109

George Iverson, Director Alan S. Rosenthal
N.H. Office of Emergency Management Atomic Safety & Licensing~

9 State House Office Park South Appeal Board
107 Pleasant Street U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Concord, NH 03301 Washington, IX: 10555

:

'

O
:

Respectfully submitted,

9 JAMES M. SHANNON
ATTORNEY GENERAL

/ .

di f!( U" G- -
9 'ohn Tr ficonte

Assistant Attorney General
/' Chief, Nuclear Safety Unit
Department of the Attorney General
One Ashburton Place
Boston, MA 02108

9 (617) 727-2200

Dated: January 22, 1990
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